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ABSTRACT
 

The Federal Land Development Authority in Malaysia organizes,
 

manages and finances new land settlements. The program of guided land
 

settlement has been successful in bringing approximately 250,000 acres
 

of -itherto uncultivated land under rubber and oil palm cultivation.
 

However, the physical development of the land and the successful crea

tion of economical farm enterprises in the immediate future does not
 

by itself assure that the settlers will be able to improve or at least
 

maintain the planned level of living iI.the long run. There is a need
 

to investigate and to project the long-term consequences of the present
 

action program.
 

The primary objective of the study was to determine by way of
 

conceptual analysis the adequacy of the Malaysian settlement program in
 

stimulating, establishing and maintaining self-sustained development In
 

the new settlements so that living levels do not fall to subsistence
 

levels in the long run. A subsidiary objective was to suggest alterna

tive courses of action in the light of experiences in other countries
 

which might be applicable to the Malaysian land settlement program.
 

The procedure followed involved identifying those decisions in
 

the design of a land seLtl~ment pLugLim that might increase the possi

bility of self-sustained development. The Malaysian program was then
 

examined in detail according to the framework cf decisions identified
 

to determine its compatibility with, and adequacy in the promotion of
 

self-sustained development. In the study of relevant experienc- in
 

other developing countries, preliminary literature review: poi: te& to
 

iii
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Israel as the major source of successful land settlements in terms of
 

self-sustained development and continuously improving living levels.
 

The Israeli Moshav was studied in detail because of its similarity in
 

ideology and operational rules to the Malaysian settlements and because
 

of its apparent success. Relevant experiences in the Israeli Moshav
 

supported by significant experiences in other developing countries were
 

used to suggest modifications that might increase the possibility of
 

self-sustained development in the Malaysian Federal Land Development
 

Authority settlement projects. Possibly, applicable programs in the
 

immediate future were also proposed.
 

The study revealed that the present settlement program of the
 

Malaysian Federal Land Development Authority is highly developed and
 

efficient in the development of the land. However, a number of inade

quacies in promoting self-sustained development arise because the pro

gram emphasizes land development more than community development. The
 

inadequacies are as follow:
 

1. There is lack of emphasis on diversified skills both agricul

tural and nonagricultural in the settler selection process.
 

2. Inadequate flexibility in resource allocation within the
 

farm is a major problem.
 

3. The Federal Land Development Authority exercises an extremely
 

paternalistic attitude in the decision-making process within the farm
 

during the developmental stage.
 

4. There is an over-rigid financial arrangement.
 

5. Present planning and action to stimulate capital accumulation,
 

investment and expansion of employment within the settlement by promoting
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diversified agriculture, rural industry and supporting services is
 

inadequate.
 

6. One program model is applied to all settlements in West
 

Malaysia, thus failing to exploit the diversity in skills, 
resource
 

ownership and ideological inclinations of the settlers.
 

Based on experiences in the Israeli Mcshav and in specific land
 

settlement projects in Sudan, Algeria, Nigeria, Tanzania, Thailand,
 

and Ceylon, recommendations were made to 
redress the observed inade

quacies in the Malaysian program without excessive additional cost
 

to the Federal Land Development Authority and the government. Two
 

alternative settlement programs--the Graduated Land Allocation Model
 

and the Collective Farming and Individual Consumption Model--were pro

posed. The Graduated Land Allocation Model involves allocation of 
land
 

by stages according to the ability of the individual settler. The
 

Collective Farming and Individual Consumption Model attempts to provide
 

an alternative to the existing oil palm projects 
that would emphasize
 

settler community development. Additional woik needs to be done to
 

determine the feasibility of these programs in Malaysian land settlement.
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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM CONSIDERATIONS
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

A country with a land area of 130,000 square miles and a popu

lation of 10 million, Malaysia is plagued with problems that are
 

familiar in many developing countries. The more serious of these prob

lems include a rapidly rising population, increasing unemployment and
 

underemployment, and rural poverty. Among the various strategies that
 

have been formulated to alleviate these problems, concerted and consis

tent efforts have been directed at accomplishing economic development
 

and social progress through agricultural land settlement in West Malaysia
 

since 1956. The land developing ordinance which established the Federal
 

Land Development Authority, hereafter referred to as the F.L.D.A. or
 

The Authority, was enacted on July 1, 1956. At that time, Malaysia as
 

a nation did not exist, and the ordinance applied only to Malaya, now
 

known as West Malaysia. Today, the activities of the F.L.D.A. are still
 

limited to West Malaysia and discussions in this thesis will accordingly
 

pertain to this region.
 

Since its formatiun, Lhe F.L.D.A. has developed 81 projects
 

comprising 256,859 acres of rubber trees and oil palm trees and has
 

settled 18,400 families. Of the developed land, 53,320 acres of
 

1
 
oil palm have matured and are being harvested. In the fourteen years
 

l"Federal Land Development Authority Draft Annual Report" (Kuala
 

Lumpur: Federal Land Development Authority, 1970), p. 7. (Mimeographed.)
 

1
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since its formation, the statistical records of the F.L.D.A. have been
 

impressive. The apparent success has been due largely to the ability
 

of the F.L.D.A. to change and to adapt its procedures to the changing
 

circumstances as evidenced by the five amendment ordinances between
 

1957 and 1962 concerning finances, loans, powers cf The Authority and
 

organization. The program assumed its existing form in 1962.
 

In addition to its adaptability, the wide range of powers and
 

autonomy of action that accrued to it through legislation enabled the
 

F.L.D.A. to alter and transform the role it had originally defined for
 

itself. The F.L.D.A. commenced work in 1957, and, during the first
 

four years, it assumed two roles. First, it functioned as a loans
 

board to the various provincial land development boards and corporations.
 

Fourteen land settlement projects ranging from 1,500 to 5,000 acres
 

2
 
were financed by the F.L.D.A. during this period. Second, it undertook
 

direct financing, planning, and management of a project (the Bilut Valley
 

Land Development Scheme) in 1958. With the launching of the second
 

five-year national economic development plan in 1961, the F.L.D.A. had
 

abandoned the previous role of a "loans board" for provincial develop

ment projects and assumed direct responsibility for the implementation
 

of all projects financed by it.
 

In the early projects implemented in 1957, the settlers parti

cipated in and were responsible for all stages of land development
 

including jungle clearing, planting as well as housing construction.
 

2Taib bin Haji Andak, "Land Development in Malaysia Under the 
Federal Land Development Authority: Description of Programme and 
Techniques of Implementation" (Kuala Lumpur: Federal Land Development 
Authority, October 1966), p. 2. (Mimeographed.) 
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This method was found to be impractical and uneconomical because the
 

settlers were unskilled, achieved poor quality work and would have
 

needed a longer period for the crops to reach maturity. Consequently,
 

in 1958 the land was cleared by specialist contractors before the
 

settlers moved into the area to perform the subsequent tasks of lining,
 

holing, terracing and planting of the rubber trees. They had to build
 

their own houses at the same time. The volume of work proved to be
 

excessive and the quality of work was still poor. The F.L.D.A. decided
 

in 1960 to implement all the tasks of jungle clearing, planting and
 

housing construction before the settlers arrived. Specialist contrac

tors were hired to undertake the jobs.
 

These adaptive changes in response to the urgent need for
 

developing the rural sector through demonstrable economically successful
 

investments have resulted in the evolution of a rigid settlement program-

precise and accurate in its procedures for implementation and uniform
 

for all projects undertaken by the F.L.D.A. Very briefly, a typical
 

land settlement project aims at settling 400 families on 4,500 acres
 

of land. Each settler is allocated 10 acres of farm land and one-quarter
 

acre of housing land in the village, the remaining land going to
 

shopping centers, playing fields and community buildings. Development
 

and settlement proceed in four annual phases involving 100 families
 

per year. The land is cleared, planted and the houses are built before
 

the settlers arrive. The settlers are given the responsibility of
 

maintaining the crops under the direction of field officers of the
 

F.L.D.A. Since the main crop takes several years to mature and the
 

settlers' energies are fully utilized in the early years, subsistence
 



allowances in the form of loans are provided. Subsistence loans are
 

based on the number of working days of each farmer.
 

The area of undeveloped but cultivatable land in West Malaysia
 

approximates 6,000,000 acres. Forty-eight thousand acres have been
 

scheduled for development in 1971 and plans have been laid to develop
 

50,000 acres per year for the period 1971 to 
1975,3
 

If. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
 

The nature of the present program is such that the guided approach
 

assures that the land is successfully cleared of jungle, planted with
 

oil palm or rubber trees, and settled with selected farm families.
 

The successful record of land development and number of families settled
 

since 1956 confirm the technical efficiency of the F.L.D.A. There is,
 

however, a need to look beyond this achievement. A land settlement
 

project is not a once-over attempt to create immediate employment,
 

raise levels of living, earn foreign exchange or attain other national
 

objectives. The settlement of a community on new agricultural land
 

involves the long-term development of a group of individuals relocated
 

from an economically and socially established environment to completely
 

new and continuously changing circumstances.
 

Given the social and economic conditions in a developing country
 

such as Malaysia, three relevant assumptions may be stated as follows:
 

1. The amount of government resources available for land settlement
 

projects is limited and must be distributed among many alternative projects;
 

31bd., p. 19.
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2. The expected improved living level within the settlement is
 

very much dependent on the changing economic conditions such as prices
 

and markets outside the settlement;
 

3. Other sectors of 
the economy outside the new settlements
 

do not possess the capacity to absorb the expanding labor force of Lhe
 

new settlements.
 

These assumptions, the fact of rapid population growth and the probability
 

of failing prices of palm oil and rubber in the future, make it
 

important to direct attention to the following crucial question: 
 is
 

the design of the program model and overall pattern of development
 

adequate for the evolution of settlements rapable of effecting self

sustained development?
 

Self-sustained development in this context means continuous
 

improvements in levels of living without the aid of special government
 

resources beyond initial development aid ir spite of possible adverse
 

economic and demographic conditions in the future. 
More precisely,
 

self-sustained development of a new land settlement can be defined as
 

including three interrelated elements.
 

I. Emancipation: Emancipation of the settlers from the settle

ment agency is both a means towards self-sustained development and an
 

end in itself. As a means, emancipation is the attainment of sufficient
 

technical expertise, managerial skills and organizational ability by
 

the settlers to make all the decisions in the operation of their farms
 

and in the affairs of the community and to execute these decisions.
 

Some of the constraints to optimum resource allocation that may have been
 

created by the agency's rules arl regulations are thereby removed.
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This facilitates diversification of skills and individual specialization
 

in a variety of enterprises. At the same time, barriers to business
 

transactions are removed. On the part of the settlement agency and the
 

government, emancipation means that scarce public resources of capital
 

and skilled manpower can be diverted to other settlement projects. As
 

an end, emancipation signifies the development of an independent self

reliant and progressive rural society--a stated goal of the present
 

government.
 

2. Continuous increases in the total value product of the farm
 

and settlement: As agricultural skills are acquired by the settlers,
 

the productivity of existing resources increases. Coupled with improve

ments in the efficiency of existing market channels and exploitation
 

of new markets, the total value product of the farm and net farm
 

incomes increase continuously.
 

3. Expansion of employment opportunity: As the level of technology
 

is raised and productivity increased, investments are made in farm and
 

nonfarm enterprises resulting in the expansion of employment opportunity
 

within the settlement as a means of absorbing the growing labor force.
 

A possible divergence between the defined national objectives
 

and the less tangible objective of self-sustained development may
 

arise because settlement projects tend to be regarded as tools to be
 

used for national ends by the government whild the long-term develop

ment of the settlement is crucial to the participants of the project.
 

The underlying hypothesis of this thesis is that the physical develop

ment of the land and the successful creation of economical farm enter

prises in the immediate future do not guarantee self-sustained
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development. 
 If the existing program model is not directly geared
 

towards the attainment of self-sustained development in the development
 

process, then improvements may be made by emphasizing certain program
 

components and de-emphasizing others without much additional cost.
 

The problem of concern of this study is the lack of knowledge
 

concerning the adequacy of the Malaysian F.L.D.A. program in facili

tating and promoting self-sustained development of the new settlements.
 

If the design of the program is inadequate, modifications should be
 

made in the program to promote self-sustained development. There is also
 

a need to evolve alternative program designs oriented more directly to
 

different social and economic situations and for different groups of
 

people in Malaysia.
 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
 

The specific objectives of the study are:
 

1. To determine by conceptual analysis and comparative evalua

tion the adequacy of the Malaysian Federal Land Development Authority
 

settlement program for establishing new land settlements capable of
 

self-sustained development.
 

2. 
To investigate possible modifications in the design of
 

the existing land settlement program and to study alternative designs
 

resulting from experiences in other countries which might increase
 

progress toward self-sustained development.
 

IV. PROCEDURE
 

The analytical components of this study in sequence will be as
 

follows:
 



1. Identification of those decisions in the design of a settle

ment program that have a special bearing on self-sustained development.
 

2. A critical examination of the Malaysian F.L.D.A. settlement
 

program using the decision framework.
 

3. Review of ideas and experiences in other countries with
 

special reference to land settlement in Israel that may be useful on
 

the Malaysian scene.
 

4. Suggestion of possible alternatives in the rules, procedures
 

and policies that might further the objective of self-sustained develop

ment in the Malaysian land settlement program.
 



CHAPTER II
 

DECISIONS IN THE DESIGN OF A LAND SETTLEMENT PROGRAM THAT ARE
 

CONDUCIVE TO SELF-SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT
 

I. HOW GOALS AND RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS AFFECT
 

PROGRAM FORMULATION
 

A settlement agency generally attempts to achieve a certain
 

set of goals with usually limited quantity and quality of resources and
 

within a particular socio-economic setting. In the formulation of a
 

i
 
paternalistic land settlement program, the decision-making process on
 

alternative courses of action can proceed effectively only if the
 

settlement agency knows precisely what it is attempting to achieve,
 

fully appreciates the extent of its resources, and evaluates carefully
 

the prevailing socio-economic circumstances.
 

In defining goals of the project, the settlement agency has to
 

integrate the objectives of the government with the aspirations and
 

expectations of the settlers. The national objectives may include food
 

production, expanding employment, adding to foreign exchange earnings
 

and reducing political discontent. On the other hand, Lhe settlers
 

are usually interested in maximizing farm family income. One method
 

1Paternalistic land settlement is used here to denote guided land
 
settlement under the auspices of a government agency, an independent agency
 
set up by the government, or a private agency. Paternalistic land settle
ment means that the initiating body is the agency which offers, in varying
 
degrees, aid to the settlers such as financial, technical and administra
tive skills and other public services. A measure of control is implied.
 
The antithesis of the paternalistic land settlement is spontaneous land
 
settlement which means settlement of land by individuals without the
 
guidance of any agency.
 

9
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of integrating these goals is to view the multiple goal framework as
 

one primary goal and a set of subsidiary goals. As soon as the sub

sidiary goals are defined, they act as constraints to the primary goal
 

because the alternative courses of action are reduced. 
Thus, a land
 

settlement project may be directed at maximizing employment opportunities
 

subject to the constraint that the settlers can derive a specified level
 

of income and that the project adds to foreign exchange earnings. A
 

list of primary maximizing objectives and subsidiary objectives is given
 

in Table 1.
 

The goals and the extent to which they can be achieved are
 

determined in part by the quantity and quality of available resources.
 

Resources are categorized into government resources, settler resources,
 

and private agency resources as shown below.
 

SFunds
 
Government Resources 
<o 'Skilled Personnel
 

Subsistence Capital 
Resources Investment Capital 

forLand Settler Resources Skills 
Settlement 

<Education 

kills
 

Private Agency Investment Capital
 
Resources
 

Business Expertise
 

A knowledge of the total pool of available resources and the distribu

tion within each category will enable the agency to define its goals
 

precisely and set its targets according to a time schedule. The
 



TABLE 1 

EXAMPLES OF SETS OF COMMON PRIMARY AND SUBSIDIARY GOALSa OF LAND SETTLE4ENT AGENCIES
 

Primary Goal 


Maximize employment 


Maximize farm family 

income 


Maximize food 

production 


Maximize foreign 

exchange earnings 


Maximize government 

taxes 


Specified level of 

income 


Precise number of 

jobs created 


Specified level of 

cash income 


Specified level of 

income 


Specified level of 

income 


aThese sets of goals are not exhaustive. 


Subsidiary Goals
 

Export crops 


Food crops 


Reduction ot population in 

congested areas 


Agricultural diversification 


Settlement of the urban 

unemployed 


Regionally located for
 
welfare purposes
 

Regionally located for
 
political purposes
 

Regionally located for
 
health purposes
 

Regionally located for
 
purposes of national
 

security
 

Development of distant
 
frontier land
 

They include only the most common goals.
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program of action and the method of implementation of the settlement
 

project will be influenced by distribution of resources. For example,
 

if skills and financial resources are lacking among the settlers, the
 

method of implementation must be based on concentration of government
 

or private agency funds and skills on a small number of settlers. If
 

there is a large pool of capital, business expertise and agricultural
 

skills in the private sector, investment opportunities can be created
 

to attract these resources into the new settlements.
 

The goals are defined and the resources are used to achieve
 

these goals within a particular socio-economic environment. The
 

program of implementation must, therefore, be guided by such relevant
 

variables as the market structure, prices of products, prices of inputs,
 

the demographic distribution, the social and psychological characteris

tics of the settlers and the political situation. When considering these
 

factors in the formulation of the program, the judgment of the policy

makers should, as far as possible, be based on research data and
 

domestic as well as foreign experience.
 

Whatever the set of specifiable goals and environmental con

straints, self-sustained development may be effected ii crtaln
 

key decisions are made to emphasize particular activitieb within the
 

program. As defined in this thesis, seif-iustained development i.nwolves
 

emancipation, increases in total value iroduct -:f the farm and expansion
 

of employment opportunity.
 

II. KEY DECISIONS TO HASTEN EMANCIPATION
 

By definition, emancipation of the settlement from the pateenal

istic agency means that the agency relinquishes its authority over the
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settlers and the responsibility of providing special technical and
 

managerial personnel and financial 
resources for the development of
 

the settlement. The resources can be diverted to other settlement
 

projects. To the settlers, emancipation means that individually or
 

collectively they assume full responsibility for the operation of the
 

farm and community and bear the consequences of their actions. Without
 

the constraints in the rules and regulations of the settlement agency
 

such as those pertaining to land transactions, the agricultural enter

prises to be undertaken and the business associations of the individuals,
 

the best settlers will be able to exploit favoiable opportunities for
 

individual or collective advantage. in 
the lonq run, the survival of
 

the most able settlers will contribute to the self-sustained development
 

of the settlement.
 

The key decisions that will hasten the attainment of emancipation
 

and increase the level of self-sustained devElopment include the
 

following:
 

1. The basis of settler selection.
 

2. The role of the settler.
 

3. The extent of agency participation.
 

4. The financial arrangements.
 

Settler Selection
 

If the settlers are selected on the basis of their agricultural
 

and non-agricultural skills, the capital 
resources they own, their
 

physical fitness and the level of education, then achieving emancipation 

from the settlement agency takes only a short period of 
time. However,
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the multiple goal framework of the settlement projects dictates the
 

consideration of other factors. Settlers are frequently chosen on
 

the basis of need, moral character, or their political alliances.
 

Given the frequent role of new land settlements in creating jobs for
 

the unemployed and the unemployable and raLsing incomes of the subsis

tence farmers, the settlement communities cannot be expected to acquire
 

rapidly the technical and managerial experLise necessary for
 

emancipation.
 

In practice, usually both economic and social considerations
 

are taken into account and numerical weights on a scale are attached
 

to each factor to be considered in the selection of settlers. Emanci

pation leading to self-sustained economic growth of the settlement is
 

hastened if greater weights are attached to skills, education, ownership
 

of capital resources and a productive age group than to size of family,
 

a landless status, marital status or state citizenship.
 

A factor that cannot be weighted on a numerical scale is the
 

degree of community cohesion and social integration. These are important
 

to prevent conflicts and to avoid the necessity for social adjustments
 

among the settlers. Orderly transfer of responsibilities can proceed
 

rapidly if the settlers are from the same community. Wherever possible,
 

settlers from the same community should be settled in the same project.
 

Role of Settler
 

Delineating the role of the settler in the development period
 

encompasses a multitude of decisions among which the following are most
 

significant to attaining independence trom the settlement agency:
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I. Within farm decision-making structure.
 

2. Within project or community decision-making structure.
 

3. Disciplinary measures.
 

Given the usual situation where ettiement agencies attempt
 

to introduce the best methods of produtLion and community life into the
 

farm connunity, some form of agency participation in the day-to-day
 

farm operation is inevitable. Where extremely strict agency controls
 

in the farm operations are practiced, chances of successful implementa

tion of the production activities are increased in the early stages.
 

The less skilled, disciplined or educated the farmers are, the more
 

controls are required. 
On the other hand, sIrict agency controls of
 

day-to-day activities in the farm and produ(.tion activities condemn
 

the settlers to the status of 
a laboring class. This results in little
 

or 
no pioneering spirit or the ability to gain independence from the
 

agency. 
Are the farmers to have decisions made for them and play the
 

role of farm laborer; are the farmers to assume an owner-operator status
 

from the beginning and run the risk ot 
railuie ot the whole project;
 

or is the decision-making structure Lo follow clearly demarcated 
areas 

whereby certain technical advice h.%.; LC, K: 1.1icwci<e while decisions 

as to non-technical matters are lett t1 thc settler? The choice of
 

alternatives is tied in with the t,pc c-Ip1:ore an 
the settlement.
 

However, settler participation in Ifjridei'surs tr-nI 
the beginning
 

is the dominant component in the program -or 
;lIieving independence
 

from the paternal agency.
 

The decision-making structure wiphin th 
 ptoject deals with
 

decisions affecting the community as a whck,, 
 'Iherce is a need to
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create the organizational machinery to execute community projects before
 

emancipation is possible. Emancipation from the paternal organization
 

does not merely mean completion of loan repayments or even successful
 

implementation of farm enterprises. It means:
 

1. The ability to make decisions as a group for the common
 

good and to follow these decisions through to completion;
 

2. The availability of a functional group of leaders and
 

specialized groups of settlers who can take advantage of any opportunity
 

or withstand any exigency;
 

3. The ability to make spontaneous use of government services.
 

In order for the settlement to attain the level of maturity
 

sufficient for independence and the first step toward self-sustained
 

development, community development programs and settler participation
 

in project planning from the initial stages is crucial.
 

A measure to assist settler and community development is the
 

introduction of disciplinary measures against settlers who fail to
 

fulfill the necessary quota of work or to abide by the rules and regula

tions. Disciplinary measures may include fines, social sanctions by
 

the community or even expulsion when the continued presence of the
 

settler threatens the smooth functioning of the settlement. The
 

effectiveness of fines and social sanctions is doubtful because
 

settlers seldom have the cash to pay the fines nor is the community
 

prone to taking action against one of its members--perhaps a next-door
 

neighbor. Expulsion is the most effective of the three methods and
 

may be necessary from time to time. It practiced too often, however,
 

the security of tenure is threatened. The best approach is to reduce
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the necessity of enforcing disciplinary measures by more critical
 

settler selection and improved teaching techniques.
 

Agency Participation
 

The kind and extent of agency participation affects the possibi

lity of emancipation and self-sustained development. Participation
 

of the agency usually includes the provision of financial assistance,
 

skilled personnel and supporting services such as health, welfare,
 

education and public works. An adequate level of assistance in finance,
 

skills and supporting services is essential for emancipation.
 

The agency cannot usually participate in all three areas of
 

assistance adequately. The question becomes one of priority. Should
 

technical development be emphasized and financial resources concentrated
 

on land development; should settler development involving vocational
 

training and leadership training be given a higher priority; or should
 

the welfare of the settlers come first and financial resources diverted
 

for subsistence loans? If resources are limited, the best solution
 

*and perhaps the only one is to reduce the number of settlers in the
 

project.
 

Another area of settler participation that would affect emanci

pation is the degree to which the agency manages and controls the
 

settlers. Because skills have to be acquired and discipline under
 

difficult conditions maintained, rules and regulations are necessary
 

for the efficient functioning of the settlement. If the settlement
 

project is viewed as an economic enterprise undertaken by the agency,
 

then complete control and management according to the principles of the
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firm are logical. However, if the individual settler is to be regarded
 

as the basic unit, then the rules and regulations might create constraints
 

in resource allocation. 
Therefore, the rules and regulations should
 

be formulated in such a way that 
the constraints to specialization,
 

land transactions, and credit arrangements that might be created are
 

avoided.
 

Financial Arrangements
 

Paternalistic settlement as opposed to spontaneous settlement
 

almost invariably involves some form of financial assistance in loans,
 

grants or both. 
The terms of the loan involving interest rate, length
 

of repayment period and the question of collateral affect the possibility
 

of emancipation and productivity increases.
 

The prevailing rates of interest among banks and credit organi

zations alone cannot provide a good guide to the interest rate to be
 

charged. Additional guides can be found in the expected returns to
 

investment in the settlement project, the cost of servicing the loans
 

in these projects, and the interest rate charged to the agency if it has
 

to borrow its funds.
 

During the period of 
development when the agricultural enter

prises gradually mature, capital is required 
to improve the land, to
 

acquire better equipment, and to meet new and necessary expenses as
 

they arise. 
Capital is usually the limiting factor in maximizing
 

profitd. 
 When loans have to be repaid within a short period of time,
 

the opportunity cost of its alternative investment is high. 
On this
 

argument alone, long-term loans would contribute to self-sustained
 

development better than short-term loans.
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Because land titles are usually held as collateral against
 

repayment of all loans, transactions involving the land are constrained.
 

In the case of long-term loans, land transactions and credit based on
 

the land as co!lateral are not possible for twenty to thirty years. 
 The
 

problem may be avoided if the agency stlpulates that all transactions
 

involving the land ate three-party transactions and any outstanding
 

loan is the responsibility of the settler _nd the third party. 
Alter

natively, the settler may be made solely respcnsible if transactions
 

are allowed only when outstanding loans dc not exceed the capitalized
 

value of the farm.
 

III. 
 KEY DECISIONS TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
 

Along with emancipation, continuous increases in the total value
 

product of the settlement are required ior self-sustained development
 

to be possible. Increases in productivity can be expected to arise
 

from two sources, In the initial stages of development, resources
 

cannot be expected to yield the maximum product because the settlers
 

are still learning techniques, explocing new enterprises and establishing
 

markets. The total value product will .sudll\ 
 Lncrease as the settlers
 

become more etficient and specialized. In the long run, improvements
 

in technology w1ll account for 
the major pioductvity increases. The
 

ability of the settler Lo innovate and ro expltit zhese innovations
 

is contingent on cetLain Key decisions within the settlement program.
 

These decisions pertain to Tcsearch and extension services, credit
 

sources, input and product matkets, and 
tenure arrangements.
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Research and Extension
 

Research and extension activities on the part of the government
 

and settlement agency provide the major innovations that can make
 

productivity increases possible. in a situation where capital resources
 

are limited and skilled personnel have to be distributed among very
 

competitive projects, a major problem in allocation develops. The
 

settlement agency understandably attempts to maximize the efficiency
 

of its funds and personnel by transferring them to new projects as soon
 

as the settlers have acquired the basic operational skills. On the
 

other hand, research and extension in the early stages are crucial to
 

increases in productivity. The decision to invest in research and
 

extension during the initial stages of land development is indispensable
 

if the total value product is to increase continuously.
 

A progressive phasing of investigations into the types of
 

possible improvement would aid the efficient use of resources invested
 

into research and extension. The settlement agency might begin with
 

the diffusion and application of what is already known but could not be
 

applied in the immediate circumstances under which the settlement was
 

first developed, These innovations would include the introduction of
 

better varieties of plants develped in other regions and the intro

duction of subsidiary enterprises. When these adaptive techniques
 

have been exhausted, research .-ould be directed at maximizing the use of
 

labor if labor is abundant, and then at capital-intensive innovations.
 

Credit Sources
 

The.possible sources of credit include government credit agencies,
 

the settlement agency,,local banks and businesses and professional
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money-lenders. Agricultural credit, especially to small-scale farmers,
 

is difficult 
to service and risky because the settlers can provide
 

little or no collateral. 
 Thus, local banks ar.d businesses are usually
 

reluctant to provide the credit, and professional money-lenders will
 

only do so at an interest rate we] I z-Thve 
the prevailing rates. 
 The
 

facts point to the conclusion that 
the settlement agency is 
perhaps the
 

best source of credit. 
With all the controls that a settlement agency
 

holds over the settlers, there is 
little x:sk involved in setting up
 

a loan fund whereby standard rates oi intetest:may be charged for loans
 

that go into productive Investments,
 

All technological innovations acc usicss unless and until the
 

settlers have access 
to capital. kWhateveL tha surce of 
capital,
 

productivity increases cannot be expe:ted unless the interes't 
rate is
 

low in the initial stages of develcpmenrt, perhaps even lower than the
 

prevailing bank rates. 
 It mzy be arguad that 
some larmeis have developed
 

their farms without the need ior creditL 
 Credit talilities are not
 

required only in situations where ie~hnology is 
sratic at in established
 

communities where initial assistance arising it.;m sttong family ties
 

replace formal credit organizations.
 

Input Sources and Factor Dra;nd
 

Availability at capir... 
and fmpr.xcd tethn,-logy -,-2.l not in them

selves increase the pr.:dc 
 o.Y:ty
x-,ting rg
s tescces enIes iactors
 

of sc- .,1[es i-,qnntlty, quality, and

production are availa.blhete 


at economical costs. 
 Aicording t' ;hu!. 
, -chn,.. ±-gy is always
 

embodied in tactors of 
picducaCon s 
th:u ji. ;irEw tihnology is to be
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introduced, a set of factors different in theiL quality and combination
 

from the set formerly employed must be introduced. When these new
 

combinations of factors have been identified, the farmers must somehow
 

acquire, adopt and learn the use oi these tact'.rs it productivity is
 
2
 

to be increased. The major concern in new land settlements is the
 

distribution of these new factors and Lhe demand for them assuming
 

that the reaching methods are adequate.
 

Sources of factors of production may be private, public, or
 

both. While public agencies may ignore the question of profitability,
 

private firms must make their decisions on the basis of net returns to
 

investment. Profitability depends on the costs of entry which are
 

determined by adaptation of new factors to the community requirements,
 

dissemination of information and overcoming political and other
 

3 
obstacles. When costs of entry have been determined, the two most 

important factors are size of the market and location of the community. 

Much can be done by the settlement agency to promote self-sustained 

development by removing the baitiers Lo entry through undertaking 

those adaptive research abi]ities and extension services that the 

priv)ate firm finds unprotitable L,.implement beca.se iull. returns to 

investment cannot be realized. Futthetut:.e, si-o and location of the 

settlements can be planned to inzrease the vclumr of sales in a parti

cular area and political obsta:zes removed even before the projects 

are implemented. 

2Theodore W. Schultz, Transi--rming Eraditional Agriculture (New
 
Haven, Connecticut: Yale Univcrsity Press, 1964), p. 132.
 

3lbid., pp, 154-56.
 

http:tact'.rs
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Supply and distribution of new factors above will not increase
 

productivity unless the settlers demand these new factors. 
Here again
 

the profitability principle is crucial. 
 Absolute increases in yield
 

relative to prices of factors and products, tenure arrangements which
 

determine share of returns between the settler and the credit agency,
 

and the level of skills determine demand. 
The settlement agency should
 

and can increase demand for factors by appropriate research and
 

extension activities and tenure arrangements.
 

The Tenure System
 

Four major categories of tenure systems may be distinguished
 

throughout the world today.
 

1. Owner-operated family farms. 
 They range from the full owner
ship concept which gives the owner full responsibility to utilize the
 

land in any way he wishes, to the lease-hold system which specifies
 

the use to which the land is to be put and the period of time.
 

2. Centrally operated estates sometimes pay the workers a
 

daily wage while at other times a contract arrangement is made with
 

the worker.
 

3. Grcup farming systems. These systems differ on the basis
 

of how the produce is shared. In the kibbutz-style farming system in
 

Israel, all property is held in common, all risks borne in common,
 

all labor pooled and most consumer goods and services commonly pro

vided. Almost the same arrangement prevails in Soviet and Chinese
 

comunes except that the net income is shared according to individual
 

quantity and quality of work.
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4. The landlord tenancy system. Variations of this system
 

exist in terms of how the farm is financed and the method of sharing
 

the produce such as cash, rent or share-cropping arrangements.
 

Tenure systems are usually reserved for new land settlements on
 

the basis of political and philosophical consideraticns. Jacoby argues
 

that
 

. . . the perfect system which infallibly guarantees promotion

of agricultural efficiency and social well-being has never
 
existed. At one time or another, all systems have been adequate

or inadequate under certain stages of economic development, and
 
good or bad farming or progressive and regressive agriculture

have been encountered under almost every conceivable form of
 
land tenure.
 

The decisive point of view he contends should be
 

• . .
 which system under existing conditions secures to the
 
man on the land an adequate standard of living from an economi
cally sized farm and assures him at the same 
time of a dignified

place in his community and in society as a whole.4
 

Whichever system is selected on a philosophical and political basis,
 

productivity increases can be stimulated by certain conditions of
 

tenure such as the following:
 

1. Security of Tenure: 
Long-term capital-intensive investments
 

will be undertaken only if the settler is assured of long-term tenure
 

and creditors are sure tha: 
tenancy will outlast the investment.
 

2. Minimum Number of Lease-Hold Conditions: Lease-hold 'k-la
 

conditions that specify the type of 
crop to be grown may be expedient
 

for the government to maintain the desirable mix oi 
crops in the country.
 

However, the settlez must be free to allocate his resources according
 

4E. H. Jacoby, "Types of Tenure and Economic Development,"

Malayan Economic Review, IV, 1 (April 1959), 
 0.
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to the market conditions if total value product is to be maximized.
 

Such lease-hold conditions should be minimized.
 

3. Flexibility of Tenure Conditions: Conditions of tenure
 

within a particular system must be flexible. The system should allow
 

consolidation or fragmentation if such actions are made according to
 

economic considerations of profit maximization. It should allow
 

conversion from agricultural land to housing or other commercial land
 

if total value product is to be increased continuously. In short,
 

the tenure system should change with the economic and social
 

circumstances.
 

IV. KEY DECISIONS TO INCREASE INVESTMENT AND EXPAND
 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
 

As the labor force within the settlement increases, through
 

population expansion and possible immigration of relatives and friends
 

from the surrounding areas because of the higher level of living,
 

unemployment can become a serious problem. Under the previously stated
 

assumption of limited employment opportunity outside the new settlements,
 

the settlement program must include far-sighted measures to prevent
 

unemployment and underemployment. These oacsions are important:
 

1. Location and size of projects.
 

2. Flexibility of resturce allocation,
 

3. Employment expansion.
 

Location and Size of Projects
 

The returns from agricultural investment are largely dependent
 

on the productivity of the land, the prices the settlement gets for
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its products, and its accessibility to the urban markets. Assuming that
 

prices are beyond the control of the settlement agency, then the
 

physical characteristics of the land (fertility, topography, wal-er
 

availability, etc.) that determine -IsProductivity and its accessi

bility both to product and input markv,*: are Th.i main factors to contend
 

with in locating the project. Although both factors are complementary
 

in promoting self-sustained development, highly productive land is
 

usually non-accessible while accessible land is not already oeveloped
 

because it is unproductive.
 

Within a range of cultivatable land where particular crops
 

can be selected to suit the physical attributes of the land, the
 

decision must rest heavily on accessibility for many reasons. Easy
 

access in terms of distance from urban areas and over an all-weather
 

road means that the settlers are exposed to a whole range of available
 

farm inputs like fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, implements and
 

others. The availability of these inputs increases productivity,
 

stimulates investment and increases the use of labor within the farm.
 

The settlers are exposed to the advertising campaigns and technical
 

advisors of the chemical firms, and, in somE instances, these firms
 

provide short-term credit. Easy access also means that the cheaper
 

transport costs will allow higher earnings and the undertaking of
 

subsidiary enterprises that may not have been possible for isolated
 

projects because of the perishability of the products. Most important
 

of all, employment opportunities are created only through investments.
 

Accessibility to capital markets in the urban areas is acquired through
 

accessibility to product markets.
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The size of the population in a new land settlement or a group
 

of settlements located together influences the path of employment
 

expansion in two areas. 
In the first place, the products of the
 

settlement must be of sufficient volume to interest th, buyers in
 

the cities. 
 Secondly, economic activities within the settlement do not
 

depend mainly on the commodities exported to the urban areas. 
Residentiary
 

activities such as retailing, carpentry, construction and other service
 

activities contribute towards full employment of resources. 
 Such
 

residentiary activities can create employment opportunity only if the
 

number of productive farm households is large enough to render such
 

activities profitable. A large population of settlers also provides
 

a sufficient volume of off-farm labor 
to attract labor-intensive indus

tries to the area,
 

Flexibility in Resource Allocatlon Within the Farm
 

Investment and employment expansion within the settlement are
 

dependent on the demand for the products of the settlement and prices
 

received. Demand conditions do not remain static so that 
resource
 

allocation within the farm and settlement must be flexible to cope
 

with adverse conditions or 
to exploit new -pportunities,
 

Flexibility in resource allocation within the farm and settlement
 

is improved if the settler-training program emphasizes diversification
 

in technical skills and business expertise. The settler must develop
 

a variety of skills in a variety of enterprises not only for the
 

purpose of applying these skills to subsidiary enterprises, but with
 

the intention of using them to change the main enterprises should the
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need arise. Resources can be shifted from one enterprise to another
 

only if permanent or long-term investments for specific uses are
 

avoided. Thus, it is unwise to plant only one permanent crop when
 

prices of the product fluctuate and show a downward trend in the
 

future. Finally, operational and investment capital is required for
 

any shifts in resource allocation within the farm. Special short-term
 

credit facilities are essential and annual loan repayments should be
 

spread over a long period.
 

Employment Expansion
 

In the long run, when available resources are fully utilized,
 

employment can be created only with increased investments. The first
 

requirement is capital which may be mobilized from settlers in the form
 

of loans and investment capital. The settlement program must, therefore,
 

include plans to discourage present consumption, increase vocational
 

skills, and existing raw material, exploit the locational advantage
 

of the settlement and publicize the cheap labor in the settlements.
 

The kind of investments made within the settlement will deter

mine the efficiency of capital in creating productive employment. In
 

the early stages of development'when capital is scarce, labor intensive
 

agricultural investments and investments in residentiary activities
 

(carpentry, bakeries, coffee houses, retail stores) will provide some
 

employment. The long-term program of employment expansion must include
 

the exploitation of labor-intensive export-based industries which may
 

be categorized into linked industries and auxilliary industries. Linked
 

industries are those industries that are associated with the agricultural
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activities such as rice milling, tobacco curing and food canning.
 

Auxilliary industries include those enterprises that are unrelated
 

to agriculture and make use of local talent in traditional crafts.
 

These enterprises do not conflict with the settlers' work schedule
 

on the farm and provide employment for teenagers and old people.
 

Finally, the government can offer tax incentives to those business
 

firms that set up factories in the vicinity of the settlement. The
 

priorities given to alternative types of industries must depend on
 

the amount of capital available, the markets, the skills in the
 

settlement, the labor force and the raw materials.
 



CHAPTER III
 

THE MALAYSIAN FEDERAL LAND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY PROGRAM
 

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
 

To understand why an independent statutory corporation was set
 

up to undertake the process of new agricultural land settlement, it
 

is necessary to go back to the Second World War. During the period
 

1941 to 1945 when the country (Malaya) was under Japanese occupation,
 

1
 
there was little, if any, land alienation. In response to the food
 

shortages, thousands of acres of crown land were illegally cultivated
 

though there was little indication that the squatters considered these
 

areas anything more than temporary settlements. The insecurity and
 

the anarchy which prevailed during the period excluded the possibility
 

of permanent investment and prudent agricultural practices. In this
 

situation of wartime uncertainty, legal land ownership was the least
 

of the problems, and land distribution was at a standstill. After the
 

War Years and before the chaotic land records could be rectified, the
 

communist insurgency broke loose in 1948. The massive resettlement
 

schemes instituted by the British High Commissioner, Sir Gerald Templer,
 

whereby about half a million peasants were concentrated in resettlement
 

villages to deny food to the communists, complicated the situation.
 

Both legally and illegally occupied land had to be abandoned in many
 

1"Land alienation" is a term used commonly in Malaysia to denote
 
transfer of land from publl. to private ownership,
 

30
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areas leading to further insecurity of tenure and other more serious
 

problems. The occurrences between 1941 and 1955 served to explain the
 

fact that, by 1956 when the communists had for all practical purposes
 

been defeated, there were an estimated 200,000 land applications which
 
2 

had not been acted on. The country's administrative and survey
 

departments beset with a multitude ot 
problems duLing the emergency
 

years could not handle the volume of applications. This and many other
 

indicators such as unemployment and underemployment in both the rural
 

and urban areas stressed the primacy of creating a supplementary organi

zation besides the existing district land ortices that could speed up
 

the process of land alienation.
 

A government working party was appointed in 1955 to study the
 

development of new areas for agricultural settlement. The findings
 

and recommendations were accepted, and the Land Development Ordinance
 

was passed by the Legislative Council on July 1, 1956. The Federal
 

Land Development Authority was not set up to take over completely
 

the function of land alienation but tathet o stimulate and assist
 

the other existing measures already taken up by the states. These
 

measures were:
 

1. Local, state and district officials were being pressed
 

to speed up the processing of applications fo Jand.
 

2. Fringe alienation sclieaies had been organized whereby crown
 

lands on the fringe of existing villages were allocated to applicants
 

from the villages.
 

2D. E. M. Fiennes, "The Malayan Federal Land Development Authority,"

Journal of Local Administration Overseas, 1, 3 (1962), 156.
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3. Group of block settlement schemes by which blocks of crown
 

land were divided up in six- to nine-acre lots and made available to
 

groups of applicants had been started.
 

II. THiE LAND DEVELOPMENT CRD1NANCE OF 1956
 

The Land Development Ordinance of 1956 established the Federal
 

Land Development Authority (F.L.D.A.). The areas of particular relevance
 

to this study pertain to the duties, the powers, and the financial
 

aspects of the F.L.D.A. and its relationships with two other related
 

bodies--the land development boards and ccpoLations,
 

Duties, Powers, and Financial Provisions
 

The Legislative Council originally intended that the F.L.D.A.
 

should assist rather than replace the existing government departments
 

dealing with land development. The duty of the F.L.D.A. is specified
 

as follows: 

It shall be the duty of The Authority to promote and assist 
in the investigation, formulation and carrying out of projects 
for the development and settlement of land in the Federation. 

And in the same section, 

. . . to carry on such activities in association with boards, 

corporations or other bodies or persons (including departments 
of the Government of the Federation or any State Government) or 
as managing agents or otherwise on their behalf. 

3
 

Thus the duties included both development of land and the settlement
 

of people on the land.
 

.alayxia, The Land Development Ordinance 1956, 20 of 1956, 
Pt. 2, Sec. 3.
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In accordance with the government's goal of setting up an
 

organization capable of solving the multitude of land problems arising
 

from the War and the communist insurrection of the previous ten years,
 

the legislators had to provide a certain amount oi flexibility with
 

room for the F.L.D.A. to maneuver in its relationship with the State
 

Governments. Additional flexibility in its duties was accorded also
 

in the following section uf the Ordinance:
 

In addition to the duties imposed by this Ordinance, The Authority
 
may undertake suzh other functions and administer and expenc.
 
such other monies for such purposes as the Government of the
 
Federation or of any State may assign to The Authority and, in
 
so doing, The Authority shall be deemed to be fulfilling the
 
purposes of this Ordinance and the provisicnE shall apply to The
 
Authority in respect of such functions and the administration
 
and expending of such monies; provided always that the accounts
 
of such monies shall be kept separate and apart from those of
 
the fund and of every board.4
 

One clause in the Ordinance is indicative of the wide range of
 

powers conferred on the F.L.D.A. in the performance of its duties:
 

. . . to do anything and to enter into any transaction (whether 
or not involving expenditure, borrowing in accordance with the 
provisions of this Ordinance in that behalf, granting of loans 
or investment of money, the acquisition, use and disposal of any
 
movable or immovable property including rights) which in its
 
opinion is calculated to facilitate the proper discharge of its
 
functions or is incidental or conducive thereto. 5
 

In the exercise of these powers, the F.L.D.A. is constrained by two
 

conditions. These conditions are not designed to curb its powers but
 

instead to promote cooperation between the F.LD.Ao and both the
 

State and Federal Governments. First, the FoL.D.A, cannot act without
 

consulting with the government of the state conceined or with any
 

4Ibid., Pt. 2, Sec. 6. 5Ibid., Pt. 2, Sec. 3.
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department of the Federal Government associated with the project.
 

Second, the Ordinance provides for the Minister to give directions of
 

a general nature to the F.L.D.A. in matters which appear to him to
 

affect the interest of the country, and the F.L.D.A. must give effect
 

to such directions. Since it is to the advantage of every State
 

Government to cooperate with the F.L.D.A. so that financial assistance
 

can be obtained and since it is prudent for the F.L.D.A. to carry out
 

its activities in accordance with the priorities set by the existing
 

government (the chairman of the board of directors and the directors
 

are appointed by the Minister), these two constraints do not amount
 

to much.
 

To finance the work, a land development fund was established by
 

the Ordinance and placed under the control of the F.L.D.A. 
The sources
 

of this fund include:
 

1. Capital sums provided by the House of Representatives from
 

time to time
 

2. Capital sums allocated from government loan funds
 

3. Sums borrowed by the F.L.D.A,
 

4. Any property, investments, mortgages, charges or debentures
 

n-mlired by or vested in the F.L.D.A.
 

5. All other capital assets accruing to the F.L.D.A.
 

There appears to be negligible restriction in the use of these funds
 

apart from the specification that revenues be sufficient to cover
 

depreciation, interest on loans, a reserve fund and all chargeable
 

sums. 
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Land Development Boards and Corporations
 

The Land Development Ordinance of 1956 gave each state the
 

power to create a land development board to assist the existing state
 

land office. In the exercise of their duties, the boards could set
 

up corporations along the lines of business corporations to carry
 

out and manage the land development projects. The F.L.D.A. was supposed
 

to extend financial, managerial and technical assistance to these
 

state-established boards and corporations. 
At the same time, the F.L.D.A.
 

was also authorized to create corporations for special projects with the
 

concurrence of the State Governments. This working relationship between
 

the F.L.D.A., boards, and corporations was established because land
 

is under the control of the individual states, and a system had to be
 

devised whereby the state could preserve its autonomy in land matters.
 

III. GOALS OF THE SETTLEMENT PROJECTS IN MALAYSIA
 

By delineating its goals, the FLrD.A. has had to contend with
 

two sets of considerations. 
On the one hand, there were the national
 

goals. 
 The first and second Malayan five-year development plans of
 

the newly independent country were drawn up to solve these problems,
 

'and a picture of the kind of problems that were involved can be obtained
 

from the second five-year plan, 1961-1965, which emphasized rural
 

development. Basically, this aspect of the plan involved these
 

objectives:
 

1. To provide facilities and opportunities for the rural
 

population to improve its level of 
economic and social well-being.
 

2. To provide employment for the country's population of working
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age which is likely to increase by about 15 percent during the plan
 

period.
 

3. To raise the per capita output of the economy and to protect
 

per capita living standards against the adverse effects of a possible
 

decline in rubber prices.
 

4. To widen the variety of Malaysian production, emphasizing
 

the development of other suitable agricultural products in addition
 

to rubber, and giving every reasonable encouragement to industrial
 

expansion.
 

5. To improve and expand the social services needed to provide
 

educational opportunities for the rapidly growing school-age population;
 

to extend the public health services over a wider coverage of the rural
 

as well as urban populations; to assist in large measure in the pro

vision of housing; and to provide more adequately for rural and urban
 

utilities.6
 

On the other hand, the settlement agency has had to take a
 

close look at the aspirations of the rural people. With the advent
 

of independence and the corresponding promises made by politicians
 

seeking election, the rural population not only expected a better life
 

but a measure of equality with the urban population. Taib, utilizing
 

data from the Household Budget Survey of the Federation of Malaya
 

1957, illustrates in Table 2 that rural families, as a group, had
 

lower incomes than urban families. 7 Another factor that complicated
 

6Andak, "The Work of the Federal Land Development Authprity," p. 2.
 

7Taib bin Haji Andak, "The Application of Strategy to Tactics--

F.L.D.A.--A Case Study," Report on Regioual Seminar on Development
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TABLE 2 

RANGE OF MONTHLY INCOMES OF MALAYAN RURAL AND URBAN 
HOUSEHOLDS IN 1957
 

Range of 
 Percentage 
 Percentage

Monthly Income 
 Rural 
 Urban


(M$)a 
 Households 
 Households
 

Up to $25 
 1.3 
 0.5
 

Over $25 up to $50 
 7.7 
 1.5
 

Over $50 up to $75 
 15.0 
 2.8
 

Over $75 up to $100 
 20.0 
 5.2
 

20.0
Over $100 up to $125 10.0
 

Over $125 
 36.0 
 80.0
 

aThe exchange rate in 1970 is M$3.06 to US$1.00.
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matters was the fact that the poor rural population, from whom the new
 

settlers were to be drawn, was engaged in rice farming in contrast to the
 

richer rubber planters. Rubber with all its price uncertainties still
 

yielded a much higher income and security from crop failures, and there
 

was an assured market. Besides, there was a wealth of knowledge in the
 

country about rubber planting but little else. The prospective settlers
 

favored rubber cultivation. This was a direct contradiction to the govern

ment's plans to diversify the existing rubber-based agriculture. (Of the
 

approximately 6,000,000 acres then in cultivation, some 4,000,000 acres
 

were in rubber.) Thus, two facto)rs dominated the settlers' concerns:
 

1. The expectation of a much higher income than the average
 

rice farmer or even the average rubber planter, and
 

2. The desire to engage in the production of a crop which could
 

be marketed without any pioblem and which possessed the advantage of a
 

permanent crop such as assurance of a regular harvest. Increasing capi

talized value of the rubber or oil palm holding was a further attraction.
 

The F.L.D.A. has attempted to delineate a framework of functions
 

foi itself that would be in harmony with the economic and social policies
 

of the government and, at the same time, take into consideration the
 

aspirations of the people. 
After a ten-year period of adjustment and
 

adaptations, the present Chairman of the F.L.D.A, 
Taib bin Haji Andak,
 

defined these functions and objectives in 1968:
 

1. To settle landless rural families on newly developed agricultural
 

land and provide these families with a reasonable standard of living.
 

4-14 February 1968 (Kuala Lumpur: 
Malaysian Centre for Development Studies,
 
Prime Minister's Department, 1968), p. 8.
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2. To provide these rural families congenial living conditions
 

in nucleated settlements which would, therefore, have to cater for
 

reasonable standards of housing and public and social amenities.
 

3. To make training and extension facilities available to
 

settlers so that they could become good farmers.
 

4. To arrange for the processing and the marketing of agricultural
 

produce of the new settlements so that the farmers get a fair return
 

for their labor.
8
 

A justifiable interpretation that can be given to this set of 

goals at this stage is that, although settling landless people was the 

original intention of the government, the F.L.D.A. was not as concerned 

with creating as many jobs as possible as with giving the highest
 

standard of living to the settled people as is consistent with its
 

resources of funds, personnel, land and, more significantly, with the
 

existing state of technology. This is borne out with a detailed examina

tion of the action program in this thesis. Thus, the multiple objective
 

approach of the F.L.D.A. may 1be summarized following the system of prime
 

maximizing objectives and constraints as: to maximize the income and
 

levels of living, subject to the constraint that an adequate number of
 

jobs are created to justify the project.
 

What are the implications of these goals for self-sustained
 

development? There does not seem to be any inconsistency as far as
 

these very generally stated goals are concerned. Nevertheless, one
 

point needs to be emphasized. The overall concern appears to be with
 

8Ibid.
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raising living standards, provision of social amenities and creating
 

"good farmers." This might be necessary and desirable in the short

run. However, there is no statement within the multiple goal framework 

that suggests any special attention to meeting future problems of 

expanded settler population, changing market conditions, and technology 

and withdrawal of special F.L.D.A. assistance. 

IV. RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS IN THE MALAYSIAN FEDERAL LAND
 

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY PROGRAM
 

An examination of reports and papers published by The Authority
 

reveals that achievement, in terms of settlers and acreages, fell short
 

of target between 1957 and 1965. 
There were no substantial achieve

ments in the early years between 1957 to 1960. The Authority was
 

cautious and allowed itself a period of adjustment in which it developed
 

only 14,000 acres of rubber land. 
Under the second Malayan five-year
 

plan, 1961-1965, 60 schemes involving 250,000 acres of land and 24,000
 

farm families were scheduled for development. However, by the end of
 

1965, only 150,000 acres were developed and settled by 14.000 families.
 

A report published by the F.L.D.Ao estimates that, during the period,
 

achievement fell short of the target by 23 per-ent.9 
 It appears that
 

during the period of 
the first Malaysian five-year plan, 1966-1970,
 

The Authority was able to 
cvercome the obstacles and speed up the
 

9"Land Development in Malaysia under 0.! 
Federal Land Development

Authority" (Kuala Lumpur: 
 Federal Land Development Authority, March
 
1966), p. 13. (Mimeographed.)
 

http:F.L.D.Ao
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settlement process, Table 3 illustrates the rate of progress in area
 
10
 

development,
 

The Land Development Ordin-.nce provided a number of sources
 

of funds from which The A-bLhorttv . dtaw Apart. ifom grants and 

loan funds f_:om the Federal G-:,,,ernrn1L, _i c.uld and has borrowed from 

other organizations such as the C: :;Krtweaih Development Corporation 

(M$5,145,250), the Internarional B-jnk ,:i. Rcconsttaccion and Development
 

(M$3,787,924) and the Asian Dev~icn'ent Bank (M$8,200,000); negotiations 

are under way io( Icons ..:':. W f'.J Bank -.- de-,elop the Jengka 

Triangle. Conclusive eviden-.e pcinting LO the .act that tuads were
 

not a limiting tactor is show.n in *he 968 -rid 1969 expenditures. 

Seventy-nine percent cf the sched-aied drawings from the approved
 

estimates was drawn in 1968 and :nly 68 pet-ent in 1969. 12 The funds
 

were available, but the ptcgram o: work was slow,
 

The factors that impeded the tace :,isettlement were identified
 

in a publication of the F.L.D.A, and zre as iallows

1. Agricultural diversiti: ,ion: In keepLng with iLs diversi
fication program, the Gover.r enz dE ided in 1964 that as many as 
possible ot the new areas b:b.v1l-ped sliuld be devoted to oI 
palm .ul:,;ation. This aeie, th-t nany of thr azeas which had been 
investigated and which had been .:.,,nd to be s.,itable tor rubber 
deeipment ould n r bE deied whle new ice.s suitable for 
oil palm wete nor -e,,_b.', t , -te Je ,] prnent bec-ause they 
were located To- ,r ir m x.st :ng ,:ads equired turther 
investigation bei ic. de:vepin.Ert Ici pi )ceea. 

2. Scarcity zt .ontra:tua1 !es':u-.es: A signi.Licarit iactor 
that inieded a fastL. r ,'c :,t deei -prnerit than tha- achieved was 
due to scarcit~y iirend;, 1 od, L .oractorsthe .l hc . Ten' with 
adequate resources i3nd . sc,;:_. r.nuribcr Lt wCrkers skilled in 

10"Federal Land Deielopment Auth ,city. Drart. Annual Report, 1969," 
p. 5. 

11lbid,, p. 22. 1 2 .lbid., p. 20. 

http:es':u-.es


TABLE 3
 

F.L.D.A. LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM UNDER THE FIRST MALAYSIAN PLAN,
 
1966-1970
 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
 

Target Acreage 32,000 21,000 29,000 29,000 30,000
 

Achieved Acreage 28,747 27,379 33,388 38,249 -

Excess/Deficit -3,526 +6,379 +4,388 +9,249
 

Target Acreage Cumulative 32,000 53,000 82,000 111,000
 

Achieved Acreage Cumulative 28,474 55,835 89,241 127,490
 

Excess/Deficit Cumulative 
 -3,526 +2,853 +7,241 +16,490
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the fairly specialized task of jungle clearing 
 The demand for
 
such people was on the increase due ro pr,;grams undertaken by

various state governments in £-inge alienation schemes and also
 
by private sector estates, As The Authority was not willing to
 
pay higher prices than reasonable, it had to slow down a little
 
on the pace of development.


3. The shortage of qualified aEd e~perience] staff in relation 
to size of program: 
 The magnitude e:nd type of woik undertaken

required the services of qualhtrd, exp ?rienced ;nd dedi~.ated 
men. While it was relatively easy to 3br.-Ln suable people for 
the lower category oi field stair, wnsir inneed diticult to get

a sufficient number of suitable, high caliber 
men for the higher

field management posts such as assistant managers, 
Unic: managers

and visiting managers in view of the short supply and the heavy

demand for such p=cple by other Drganizations involved in agricul
tural development,
 

4. Delay in the village development and the pzcvisicn of
 
infrastructure services: Village develcpment aid the provision

of infrastructure services in 
cmc schemes ieged behind
 
agLicultutal devel-pirient wih the .:?n;equerit delay in the 
 intro
duction of settlers to s--hc.;.-s
 

5. Nondevelopment of s, bsidi..:y -p ;oa!as auc lack ofadequate relevant information; In The Authority's existing 62 
schemes, a total area of 
over :0,000 acres eatmarkei ifr subsidiary
ctops are being kept unde;el:ped 3ue to: dili-iculties in deciding
what crops to prcduce and how much to produce taking into considera
tion soil patterns, tcpcgraphy, ii:na.:e and enviicnmental conditions 
and, most important ci ail, the ca. RcrbiLty or suggested crops
both within the country and outsidc, This will account for a 
substantial portion -- the 1g. 

6. Delay in the extraction nirercial
:omiurbe timber: Itis required that viluable ( !oam-.,:t timber sho-Ld be extracted
before commencemeur of a s heme by The Authority. While this is 
not a major problem, lay in the stare gocernme9 (ont.rolled

extraction by license )as 
 ;I..wed :he p-.e of development of some 
schemes to a ce:tain e.ent during 1.3this petd 

The above diagnosis by the F L D.A- i.Lscit shows that the con

straints can reduced lick .be Lo the skilis within the agency, and 

the public sector and the serteis. Tw0 .ther lauE:ocs involving the 

problem of diversitication an-] tht d&A, y in cx..-rr,,cL'ton cf timber may also 

be identified with the inadequacy of I'iiersirie agii-ultutal skills in 

the country the tinb t!:..,nand p.::r - ptc.cess. 

1 3 "Land Devel.-prnent in M.,1iysia ,inder the Fede'ai Land Development 
Authority," pp, 13-16.
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V. 	IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRESENT SETTLEMENT PROGRAM FOR
 

SELF-SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT
 

To what extent is the present Malaysian land settlement program
 

stimulating the growth of communities capable of self-sustained govern

ment? There is little conclusive evidence to verify whether self

sustained development of the settlement has been achieved or 
is under
 

way. For one thing, none of the settlemerlts is as yet independent of
 

The Authority's direction since lo3ns have rot been fully paid up and
 

titles issued; also, the earliest pzojelts iniciated in 1957 have not.
 

been in existence long enough for the development process to run its
 

course. Any 	conclusions then must be speculative in nature and depend
 

on available 	information augmented by logical analysis along the lines
 

set up in the 	previous chapter,
 

Settler Selection
 

As a prerequisite, applicants must possess these qualification:
 

1. State or 	federal nationality,
 

2. Age between 21 and 45,
 

3. Married 	status (preferably with children),
 

4. No criminal record,
 

5. Good health.
 

These criteria assure that the potential settlers are at least motivated
 

by the tesponsibilities o' family and citizenship. 
The health and age
 

stipulativis limit the settler appointments to these who are within
 

the economically productive age group. Thus, considerably progress has
 

been made even 
in the initial stages to acquire the human material that
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is poten:; -tlly capable of building an economically viable community. In
 

this initial weeding-out process, the emphasis is not on need but on
 

ability. If the settlers possess these prerequisites, they are then
 

interviewed individually by a selection commictf-c consisting of F.L.D.A.
 

representatives and state government representaLive . The selec~ion
 

process is based on age, agricultural and other skills, number of
 

children and ownership of land in order of impoLtance. A detailed
 

account of the weighting system and method of assessment is given
 

in Appendix A.
 

Examination of this system reveals that while age aid skills
 

count equally in terms of the total index of 10 points assigi.ed to
 

each, it is actually easier to score a higher number of points o," the
 

basis of a person's age than on his skills. For example, an applicant
 

has to have skills in oil palm or rubber, rice planting or market
 

gardening, general rural activities and r-arpentry, barbering, etc.,
 

to acquire a total of 10 points while he is ciedited with 10 points
 

simply because he is 28, 29 or 30 years old. Shills are much more
 

valuable to a community than the age farttr f the setr.leLs for early
 

attainment of self-sustained development. WhC thr is considerable
 

leeway in selecting the age factor, skills ar 7uch more testricted.
 

Thus, if self-sustained development is desi,,.hLe, a greatLr weight
 

tc 5il./
than presently assigned should be attach.d 


14As the system now stands, an pplic-:nr ifO',,;s cf age with
 
five children and no _ik an 1,-mt 21 years of age
skills r.anlks -c 

with one child and all th. sktls listed it.tho _!Lt, v.. Faster 
emancipation and bettet ch.,nces of sel.-su;ta;.i.ia ocielrpment will be 

realized if this slight dis.repancy is ,-i,li, at 

http:sel.-su;ta;.i.ia
http:assigi.ed
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Apart from this discrepancy in relative weights attached to the
 

criteria of age and skills, the system of selection is sound and compre

hensive. If methodically applied, the two-stage selection process will
 

enable the needy but capable rural people to be chosen. The criteria
 

for selection can give added impetus to self-sustained development
 

of the settlement without hurting the needy if skills are emphasized
 

and education and resource ownership criteria added.
 

The Role of the Settler
 

Upon being selected, the settlers move into ready-built houses
 

in villages within the project. The rubber or oil palm crop has already
 

been planted and the sUL L,,rs are given tools and implements to work the 

land. The tasks involved :.,e weeding, pest control, disease control, 

fertilizer application, and genecal care of the trees. Instead of 

working on individual plti : of land, a group of 10 to 12 settlers is 

allocated 80 to 100 acie, to work cooperatively. The system makes 

sipervision and disseminiation of technical knowledge easier. Even if
 

the settlers have considerable knowledge of the crops, rubber and oil
 

palm, there is a need in the early stages to instill in the minds of
 

the settlers the importance of advanced techniques. Under a system of
 

subsistence credits, settlers are advanced funds commen;urate with their
 

efforts. For each working day, settlers are given a subsistence loan
 

of M$4.90 and assuted 24 working days a month. The land is divided
 

into individual. holdings only after 
four years from the time of planting,
 

in the case of r'.bbr, ard there is no allocation of individual holdings
 

in oil palm schemes. When the trees have attained maturity, processing
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and marketing of rubber or palm oil are managed by The Authority. Land
 

titles are issued to the settlers, and emancipation from The Authority
 

achieved only after all loans have been paid up--a period of approximately
 

18 years after planting.
 

The above "package deal" has many advantages in the particular
 

context that it is implemented. The settlers who generally come from
 

subsistence areas all tend to be relatively unskilled in the cultivation
 

of rubber or oil palm. They also rand to be alike in that they do not
 

possess the capital resources needed to establish a permanent crop and
 

to live on until the first harvest some four to six years later. Under
 

these circumstances, failure of the project in the sense that the
 

settlers are forced to abandon the project is prevented only by ensuring
 

that the crops are successfully planted and that there is a means of
 

subsistence in the interim period. These three characteristic features
 

dictate the role of the settler:
 

1. In the farm operation, he almost assumes the role of an
 

estate laborer. Decisions on the crop, the technical practices, and
 

the management functions are made by The Authority.
 

2. He is dependent on The Authority for his daily subsistence
 

allowance and must accomplish a specified task daily in order to be
 

eligible for the allowance.
 

3. He is not allocated a plot of land until the fourth year.
 

There is little opportunity for the settler to exercise and to acquire
 

those claracteristics that are crucial to the attainment of emancipation
 

from The Authority, namely, management ability, business know-how, and
 

the incentive to make the best of his individual plot of land. Apart
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from the technical knowledge acquired from carrying out instructions from
 

the supervisors and instructors, there is little else learned. 
The physi

cal development cf the rubber or oil palm has taken precedence over
 

settler development. This may be expedient under the pressure of the
 

F.L.D.A. having to realize certain settlement target figures with
 

limited resources of personnel. But in terms of emancipation and
 

self-sustained development, negligence of settler development is unwise.
 

An indication of how detrimental the delineated role of the settler has
 

been is obtained by looking at the subsidiary enterprises on vacant
 

land within the project. At the end of 1969, about 5,800 acres were
 

estimated to have been utilized for minor cash crops.15 
 This is roughly
 

70 acres per project or merely 0.18 acres per farm family if averages
 

are taken over all the projects. Even is these averages are unacceptable
 

because projects are at various stages of maturity, it still represents
 

an extremely poor performance considering that provision is made for
 

every 4,000-acres project to set aside an additional 800 acres for
 

cash crop development.
 

The role of the settlL,7, with regard to the affairs concerning
 

the project and the community, is more encouraging. In every project,
 

a scheme development committee made up of settler representatives
 

and a project manager is established. As described by the Chairman
 

of the F.L.D.A.,
 

On this committee sit settler representatives; F.L.D.A. scheme
 
managers act only as advisors. The main function of this committee
 

15"Federal Land Development Authority, Draft Annr~al Report 1969,"
 
p. 11.
 

http:crops.15
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is to promote the idea of self-help amongst the settlers. To
 
set the pace, scheme managers make it a point to involve the
 
committee in the day-to-day running of the scheme. 
 At the

beginning, understandably, the participation of the committee
 
in management .affairs is not extensive. 
However, progressively
it is given more and more doses with the intention that this 
committee should eventually emerge as a strong and functional 
body that would replace the F.L.D.A. management when the time 
comes .3.6 

At the end of 1969, 58 such committees were in existence. These
 

committees can hasten emancipation if proper guidance and adequate
 

encouragement are given by the F.L.D.A.
 

While every effort has been made to stimulate settler participa

tion in community affairs, The Authority has tended to assume tight
 

control on farm enterprises and practices. This philosophy appears to
 

arise from two viewpoints. 
In the first place, the F.L.D.A. recognized 

that the fundamental aspect of the problem of rural poverty stems from 

the lack of initiative. Community development within the project 

directed at development of the necessary initiative requires that the 

community perform those functions that it can and acquire those it
 

cannot from skilled leaders and organizers of The Authority. The
 

second point pertains to the tight controls within farm decision-making.
 

There seems to be the feeling that success or failure of the settlement
 

project rests with the crop so that, at least before the crops reach
 

maturity, the luxury of experimenting with the settlers' initiative
 

cannot be practiced. That this reasoning appears to be sound for the
 

Malaysian situation is evidenced by the fact that fringe alienation
 

and block alienation projects carried out by the various state governments
 

16Andak, "The Application of Strategy to Tactics--F.L.D.A.--

A Case Study," p. 20.
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have not met with much success and led to the creation of the F.L.D.A.
 

in the first place. However, it cannot be denied that successful
 

development of the crop is achieved at 
the high cost of poor develop

ment in management skills.
 

In terms of his place in the community and his status, the
 

settler is subject to expulsion from the project should he fail to
 

comply with the rules and regulations of The Authority without any
 

due compensation before the land titles are issued 
(within 18 years).
 

This is necessary only when community spirit and initiative may be
 

sabotaged by individuals, and it is wise not to practice this too
 

often so that settlers can have a certain amount of security. This
 

seems to be the case in the Malaysian context.
 

Agency Participation
 

A number of foundation principles enumerated by the regional
 

controller of the Colonial Development Corporation from the Far East,
 

D. E. M. Fiennes, indicates the degree and extent of agency partici

7
 
pation.1
 

1. The initiative for land alienation would come from the
 

government or The Authority and not from the potential settlers.
 

2. The Authority would plan full employment for each family
 

and the maximum income possible.
 

3. The settler should grow the crops most profitable.
 

4. Settlers are not guinea pigs. They are there to grow proven
 

crops for their own benefit, and not to be an experimental station
 

17Fiennes, op. cit., pp. 157-59.
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for well-intentioned scientists.
 

5. The Authority's principle is 
to settle the best farmers on
 

the best land available.
 

6. The livelihood of many people is at stake as 
is the
 

future prosperity of the country. Therefore, the best management
 

must be employed for development of the projects.
 

These principles extend the participation of the government
 

and The Authority to every phase of development. Broadly speaking,
 

The Authority's almost limitless participation involves the selection
 

and transfer of the best farmers from the subsistence agricultural
 

sector to new areas which have already been planted with the currently
 

most profitable crops, rubber and oil palms. 
 The F.L.D.A. assures the
 

settlers of the highest income as is compatible with the capability
 

of the farm family labor and makes certain of successful implementation
 

through the best possible arrangement. Until the settlers can assume
 

full responsibility, complete investment 
financing and partial subsis

tence financing are undertaken by The Authority.
 

Participation of The Authority and the government is not limited
 

to the above but extends to the provision of both public consumption
 

services--piped water supply, telephone lines, prayer house, public
 

playground, and shopping centers--and physical and institutional
 

infrastructure--access village roads, schools, health clinics, community
 

centers, and other aspects of village development,1 8
 

18Wharton's definition of 
infrastructure is meant here and through
out the thesis. The definition is as follows: "The physical capital and
 
the institutions or organizations both public and private which provide
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This approach of The Authority and the government with its
 

intendant high costs is fully justified when dealing with subsistence
 

farmers and permanent crops which require intensive care, several years
 

to come into production and high capital investments. In this case,
 

there is little concrete criticism that can be directed at the program
 

of land development. What is of concern here is the program of
 

settler development. The Authority has made provisions for the orderly
 

transfer of activities and decision-making to the settlers as can be
 

seen from the schedule in Appendix Table A-1. The Authority has also
 

provided the physical and institutional infrastructure to facilitate
 

further economic development. There is, however, little planning in
 

these crucial areas.
 

1. Opportunities for settlers and dependents to acquire skills
 

beyond those required to be a good rubber or oil palm planter.
 

2. Strategy for attracting labor-intensive industry into the
 

project in the future.
 

3. Establishment or stimulation of marketing channels for
 

subsidiary products and services.
 

4. Special assistance for individuals should they wish to engage
 

in activities beyond that engaged by the group.
 

In short, the agency's participation is almost excessive in rubber
 

and oil palm development but lacking in the area of settler development
 

economic services to and which have a significant effect directly or
 
indirectly upon the economic functioning of the individual firm but
 
which are external to the separate individual farm firms." C. R.
 
Wharton, "The Infrastructures for Agricultural Growth," in Agricultural

Development and Economic Growth, Herman M. Southworth and Bruce F. Johnston,

eds. (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1967), p. 107.
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and stimulus for further increase in productivity of the land and labor
 

beyond that of the main crop.
 

Financial Arrangements
 

The extremely paternalistic orientation of the settlement program
 

and the extremely rigid order of activities stem in part from the complete
 

financing of the settlement project by The Authority and the government.
 

The financial arrangement is categorized into three accounts, namely,
 

the loan account, the administrative account, and the federal account.
 

1. The loan account includes capital expenditures on jungle
 

clearing, ground preparation, planting material and planting, settler
 

houses including site preparation, settlers' tools and implements,
 

recurrent expenditure expended on weeding, manning pest and disease
 

control, and other maintenance activities. (This is the subsistence
 

loan to settlers.) Expenditure under this account is recovered from
 

the settlers at 6 1/4 percent interest through monthly installments
 

from the time the main crop comes into production.
 

2. The administrative account includes ca 'tal expenditure on
 

office buildings, staff quarters, furniture and fittings, vehicles,
 

plant and equipment, and recurrent expenditute for management expenses.
 

These items are not recovered trom the settlers and are met from
 

national revenue.
 

3. The federal expenditures on social overhead involving
 

education, communication, health, water supply, police station, and
 

recreation, religious and community cente:.s are not. recoverable.
 

The financial cost of a rubber and oil palrr, scheme are given in detail
 

in Tables A-2 and A-3, Appendix.
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The policy of The Authority with reSard to loan repayment is to
 

reialize complete repayment in as short a period as possible subject
 

to the condition that there is a minimum adequate level of consumption
 

and working capital available to the settler. Variations among schemes
 

do occut, but the loan incurred for the development of each farm
 

approximates M$10,O00. Together with the contingency subsistence
 

allowances which vary from individual to individual and the interest
 

element calculated from the time the expenditure was incurred at an
 

interest rate of 6 1/4 percent, the total indebtedness averages around
 

M$16,000 per settler, After the tubber or oil palm crop matures and
 

becomes productive, settlers are allowed a subsistence income of M$100.00
 

per month rising over a period of M$175.00 of the residual cash income
 

from the crop. Two thirds goes to loan repayment while the settler keeps
 

the other third. This feature purports to stimulate some incentive on
 

the part of the settler. Table A-4, Appendix, gives the yield, total
 

cash income and amount of loan repayment for a settler with an eight

acre farm cf rubber. The settler is expected to complete repayment
 

of the loan account about 18 years after entering the settlement. The
 

price of rubber is assumed to be M$0.70 per pound and that of palm Gil
 

to be M$400.00 per ton. However, the long-term trend of the prices
 

of these Commodities is expected to fall. The problem this poses to
 

the settlers and to the nation is illustrated by the faLt that, should
 

the price of rubber fall to M$0.55 per pound, the repayment period
 

will have to be approximately doubled if the level of subsistence is to
 

be maintained.
 

By the end of 1969, 53,320 acres of rubber in 35 scheras and
 

http:M$400.00
http:M$175.00
http:M$100.00
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35,903 acres of oil palm in 10 schemes were in production. The loan
 

repayment up to that period amounted to M$4,265,452 and is on schedule.19
 

This is facilitated by the fact that group processing and marketing is
 

under the management of The Authority.
 

Given the particular set of circumstances in which the settlers
 

own no capital resources whatsoever and the agricultural enterprise
 

happens to be a long-term capital-intensive affair, little criticism
 

can be directed at the financial arrangements. Adequate subsistence
 

and investment credit is supplied to the settlers for the full develop

ment period of the farm. The loan repayment schedule is drawn up in
 

such a way that the settlers' welfare is considered first; that is,
 

an adequate subsistence allowance is provided before two-thirds of the
 

residual income is subtracted for loan repayment. A commcndable
 

feature of the schedule is that the period of repayment is flexible
 

and dependent on the price of the product--a variable which is beyond
 

the control of the settler and, therefore, should not work against him.
 

The present financial schedule carries two features of special
 

bearing on eventual self-sustained development. First, the title
 

to the land is the collateral for the loans obtained from The Authority.
 

Second, the schedule of repayment is uniform for all settlers under
 

The Authority. There is no indication that settlers could cancel their
 

liabilities within a shorter period if they were so inclined and had
 

the resources to do so, The implications of these two features are
 

important. As long as land titles are not issued, transactions between
 

the settler and any agency other than The Authority involving the land
 

are not possible for a period of 18 years. Sources of credit from the
 

http:schedule.19
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private sector are thus inaccessible to the settler. 
If short term
 

credit facilities are not created by the F.L.D,A., 
the opportunities
 

open for the investment of whatever small savings the settler might
 

have are limited. 
 This might lead to higher consumption and less
 

investment. 
There might also develop a situation in which the limited
 

amount of savings is invested in enterprises yielding a return less
 

than the interest payments on the loan from The Authority so that the
 

settler is at a disadvantage. Self-sustained development is contingent
 

on the freedom to make the best investment choices, even to the extent
 

of selling the farm and getting a job from another settler, or when
 

investment opportunities are negligible, to pay up the loan faster
 

instead of consuming the surplus.
 

Research. Extension and Education
 

In the past, the F.L.D.A. has relied on various research organi

zations in the country such as the Department of Agriculture, the
 

Rubber Research Institute, and private oil palm research agencies
 

for technical and managerial innovations. With the expansion of activi

ties and the consequent growth of the organization, problems peculiar
 

only to the F.L.D.A. have increased. In addition to the problems that
 

arise directly from the activities ot the F.L.D.A., problems inherent
 

in the rural sector continuously impede progress towards the goals.
 

Research into these problems and extension of the results are crucial
 

to self-sustained development of the settlement.
 

Priorities are difficult to set because of the multitude of
 

urgent problems involved. However, areas that require urgent research
 

are easily identified and include the following:
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1. The uncertain market conditions for rubber and oil palm
 

require research into alternative crops leading to diversification
 

of the farm enterprises, Continucvs in :eases in the total value
 
product of 
the farm will be 
mcre c-:s1\y :ealized if 
resource allocation
 

is flexible and new cpporrunit~es exp~citr-.
 

2. The level of satisfaction and motivation of the settlers
 
is crucial to self-sustained development ol the community, 
 As more
 

people are settled and as new projects mature, the F.L.D.A, must
 
have information on settler behavior 
 Further polifefation of these
 
new land setticments is justiilied only if the social and psychological
 

variables are evaluated and used as a basis ior planning.
 

3. Research into investment opportunities and employment
 
expansion both within the settlement and outside is important if
 
living levels are to be maintained. The possibility of emigration
 

as 
the labor force expands within the settlement should be studied,
 

In response to this urgent need for more research relevant
 

to The Authority, a research organization has been set up at Sungei
 
Tekam adjoining the Jengka Triangle, the largest area 
(250,000 acres)
 

scheduled for development. 
 It has also increased its research staff
 
from 6 in 1968 to 20 in 196920 and 
set up an adviscry committee on
 
research consisting of 
membeis from The Uniersity, the Department
 

of Agriculture, the Rubber Rt .earch Institute and a private research
 

agency. It appears that 
The Authority is -oncentrating on technical
 

agronomic problems in the 
initiAl stage, but, 
uniess a comprehensive
 

20-Iid., 
p. 4. 
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research program is followed, continuous increases in productivity and 

self-sustained development will be ditticult. 

Although skills in agriculture :eature prominencly in the selec

tion process, the majority '! the sereCrs come [t.ur the subsistence 

agricultural sector and are ,r;.,Liciet :nly in tra11onal p:aitx-cei 

The organization -t activities within ,he project is geared towatds 

the tLraining oi the settlers in modern ,gC.ulPUL'al teciniques. 

i, Within-farm, decisions are rynde by the management cn the 

premise that the techniques used will be zormp.etely new to the settlers., 

is I'.'ided !:..LvIdu4l plz.r s in biccks 

to be worked cooperatively by groups, This dlows for the more eificient 

use of personnel in the training process, 

3, Apart from the on-the-job Ltoin:ng approach, settlers are
 

given special courses in agricultural practices in the classroom and
 

through the mobile extension units.
 

This method may be efficient -inramillarizing the tradition

oriented settlets with modetr techniques or rubber and oiL palm 

cultivation. The approach is, h.we:.c:, highly pr6Scrptiv.'e in nature 

and does not afford the settler mur.h oppo-runiTy c: ucquire dive:sified 

skills and to specialize accr.din. Lc his tnc.,-Lnations. F'urthermore, 

the freedom to experiment with newiy learned trehniques based on 

individual decisions an thE .etr I:c s pr.a[ plot c1 land is limited 

because of the system ol oile-ctive ownership -nd peration during 

the development stage. Extension ieth, ds sho,'Ad place greater stress 

on the teaching rfdivetsuied skills tl indirvdual set.lers. 

Each settlement project .s pr..',ided with schools where the children
 

2. The land not. :utc but 
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of settlers can obtain a primary education. This represents an improe

ment over general levels ol education elsewhere. There is, however,
 

little emphasis on vccational training for youth either within the
 

projects or nearby, 
There is a large n.imber ct vcational schools
 

throughout the country which 
 ould cater t, the FL.D.A- prz-jects.
 

These schools, however, are geared towards large-scale industry and the
 

skills taught are less suit. ble ficr 
rural situations
 

Tenure Arrangement s
 

Mr. D. E, M. Fiennes, 
:zst Ch,ir.-an -,Jthe F.L D,A., obseives: 

The second advantage- J i:-,7i , r, . e' --t the universal
 
acceptance ol 
 oJrWTLoLhip with 
benefit accruing ircm .he rcw,.,ds gxI ct.1tt stion The Malay
rural communities, though tI---ditna Ly 

and wish ,:or I wi. personal
 

Iitrle wcliare states
 
in many respects, hav;e always recDnrzt2d land as peLscnti
 
property, Thus, no revclutioT, 1, -:dfc[c!j farmi.ng attitudes
 

21
 was necessary.
 

In terms of the ccmpatibility ct lnt:.dw
.nd -wncrship with preduc

tivity increases and icng-teim :n,.:est.intF, thi:e is evry adantage 

in the system- Eventual ewners'.p ,.,i e the settlers willt D,; 

inevitably bring cut the best 
 _.nThe : Icr W.:!, rtspert uo his labor 

and his capital investments. .l:'gin o u, rliez,:ic in(tiviuo',-l land 

ownership patterns in the dcvcip.*d .m , cz ;hc wo.ld, there is 

little doub'. db-uL JASLiLyb.''Lh. IOU 

Having a-cepted this system c-i:enure, spe itic set cf 

conditions had to be de g'o-, t: *":nrnd-s - the s tcTle,,ent 

program, The Land (Gtc,'ur SttJtment Atc s) 1Acr 1960 which was 

21Fiennes, cp.li., 
 p. i52,
 

http:farmi.ng
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subsequently amended in 1951 applied to the F.L.D.A, tenure system,
2
 

The more salient features of this act and especially the amendment
 

are:
 

1. It allows the cooperative development of areas where the
 

main crop (oil palm) deems such a system as expedient,
 

2, Settlers are permitted to vccupy their future holding in
 

expectation of the tiLleS.
 

3. Settlers will be issued titles by the state governments
 

only on completion of repayment of their loars from the F.L.D.A.
 

4. Nc joint Ownership ,* such h-,1dl:tgs is pemitted and there
 

is to be nc subdivision.
 

5. Provision is made f r holdings to ieert back to the F.L.DA.
 

in case of breah or default by a settler in the condition or obligations
 

in the agreement between him and the F.L.D.A
 

These features or the Land Act .cquite .-itical examination,
 

Provision for cooperative development of the farms where necessary
 

gives The Authority maximum flexibility in the way it organizes the
 

settlers and freedom to adjust the organization as it sees fit, If
 

this implication is develcped further, there seems to be a tendency
 

for The Authority to select the organizational pattern (cooperative vs.
 

individual development in oil palm and rubber, respectively) ac.ording
 

to the needs of the crop rather than to the settlers themsel-ves, The
 

issue is not whichevei system is better, but rather, under different
 

circumstances, the formulation oi the system c,f development must be
 

22Federal Land Development Authority, Annual Report 1966
 
(Kuala Lumpur: Federal Land Development Authority, 1967), p. 36.
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tailored to the pSyChclogical peculiarities of the people. This is basic
 

to the development of an economically viable settlement.
 

Apart from the previously discussed problem of inaccessibility
 

to private se-ror 
credit sources resulting fr;.m Ul -onditions,
 

the mobility o the labor tor:.e is rcsttr,.cted, The il E "arket forces
 

which direct the survival of the best iarmer are hampered However,
 

this problem is partially ameli*5rated by the czndition that the holding
 

is to re-wert back tt. 
the F.L.DA. in case .:i brea:h or default in the
 

condition of the agreement., S.-eing rhat the =greement compels the settler 

to develop the land rc a minitr.um s.tisfa,.roiy !ondition,The Authority 

has considerable power and time to weed .ar those who might nor be able
 

to succeed and replace them with those who can,
 

Flexibility in Resource Allo:cation within the Farm
 

Flexibility in resource allocation within the farm in F.L.DA.
 

projects is very much limited by the m;ain enterprises initially selected.
 

The permanent crops, rubber 3nd oil palm, take several years to come
 

into production (six and four years, respectively) and continue to
 

produce good crops for approKimately 20 years A settler is thus
 

committed for much of 
a working lifetime te the permanent enterprise
 

selected. The huge capital investment invoivea makes replacing rubber
 

or oil palm with other ctops uneconomical beiore there have been many
 

harvests, The flexibility to make later impcoue:nents in the farming
 

system is limited nct only by capial resou:I.es already cmmitted to the
 

permanent crop but als 
 by the I-ack ot kncwlcdge or alternative enter

prises with respect to te:hniques and malkets 
 The whole system of
 

settler development is primarily directed 
 t acquring skills in rubber
 

http:resou:I.es
http:minitr.um
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and oil palm cultivation. Even the management in these projects who
 

double as extension agents were trained primarily in rubber and oil
 

palm.
 

This problem of limited flexibility of resource allocation within
 

the farm causes incomes to fluctuate because prices of rubber and palm
 

oil fluctuate widely and frequently. The farm income calculations
 

of the F.L.D.A. are based on a price o V'$0.70 per pound for rubber
 

but price fluctuations between M$0.55 and M$0.70 have been common in
 

recent years. Similarly, palm oil pr-:es fluctuated between M$400
 

per ton to'M$600 per ton in 1969 alone, Moire importanr, there seems
 

to be a trend towards lower )rices in the future for both commodities.
 

Increases in the total value pioduct of the farm will be difficult
 

even if there are increases in physical productivity of the rubber and
 

oil palm enterprises, Consequently, savings and further investments
 

by the individual settler so essential iot seli-sustd±ned development
 

may be impossible.
 

The problem of limited flexibility of enterprises within the
 

farm may be alleviated if every eitcrt is made to develop skills in
 

alternative enterprises which require little land suLcV 
as poultry,
 

vegetable gardening, and fish ponds. This is already being done to
 

a certain extent, bUL this approach should be more ir.ensively
 

pursued. Furthermore, :he land ]aLd aside for subsidiary crops may
 

be developed and planted with diversified crops.
 

Expansion of Employment Opportunity
 

The F.L.D.A, had settled 18,400 farm families by rhe end of 1969.
 

If the target ot 5,000 families per year within the second five-year
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development plan is followed to a successful conclusion, the new
 

settlement sector will comprise approximately 43,000 farm families.
 

Calculated on the basis of five persons per family, this would be
 

in the region of 218,000 persons directly dependert on those newly
 

created farms.
 

The concern of this thesis, however, is not so much the impact
 

on employment on a national basis but employment within the settlement.
 

Apart from the training of youths for agricultural odd-jobs within
 

the scheme and the encouragement given to subsidiary cropping, other
 

measures taken and reported in the Annual Report of 
1969 are as follows:
 

1. Stalls called "scheme lock-up stalls" 
..ave been organized
where the unemployed (mainly yoqtbs) 
can run barber shops, bicycle
repair shops, tailor shops, coffee houses, etc. In Kampong
L.B.J. (a project named after Lydon B. Johnson to honor his visit),
the Settler Development Division started 
a project for the
production of school uniforms by the women in the project.

project is scheduled to begin in 1970. 

This
 

2. Nineteen schemes have established kindergarten classes

for children of pre-school age. 
 The settlers pay for admission
of their children, and teachers are 
recruited from the settlers'
 
daughters.
 

3. A retail service called the "shops division" was started
in 1968. 
Retail shops financed and operated by the F.L.D.A. are
operated for the benefit of the settlers. A total of 14 retail
stores have been established, and the total. sales in 1969 approximated M$1.9 million. As the division expands, more jobs will
 
be created.
 

4. 
Jobs are created or stimulated by the activities of the
F.LD.A. in these areas:
 
a) Jungle clearing and other agricultural activities under
the various contractors working for the F.L.D.A.
 
b) Housing schemes for the participants contracted by


private agencies.
 
c) Development of fruit and other cash crops on land
left aside fur this purpose (two acres per family).

d) Cottage irndustlies such as 
basket weaving and mat weaving


using local raw materials.
 
e) Assistance in animal husbandry and vegetable gardening.

f) Provision of contract labor for 
short periods to neigh

boring estates. 23
 

23"Federal Land Development Authority, Draft Annual Report 1969,"
 

pp. 9-11.
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These measures represent the full range of the FLD.A, plan
 

for increasing employment, Because most of the projects are relatively
 

new, progress is difficult to gauge. Again, most of these measures
 

are sporadic, o-zcurring in pyomcts whete there ;s a motivated manager, 

There is no clearly specific and calculated plan to -CeatE a Cettain 

number of alternative jobs each year in su...h f.:hneeprises Z.:, cater for 

so many people. The situation is not urgen. ct this -,t..ge, With time,
 

however, the pr.,blem cf alternative I'::p'Ly,.enIis una-voidable end 

could be the main cause cf the settLers sl -pping back inc.; subsistence
 

levels L1 living once m,;r:e.
 

Prolect Size and Layout
 

A typical F.L.D.A. project is about 5,000 acres in area and
 

settled by 400 families with a settlement population jt approximately 

2,500, The physical layout i it':oVpisc : 

I. The central village mtade up of quar'rcr-acre house lots, 

school, cl:nL , communltv , centc2r, reilgios *,nt-r, shopping enter, 

ottices and staft quazter. Thie ,aC¢ti is ab,Lt )O0O iLOS, 

2. The ,ndir crop aL oI rubher c,,oil po-ii .t eight acres per 

settler is - .ppr:.xi,,naely 3,200 ,-res. 

3 SubE].diary cLop a.fca at 'wc actes pei sc'.1er :omprises a 

total of ,pprawum.:,tely 800 au.s. 

e Swamps, r', -h-.k-i; , r., ;cd ,,.- i. ajl . ons,.itable. 

for agricultute arE. eiIly ?..s:dbc in, chc 'c~it. zi 300 acres, 

5- Wherever possible, --' 6a .1 1rI&tU : ExpanslonC 

is always povided. 'Ttic !tizE ot his , ,ea ,,.ries betwcen 500 to 1,500 

acres, 
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This particular "typical" size of the project is not arbitrary.
 

It is based on two major considerations. First and more dominant
 

factor is that, under the present paternalistic program, the ratio
 

of settlers to project personnel had to be small enough to enable
 

the management to effectively control all decisions and operations
 

within the farm. 
On the other hand, in an efiort to reach target
 

numbers of new settlers each year, The Authority has to stretch its
 

limited personnel among many projects at the expense of efficiency of
 

within-project operations. Experience gained within the past decade
 

has shown that one manager, an assistant manager, three senior super

visors, seven field assistants, two clerks and one driver can handle
 

a maximum of 400 families satisfactorily. The second major reason is
 

that the settlers live in centrally locaited villages so that they may
 

take advantage of the public services priovided. Thus, the project has
 

to be of such a size and planned so that the settlers are no more
 

than one and one-half or two miles from their farms,
 

The size of project and layout followed the dictates of organi

zational efficiency. Insufficient consideration was given to the size
 

of a project in relation to its compatibility with self-sustained
 

development. Four hundred families and 
a population of 2,500 people
 

do not provide a market of sufficient size for efricient operation of
 

many supporting services such as the retail trade, construction work,
 

bakeries or rice mills and, most important of all, the input supply
 

business. 
Nor is the labor market in a single project sufficiently
 

large for any specialized training program to be organized for the
 

underemployed and unemployed so that the chances of 
attracting any
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labor-intensive industry are poor. In addition, a very fundamental
 

avenue for economic development in any settlement--that is, the export

oriented enterprises (export out of the settlement) apart from rubber
 

and oil palm.--may be hampered because of an inadequate supply of the
 

products. Market garden products and cottage industry products such
 

as basket weaving, silverware and batik may not find a market simply
 

because the supply is too small and irregular for businessmen outside
 

the projects to be interested.
 

Location
 

Location of the projects is determined largely by these guidelines:
 

1. The area proposed for development should be free of alienated
 

lots or illegal occupants. The state government is responsible for any
 

necessary action to fulfill this condition.
 

2. The soil must be suitable for rubber or oil palm as determined
 

by the Soils Division of the Department of Agriculture.
 

3. The Director of Geological Survey and the Chief Inspector
 

oi Mines must certify that the area does not contain economic mineral
 

deposits, The Forest Department must certity that all valuable
 

timber has been extracted.
 

4. 	Ej.sy access by an all-weather road, secondary road or temporary
 

24
 
access tract.
 

Agronomic, topogiaphical and access considerations prevail in
 

the choice of location. There is little direct planning for any location
 

24"Land Settlement in Malaysia under the Federal Development
 
Authority," p. 25.
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advantages that may accrue to the residents of 
the project by virtue
 

of a selected geographical position. For example, being located in the
 

vicinity of other oil palm or rubber estates would enable the potential
 

market to be exploited for subsidiary enterprises, Again, it the pro

ject is located in an area where there are some specialized skills such
 

as vegetable gardening, fishing, or charcoal-making, skills may be
 

learned, labor may be utilized and markets exploited. No conscious
 

effort has been made to exploit these possibilities because availability
 

of land satisfying the above guideline is limited. 
 However, the rule of
 

thumb that the project should be accessible by an all-weather road more
 

or less limits the projects to the more populated areas and those
 

areas closer to the towns. 
 In other words, they are not scattered
 

throughout the country at random. 
A look at the map, Figure 1,
 

Appendix A, ahowing locations confirms this. 
 The majority of the
 

projects are concentrated in the more accessible and populated areas
 

of:
 

1. South Johore.
 

2. Northwest Johore, Malacca, South Negri Sembilan region.
 

3. Central and West Pahang.
 

4. North Selangor and East Pahang.
 

Other projects are scattered throughout thc country but never tar away
 

from the main roads.
 

VI. CONCLUDING OBSEW.RA'I IONS 

A major objective of this thesIs is Lo poInt out the key decisions 

in the overall land settlement program and to de'ielop the implications 
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for self-sustained development of the selected lines of action. Ade

quacy of the program in this respect meant the compatibility of
 

specific program components with self-sustained develpoment of the
 

settlement.
 

The F.L.D.A. program of settlement has evolved into aa extremely
 

detailed program directed at a very select group of people and the
 

production of predetermined commodities. The group of people involved
 

may be described as young, mar,:ied with children and have demonstrated
 

a desire to raise themselves aibove subsistence farming in which they
 

are engaged. They possess no capital resources for investment and little
 

subsistence capital if they do not work the plot of land on which they
 

now live. The rubber and oil palm crops selected for their high cash
 

returns in the short-run require substantial capital investments,
 

high-level skills and a long period to mature. Under these circumstances,
 

the program of implementation is, from necessity, extremely paternalistic
 

and rigid in every phase of the development process. The program has
 

been very successful in bringing large acreages of hitherto uncultivated
 

land into production and is very much output-oriented iather than social

development-oriented. What are the implications of this design for
 

self-sustained economic development?
 

To begin with, the settler selection process places the criteri n
 

of age over that of skills, and the delineated role of the settler is
 

based on complete dependence on The Authority during the development
 

process, both financially and in the decision-making procens within
 

the farm. The participation of The Authority, excessive in 2cme
 

areas, leaves room for improvement in others. Efforts are concentrated
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on the development of the rubber and oil palm crops at a cost of less
 

attention in the fields of vocational skills, market channels, alterna

tive enterprises and capital sources beyond that which it supplies
 

itself. 
 These features of the program will certainly constrain the
 

attainment of complete emancipation of the community or impede the
 

rate of emancipation.
 

The financial arrangements are adequate and appropriate under
 

the prevailing circumstances but have one single characteristic that
 

might deter optimum resource allocation, The transfer of 
land titles
 

from The Authority to the settler is contingent on complete loan
 

repayment which follows a predetermined time schedule of 
approximately
 

12 years (from the time the rubber or oil palm trees become productive).
 

Credit transactions between the settler and a third party involving
 

the land as collateral are obstructed for 16 years (from the time the
 

settler first comes into the settlement) and, coupled with the lack of
 

substantial credit facilities for the individual beyond that required
 

for the "package deal" described above, might just impede increases in
 

investment and consequent productivity of the lain.
 

Planting permanent crops is justifiable for 
reasons of immediate
 

security, high cash returns and lack of knowledge about alternative
 

crops. But 
this commits the settler to a lifetime career as a rubber
 

tapper or oil palm produi'er. Should m;rket exigencies occur as they 

have time and again, fluctuations in income levels occur. The long

term trend towards lower prices for cii palm .,ndI rubber complicate the
 

situation and create a cause for concerti. 
 The lubber and oil palm
 

trees follow a-regular pattern in their yields. 
 Input manipulation
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will not result in responses to the same degree as that of the
 

revolutionary rice varieties. 
 This being the case, the settler who
 

specializes in rubber or oil palm beers the full impact of 
price
 

fluctuations in the world market which is beyond his control. In short, 

there is inadequate flexibility within the farm zo cut costs by
 

reducing inputs and to change the crops 
if advantageous. Thus, self

sustained development through high incomes, savings and investments may 

be impossible if the income falls to subsistence levels when the price
 

of rubber or oil palm falls.
 

In the area of employment opportunity, inevitable increases in
 

the labor force within the project and the likely ii.flux of relatives
 

into the settlement from the subsistence areas make it imperative to
 

create jobs or channel the labor force elsewhere. A comprehensive
 

and detailed plan in both alternatives has yet to be formulated. Project
 

size and layout followed organizational and managerial efficiency rather
 

than their implications for further economic growth. 
A larger settlement
 

with many more productive farm households is required to create the
 

size of markets, source of skilled labor, quantity of produce and
 

source of capital for accelerated investments. The long-term lack of
 

productive employment opportunity might become the major obstruction in 

the strive for economic Improvement of the co-inuniny. 

These implications of certain progran actions that rend to 

constrain sell-sustained development arise only irom the rigidity and 

the extreme degree of paternalism of the pdrr A ihc Auth .,riTy, They 

do not, therefore, reflect a wrong approach. 
The progrgni in general 

is highly refined and effici.'-t. In the ptoess of physical land 
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development, nothing is left to chance. 
This is why so many people
 

have been settled. The fact that there are more applicants for
 

admission to the projects than there ate vacancies attests to its
 

success. The contention here is that 
a certain degree of relaxation
 

of the rules and regulations and supplementary action in some areas
 

can go a long way towards making self-sustained economic development
 

possible.
 



CHAPTER IV
 

EXPERIENCES IN ISRAEL AND OTHER COUNTRIES
 

RELEVANT TO MALAYSIA
 

In attempting to gain insights from settlement program models
 

in other parts of the world that might shed some light on the attain

ment of self-sustained development, the study is necessarily limited
 

to those models that possess these features:
 

1. They must evidence some degree ot economic growth through
 

self-sustained development, and, as su'h,
 

2. They must be sufficiently malure toE econcmic to
success 


be gauged.
 

Preliminary literature review indicates that the settlement program in
 

Israel is about the only well documented economically successful endeavor
 

among the developing countries. They will b studied in special detail,
 

Settlement projects in other countries, especially in the African
 

continent, provide useful experiences arid these experiences will be
 

used to support the arguments in the Israeli American countries. How

ever, accomplishments in these countries have not 
been spectacular,
 

Several workers in different fields of study have observed that politics
 

is an exceptionally important motivative force I
 

IWi]kening and lutaka observed that 
"Since many colonies ate
 
established for-political rather than for ec:oncmri reasons, it is 
not
 
surprising that they are not successful from an economic point of view,"
 
Eugene A. Wilkening and Sugiyama lutaKe, "Sociolglcal Aspects of
 
Colonization as Viewed from Brazil" 
(Madison, Wisconsin: Land Tenure
 
Center, Unive.sity of Wisconsin, June 1967), p. 3. (Mimeographed);
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1. LAND SETTLEMENT IN ISRAEL
 

A Brief History
 

Settlement of people on uncultivated land is both philosophically
 

and practically tied to the emergence of Zionism and the dream of an
 

independent Jewish state, 
A Jewish author !emaiks that "cnly when the
 

people would be organically tied to the land, when agriculture would
 

be the mainstay of the nation could the rebirth of the Jewish people
 

in its old-new homeland be deep rooted and permanent,'"2 The first
 

Jewish settlements were established by aniorganization called "BILU"
 

founded in Russia in the beginning of the 1880's. 
 This type of colony
 

came to be known as the Moshava, which is an agricultural village where
 

each farmer owns and works his own land with a limited measure of
 

cooperation. The Moshava failed and had to 
resort to financial assistance
 

from outside because of the inexperience of the idealist students,
 

Tinnemeir stated that "colonization can be pointed to as a visible reform
 
program, but it does not jeopardize the large owneis of land. Such a
 
program is not resisted and is easily passed by the legislature. The
 
landowners oppose only measures attempting to br ing cbout changes which
 
affect their status quo," 
 Ronald L. Tinnemeir, "Ncw Land Settlement in
 
the Eastern Lowlands of Col,mbia" Madison, W'consrl: 
Land Tenure
 
Center, University of Wisconsin, December 
1964), p. 2. (MJimeographed);

Hirshman concluded that the projects I(e 
". . particulatly accident 
prone. Perhaps this is so teca-use the tdea oi pl.,nned colonization ci
 
carving a harmoniously functioning conmunir. 
 ct . he wilderness has 
a good chance of attracting the rackpot, Lh t pi.in planner and, of 
course, the prestige-hungiy poli.
.! n ante -..d :n "inaugurat.ling" 
a model colony. At the .ame t:mt., be( ,se .t,,itcn
schemes appear

to offer an escape fz& iht nasty tLlas , st:ug le, heWrt- is a good chance 
that they will on varic-,nsIC6011 b1S pr,.,"-I dI the 'Cst solution to 
the land problem and a la lv i,.h1%n,. hAY' L th.,t such schemes 
will fail." Albert 0. 1rh ~ ' .,,,dL,rl, v'.; f: iress(New York: 
The Twentieth Century Fund, i96i), p. i4 

2Efraim Orni, Ectms _ 5.;t.lc'renc (.er t.; -Irl: Jewish National 
Fund and the Youth and Hle.[la!ih., DeoApUrtmc11t , the World Zionist 
Organization, 1960), p. 5. 
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merchants and commercial men and the unfamiliar conditions they encoun

tered. The second wave of immigrants during the first decade of the
 

twentieth century sparked off by the anti-Jewish programs in Russia
 

gave the development of the Moshava a great impetus. These workers,
 

armed with the idea of self-labor, were able to overcome the many
 

difficulties and successfully developed citriculture in the coastal
 

plains. It was the Moshava along the coastal plains that provided the
 

decisive contribution in absorption of the masses of immigrants following
 

the Israeli independence. Today Moshavots along, the coastal plains have
 

populations between 10,000 and 40,000.
 

Corresponding with the development of the ..hava during this
 

period was the evolution of collective settlements. The small family

oriented Kvutsa and later the larger communal Kibbutz were formed.
 

The concept of collective groups which would work the land, engage in
 

special pioneering tasks, and provide defense originated from the
 

second wave of immigrants from Russia (1902-1914), where the abortive
 

attempts against the Czarist regime had impregnated the Jewish youth
 

with ideas of social reform. The first Kvutsa in the country named
 

Deganlya (corn flower) was formed in 1911. The Kvutsa took shape under
 

the inspiration and influence of Professor Franz Oppenheimer and the
 

philosopher Aaron David Gordon. The philosophy behind this form of
 

settlement was basically that physical work could redeem and exalt
 

the human spirit if sharing is on the basis of "From each according
 

to his ability, to each according to his needs." The original intention
 

was to create a large family that carries on ILs ,itairs by mutual
 

agreement. Thus, the Kvutsa could not, f.a practical purposes, contain
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more than 25 adult members. As more members were admitted, the people
 

of Deganiya reduced the size of the settlement so that new Kvutsots
 

could be formed. However, as family ties weakened through natural
 

increase of the members, there was no alternative but to modify the
 

Kvutsots into a form of collective :ettlement which exists to this day.
 

The problems encountered in the Kvutsa gave rise to the idea of
 

the large collective. Shlomo Levkovitz, an early proponent of the
 

Kibbutz, is quoted to have argued that:
 

The small collective, the Kvutsa, cannot bring out man's
 
capacities to the full; it limits his horizon and does not
 
allow his spirit to attain iLs loltiest heights. Public
 
services such as education of the -hildren and cultural activi
ties can achieve a high level only in a large settlement. We
 
must create a source of livelihood in every Kvutsa for the
 
largest possible number of immigrants; this can only Le achieved
 
by combining industry and craft with agriculture. In chis way the
 
Kvutsa can become a self-supporting, self-sufficient economic
 
unit supplying almost all the needs of its inhabitants. This will
 
make it possible too for the Kvutia to free itself from the
 
capitalist economy of the towns and the exploitation that goes
 
with it.3
 

These words summarize the forerunner ot today's Kibbutz. After a period
 

of ideological evolution, two major associations of Kibbutz collectives
 

have emerged--the [hud Harvutsot Wehakibbutsim with approximately 80
 

settlements and the Hakibbuts Hameuhad with about 58 _ollectives-

differing only in minor degree. A minor variation of the standard
 

Kibbutz was found in the Hashomer Hats'.air settlements which emphasized
 

ideological collectivism and arose out cf the ideas of Martin Buber,
 

the Jewish religious philosopher, and A. D. Gordon, the philosopher
 

of the religion of labcr,
 

3lIbid., 
 p. 39.
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Yet another form or settlement which has had a major impact on
 

the design of today's settlement came about through the efforts of
 

Eliezer Yaffe who immigrated in 1911 from America. 
Realizing that the
 

Kvutsa was not ideal for him and his comrades, he advocated the forma

tion of the Moshav Ovdim (the smallholders' settlement) along the four
 

priaciples of national land ownership, self-labor, mutual aid and
 

responsibility between shareholders and joint marketing of produce.
 

The Moshav Ovdim represented the individual family farm enterprise
 

combined with cooperative institutions to assist this undertaking.
 

Most of the new immigrant villages today adopt in large measure the
 

principle of the Moshav.
 

In an effort to bridge the gap between the commune-style Kibbutz
 

and the individual family farm of the Moshav Ovdim, the Moshav Ovdim
 

Shitufi (the cooperative smallholders settlement) was foimed in the
 

mid-1930's by Bulgarian, German and Central European immigrants. Work
 

in these settlements was organized along the lines of the Kibbutz and
 

the principle, "from each according to his ability, to each according
 

to his needs," was followed. However, 
freedom in the satisfaction of
 

individual needs with individual family housing and expenditure of
 

earnings was maintained. The original three groups of 
immigrants fixee
 

the p'ttern of development followed by many more settlements of the
 

type established by ingnigrants and soldiers demobilized from the British
 

Army.
 

Other variants of the major models exist to this day: 
 religious
 

settlements and religious Kibbutzim which the originators intended to
 

be cells of Tora State founded on Jewish law; stronghold settlements
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which came into being in the last stages of the war of independence in
 

1948 and were simultaneously defense outposts and agricultural settle

ments; and immigrant settlements, labor villages and Jewish Agency
 

administered fdrmland.
 

The historical review of 
these settlement projects in Israel
 

brings out the extremely significant truth that the programs evolved
 

were indigenous and stemmed from ideological differences among the
 

people. What is more important to this thesis is that economic consi

derations reigned supreme in the final analysis and each particular
 

Kibbutz, Moshav or Kvutsot changed its operational rules and even
 

ideological doctrines to accommodate the changing political situation
 

and to solve any economic exigencies of the time. 
 Before creation of
 

the State of Israel there was little planning and the Kibbutz formed
 

the main instrument in absorbing the politically motivated immigrants.
 

After statehood the settlement of people o lI
lr the country became
 

a principle national goal and the Moshiv Olim developed to become the
 

most suitable in implementing this goat 
 From 1955 onward all new
 

settlements were established within the broad tramework of 
regional 

planning. 

The ideology, operational rules and implemertation of these 

regionally planned settlements toda, provide by 1a- the largest source 

of exper.ence that could ie .=eful in thcealysi a context. 

Importance of the Moshav in Israel
 

The Moshav accounts for 
45 percent of Ihe r)tal national agri

cultural output. 
 In 197, there were 345 Moshav:.%L.. out of a total of
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706 agricultur settlements in the country, and 45 percent of the rural
 

population of Israel lived in either the Moshav Ovdim, the Moshav Olim
 

or the private Moshav. The Moshav is thus an extremely important form
 

of settlement in Israel.
4
 

The Moshavim and the Kibbutzim developed through differences in
 

ideology and methods of operation. 
 But through the years, the evolution
 

into fully commercialized as 
opposed to subsistence settlements has
 

zduced the differences between these two variants of cooperative
 

agri:ulture. With technological advancement there has been a tendency
 

twards specialization. 
 The Moshav has specialized in labor--intens1ve 

products sudh as tree crops and animal husbandry, and the Kibbutzim, 

pIud-icing 33 petcent ol the natural output, have concentrated in
 

enterprises where the big farms have advantages such as grain crops,
 

field crops, and beef cattle. Essentially, the Moshav is labor intensive,
 

small scale and individually operated while the Kibbutz is capital
 

intensive, large scale and collectively owned.
 

Success of the Moshav
 

The most significant fact about this institution is that it has
 

been able to combine self-sustained develonment with other political,
 

social and ideological goals. Evidence ot self-sustained development
 

must of necessity come from the Moshav Ovdim because of 
the prerequi

sites of maturity ard tepresontaLloiL The Moshav Olin, differs from the
 

4Maxwel] 1, Klayman, The Moshav in Israel: 
 A Case Study of
 
Institution-Building for Agricultural Deie I2n 
(New York: Praeger
 
Publishers, 1970), p, 59.
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Moshav Ovdim only in its association with regional planning and with its
 

role of absorbing post-state immigrants.
 

A farm management study of 66 farms in six villages of the Moshav
 

Ovdim type for the period of 1954 to 1958 conducted through the Falk
 

Project came up with these facts. Sixty-nine percent of the total
 

output is attributable to capital inputs, mostly in raw materials and
 

feeds for poultry and cattle; 11 percent is attributable to labor; and
 

20 percent, the residual output to management. These figures indicate
 

the relatively commercialized character of the Moshav with high capital
 

inputs and considerable management capability. The study further dis

covered that there was a close agreement between value of marginal pro

duct and price of livestock. This suggests familiarity of management
 

with economic principles or at least the profit-maximizing goals of the
 

farmer. Another contribution o; the study was the finding that a
 

1 percent increase in the price ratio of product to feeds with the
 

capacity of runs being fixed was associated with a 0.6 percent increase
 

in the quantity produced of poultry within the year. Long-run response
 

of capital production investments to output increases was also implied.
5
 

The commercialized character of these Moshav Ovdim-type farms suggests
 

profit maximizing principles and self-sustained economic development.
 

Of about 50 Moshav Ovdim established by early 1949, 35 of these settlements
 

(70 percent) developed into highly successful agricultural communities.
6
 

5yair Mundlak, An Economic Analysis of Established Farms in Israel, 
1953-1958 (Jerusalem: Falk Project for Economic Research in Israel, 
1964)., p.15-l-32,, cted by Klayman, ibid., pp. 104-108. 

6Ezra Sadan, "Agricultural Settlements in Israel, A Study in
 
Resource Allocation" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Department of
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The best method of illustrating the path towards self-sustained
 

economic growth of the Moshav is obtained by tracing the development
 

of a model Moshav--the Nahalal settlement.7 Nahalal, settled in 1921
 

by 80 members, was the first Moshavi:i Ovdim. It received a hereditary 

leasehold from the Jewish National Fund of 2,312 acies. 
The original
 

farm size was 27.5 acres, but by 1965 the original farm units had
 

reduced to 22 acres in size because schools were built and new villages
 

formed. 
 Although the land area actually under cultivation had diminished,
 

the total value product of 
the farm increased continuously as can be
 

seen from these cooperaLivu sales figurCs,
 

Year Israeli Pounds8
 

1945 
 99,947
 
1950 282,337
 
1956 1,106,750
 
1964 3,683,800
 

Part of this itcrease is, however, due t.o inflation and the rising cost
 

of living. 
 By 1965 the average net tarm incomes had risen to 
lI 15,000
 

which was considerably higher than the average for the Moshav Ovdim in
 

:he entire country, estimated at iL 10,000.
 

The increases in thr tc,ta value product 	 and Larmnet incomes 

can be attributed to improvements in technology and skills and continuous 

Economics, University ot Chicago, i962), pi 
55, cited by Klayman, The

Moshav 	 in Israel, p. 85. 

7Relevant data in the tollowing account of N.halal were )bt-ainedIom the study by Klayman, ibid., pp. 113-20, 
8 In 1948 the ex:hinge late was Ii 	 I to U.S, $4.03, Inflationand subsequent devaluation reduced the rate to IL I to $0.556 by 1953.On February 9, 19b2, a uniform exchange rate was established at I 1to U.S. $0.33 which has sjnce remained steady except for small variations. 
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investments in agriculture. Improvement in skills and technology
 

leading to increased productivity is spectacularly demonstrated by
 

the dairy and poultry enterprises. 
The dairy herd has been stable since
 

1946 with 348 head in that year and 368 head 
in 1964. However, the
 

milk produced doubled from approximately one to two million litres.
 

It has been estimated that productivity per cow increased sevenfold
 

from approximately 700 litres in 1922 to 5,800 litres in 1965. 
 In the
 

poultry enterprise, the sale of meat increased from 86 tons 
in 1945 to
 

337 tons in 1964, and egg prcduction had tisen from 1/2 million units
 

in 1948 to 4 1/2 million units in 1964.
 

Continuous investment in agriculture by the settlers in Nahalal
 

is evident from the expansion of the irtigated land as seen below.
 

Year 
 Areain Acres
 

1945 
 300
 
1950 
 636
 
1956 
 823
 
1964 
 906
 

Further investments were made in subsidiary enterprises such as turkey
 

farming which eventually became a major enterprise in the settlement.
 

In 1964, 129,000 turkey poults were sold. 
 Fruit plantations were
 

increased fourfold and returns to vegetable gardening were maximized
 

by specialization in seed production and melon growing.
 

Flexibility of 
resource allccation was maintained in the settle

ment through diversification of 
skills, availability of credit and
 

development of 
different enterprise combinations within the farm. 
From
 

the standard type of 
poultry and cattle farms, four distinct types of
 

specialized farms were developed;
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1. Specialized dairy with 20 or more milk cows.
 

2. Mixed dairy and poultry farms that on the average had about
 

12 milking cows, 500 chickens for eggs and 1,000 chickens for meat.
 

3. Turkey and beef farms that had 3,000 turkeys and 10 to 15
 

bulls for meat.
 

4. Poultry and beef farms that included about 10 bulls for
 

fattening and produced both regular and hatching eggs that were sold
 

to the cooperative in return for chicks.
 

The average net incomes on these farms were considerably higher than
 

most of the other farms. Dairy farms average IL 18,000; mixed dairy

poultry lh 15,000; turkey and meat animals 1L 35,000 and poultry and
 

meat animals lb 10,000.
 

The final ingredient in the economic success of the Moshav Nahala!
 

was the creation of nonfarm employment within agriculture and outside
 

agriculture. The population in the settlement increased from 365 in
 

1962 to 684 in 1959, and most of the second generation remained on the
 

farm and were gainfully employed. In the 1962-68 period, about 12 percent
 

of the population of the Moshavim were employed full time by the govern

ment and the cooperative institutlon. In addition, members trom 20 farms
 

out of the 76 in the Moshav obtained a substantial part of their income
 

from off-farm work.
 

Evolution of the Moshav Nahalal has closely followed the path
 

of self-sustained development. Emancipation from settlement agency in
 

farm and community decisin-making was rcalized early; continuous
 

increases in total value product of the farm with consequent high net
 

farm incomes occurred and finally employment opportunity expanded
 

through increased investments in the settlement.
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II. SETTLEMENT PROGRAM IN THE MOSHAV
 

Whereas the Moshav Ovdim has undergone a long period of 
evolution
 

and a series of changes I ) Pri ive ar It:, present loim, the pcst-state
 

Moshav o, Moshav 
 Olim is a clzsely djiitfd etd arefully planned
 

version of 
 the Moshav Ovdir. The sLtructure or the Moshv iS
 

adopted with minor changes to suit th: 
new cype6 of immigrant- from
 

Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East. The objectives of the
 

settlement agency regarding this form of scLLt.emnt are as follows: 

1. To increase agricultural pro(dution. 

2. To provide immediate emplov,: cnt 

3. To decentialize the pCpul}i tur, -nd ,-cupy new areas in the 

country.
 

It appears that provision of immediate c-ployment is the prime objective
 

with the other 
two objectives acting as tonstraints. This is evident
 

from the willingness of the settlement agency 
.n the Lachish region to 

modify the size of the regional town and other plans to cope with an 

unexpected excess of immigrants. 

Essentially the smallholdets' cooperative unit may be described 

as follows: Each family is a separate economic and social unit and the
 

farm is operated with tarm family labor. 
 Market transactions both for 

inputs and farm products are conducted cooperatively so that seeds, 

fertilizers, water, machinery and loans are provlded to the settlers 

jointly as members of the cooperative, and crops LLe marketed together. 

Other services are similarly provided to the settlers as members of a 

cooperative. General policy is determined at the village level and 
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day-to-day management is the responsibility of elected officers and
 

committees. The settlers are expected 
to assist each other in case
 

of need and to develop the local cultural aLtivities. There is thus
 

little difference between the 
basic structure cf the settlement unit in
 

the case of the Moshav and that of 
the unit in WcSL Malaysia. This
 

resemblance in ideology and method of operatLon has prompted the 

selection of the post-state Moshav for detailed study in the attempt
 

to gain insights which might be useful in planning land settlement in
 

Malaysia.
 

The Kibbutz, based on the philosophy ol communal living and
 

complete emphasis on social goals, is almost totally alien to 
the
 

Malaysian scene. Although self-sustained development was achieved in
 

varying degrees by the different Kibbutzim, the means of achievement
 

cannot be visualized in Malaysia. 
For example, in recent years the
 

Kibbutzim have concentrated in enterprises where the large farm has
 

advantages such as grain, bcef cattle and field crops that can be
 

mechanized. 
 In short, farming has tended to be capital intensive and
 

maximizes the productivity of 
land rather than labor. 
 This is confirmed
 

by Dr. Sadan of the Hebrew University who found that 
the value of marginal
 

product of land in the Kibbutz is less than that in the Moshav and the
 

value of marginal product of labor in the Kibbutz is higher than the
 

labor market price which is 
still higher than that in the Moshav.9
 

The unique features of 
the Moshav as it pertains to self-sustained
 

development may be categorized under the headings of regional planning,
 

9Sadan, "Agricultural Settlements in Israel," cited in Klayman,
 
op. cit., p. 85.
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comprehensive agricultural planning, settler development, finance, land
 

tenure, role of the settler, and employment.
 

Regional Planning Concept
 

An exciting feature of the new post-state Moshav is the concept 

of planning the new settlements in a regioibal ccntext. In this system 

five or six villages are grouped around ;,ioraI ccnter and another five 

or six regional centers surround the regional town. The rural center
 

is planned to be at a distance of 2 or 3 kilometers from each village.
 

The development plan for the Lachish region which mighc be regarded as 

represencative, called for the de-c oloprc-nt o ! ,500 tarn: units grouped 

around 45 villages inhabited by 36,000 pccple. Half of 
 this number
 

of settlers were to be farmers and the other half employed in the
 

regional centers and town which was 
to populate 14,000.10
 

The philosophy behind this form of 
settlement location and
 

regional development as 
stated by Raanan Weitz, the Director of the
 

Jewish Settlement Agency, is that the chief requirements for achieving
 

rural development is a suitable economic momentum to raise the per capita
 

income, additional opportunities for employment of 
surplus manpower out

side agriculture but within the rural area, and the creation of social
 

and cultural services and activities on an adequate level. 
 He contends
 

that scattered settlements and single communities are tob small for 
the
 

required economic activity to develop and costs of services and amenities
 

10Darin-Drabkin Haim, Patterns of Co-operate Agriculture in Israel
(Tel Aviv: Department for International Co-operation, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs for the International Association for Rural Planning, 1962),
 
p. 217.
 

http:14,000.10
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to high to be duplicated for every settlement. What are the economic
 

implications of this plan as they have evolved in Israel? This pattern
 

of development has taken place:
 

1. Better and cheaper productive services such as credit,
 

extension, distribution of farm inputs, research and marketing have been
 

possible.
 

2. Increases in productivity, and total production of sufficient
 

quantity have enabled processing plants in the region to be established
 

profitably. This ready market for industrial crops such as cotton,
 

groundnuts, potatoes, maize, sorghum, sugar beet, and vegetables have
 

stimulated further increases in production.
 

3. A ready market in the regional centers and city for subsidiary
 

enterprises, so crucial in exploiting the productivity of family labor
 

was created, Diversification in agriculture was stimulated resulting
 

in security against price fluctuations of any one crop.
 

4. Resource development such as water and power was more efficient
 

when undertaken on a regional basis.
 

5. Industry in the regional towns and rural centers provided
 

alternative employment and income sources, and stimulated the linking
 

of agriculture and industry.
 

Social and economic integration within the village and among
 

villages is crucial to economic growth. This aspect of the settlement
 

process if particularly important in the Israeli case because immigrants
 

l
1 Raanan Weitz, "On the Concept of Comprehensive Rural Development"
 
(Rehovot: The National and University Institute of Agriculture. 1963),
 
p 3. (Mimeographed.)
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from different countries were involved. 
Weitz observed that:
 

Up to 1955 the general policy of the settlement authority was
to place immigrants from various countries in the same village,

in the hope that this would encourage the merging of the communi
ties. Experience has shown, however, that groups with different
linguistic, economic and social backgrounds find it difficult

immediately to mix with one another and that friction often

results. 
 The idea was therefore propounded of settling new immigrants from the same country or community in the same village,
while at the same time providing opportunities for their mixing

at a somewhat more removed level.1 
 o
 

Social integration as an impetus to economic success 
it; substan

tiated by the experience in the Shendam scheme in Northern Nigeria which
 

has settled 6,000 people since 1945 in 42 villages. The increasing
 

number of applications to join the scheme and the expanding cattle
 

population and luxury items of consumption attest to some economic
 

success of the settlers, even though the assistance given to these
 

settlers is only a small fraction of that given to the Israeli Moshav
 

participant (only h sterling including official salaries is spent 
on
 

each settler). 13 
A United Nations report attributes a major ingredient
 

of success to the fact that integrated groups able to preserve their
 

social organization and provide mutual support were settled together
 

in the same village.
1 4
 

The most significant feature of this regional development
 

concept with respect to 
a whole series of new settlements is that
 

12Ibid.
 

13At that time the official exchange rate was h1 sterling to
 
U.S. $2.80. It is not b 1 sterling to U.S. $2.40. 

1 4United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Progress in Land Reform, Fourth Report (New York: 
 United Nations,
 
1966), p. 60.
 

http:village.14
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economies of scale, economies of localization and economies of urbani

zation are exploited to the maximum while at the same time maintaining 

the village at small enough a size that would allow joint action through 

m tual agreement. In no other country in the w'.rld has such a caretully 

planned series of new settlements and towns been -mplemented with such 

apparent success.
 

Comprehensive Farm Planning
 

The farm plan of the post-state Moshav is c:haracterized by 

flexibility in enterprise combirhtJon :nJ t!;2 hiji degree of detail in 

the plans, There are three :odel tyOE 01 fir;:1s _r thle Lachish region-

the dairy type farm, the industrial crop iiodcl Pa:d the citrus farm. 

These models are shown in Table B-1, Appendix. In other regions a hill 

type farm Lombining field crops, tobacco, poultrv and sheep and a
 

mountain model combining poultry with fruit is im:lemented. The
 

composition of a particular model is based on the physical conditions
 

of the region and an initial basic level of income that can be derived
 

from it. This flexibility enbbles exploitation to the maximum of the
 

land, labor and capital resources and allows some form of specialization
 

within the constraints of the number of proven models at an early stage
 

in the development process. Specialization within the village is algo 

possible as there are no con-trz.ints when alternative enterprise 

combinations are equally profitable. 

The degree of detail in the planning of farm operations by the 

settlement agency is remarkable because the plan is implemented in the
 

context of individual farm operations. Detailed specification on the
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work schedule and other operations have been efficiently carried out
 

in other countries with a collective form of farm operation. 
In the
 

new Algerian settlements, the Gezira scheme, the farmers' collective
 

in Ghana and in Cuba plantation style management theand detailed work 

orders to the farmers have been the practice. However, in the Israeli
 

Moshav an equivalent level of coordination, cooperation and achievement
 

have been realized through mutual agreement among the settlers with
 

technical assistance from the settlement agency.
 

Detailed planning and cooperation is necessary because agri

culture in Israel is largely limited by the scarcity of water. 
 In
 

the Lachish region irrigation water has to be piped to the .arms fro.
 

another 
area and is costly so that the system of farm operations has
 

to be geared to efficient water use. A lanL 
utilization map of the
 

village divides the land into irrigated plots, collective grain farming,
 

orchards, vineyards, grazing or marginal beland lands to afforested. 

A water planning map indicating the distribution of the irrigation pipe
 

lines to every farm, the specific types of pipes and sprinklers to 

be used is drawn up. Every farm is equipped with a'watcr meter to 

measure the quantity of water used and amounts payable. These two
 

planning maps determine the farm layout and Lhe crop rotation to be
 

followed. 
 Tables B-2 and B-3, Appendix, illustrate the crop rotation 

schedule for 20 dunams of land (appT-xinmately nine at res) and the 

corresponding work scha-dtile. Table B-4, Appendix, gives the estimated 

income from the farm types at the time the settlement was planned to 

illustrate that a basic income level was a subsidiary objective. 

To demonstrate the importance of comprehensive and det.-tled 
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planning of farm operations, the case of the Gal Oya Valley settlement
 

scheme in Ceylon may be cited. In a study to identify the factors
 

responsible for the failure of colonies of the left bank region of
 

the Gal Oya Valley to develop into an economically and socially viable
 

society, the absence of detailed farm model and regional planning was
 

conspicuous. Extracts of the report goes as follows:
 

As between wet and dry land, neither were actual areas for
 
different parts of the region carefully calculated nor was the
 
production use of so-called upland systematically determined.
 
Lands not suited for paddy cultivation were sometimes marked as
 
paddy lands. We are inclined to believe that the question of
 
irrigation difficulties due to faulty channels, a probable shortage
 
of water supplies for servicing the area, the misuse of irrigation
 
water and lack of effective coordination of water issues at the
 
various branches and outlet points with the sequence of cultivation
 
operations are fundamental obstructions to a more economic and
 
productive use of the land resources in the area.
 

In conclusion the report states:
 

All these indicate the importance of regional planning embracing
 
all fronts, of planning to raise the level of productivity in paddy
 
cultivation, for the better utilization of the highland ind coordi
nating its outputs with the establishment of small unit6 of agro
based industries, the r-onstruction of all-weather roads, the careful
 
assessment and the determination of a systematic plan for the
 
coordination of irrigation water supplies with cultivation require
ments, the improvement of the institutional framework for the
 
provision of sufficient supplies of important inputs and farm
 
machinery at the appropriate times of need if the level of income
 
of the settler is to be raised from its stagnant equilibrium.1 5
 

This advice is not new or original but it does demonstrate a case where
 

lack of detailed farm planning and provision of alternatives to cope
 

with exigencies in the process of development give disappointing results,
 

15Upali Nanayakkara, "Draft Report on the Agro-Economic Survey
 
During 1966/67 of the Peasant Colonizaticn Settlement in the Left Bank
 
Area of the Gal Oya Valley" (Ceylon: River Valley Development Board,
 
June 1969), pp. 49, 51, 125. (Mimeographed.)
 

http:equilibrium.15
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Settler Development
 

Essentially the process of settler devalopment in the Moshav
 

does not differ much from most planned settlement projects in other
 

countries. There is the initial guided farming system for a specific
 

period followed by emancipation ihen the settlers have proved potentially
 

capable of operating the farms on their own. Meanwhile, extension
 

agents and managerial personnel gradually transfer the decision making
 

process over to the individual farmers and the community. The charac

teristic feature in this system is that settlers are assigned land
 

progressively in stages in accordance with their rate of progress in
 

farming ability.
 

On arrival at the settlement, the settler is allocated four dunams
 

(0.88 acres) of land on which to produce vegetables. 16 He is then
 

given a job as a laborer by a public or private operator who works all
 

the arable land of the village. The contractor is obliged Lo hirv only
 

settlers and at a wage rate set by the General Federation of Jewish
 

Labor. After about a year the settler is given another 13-14 dunams
 

(3 acres) of irrigated land and the contractor's land is reduced
 

gradually. The settler derives about half his income from working
 

as a laborer for the contractor and the other half from working his
 

own land. In the third year more land is allocated and in the fourth
 

year all the irrigated land due to the settler of 20 dunams 
(4.4 acres)
 

comes under his operation, subject to the zontrol of the settlement
 

authority. His entire income is derived from working his land.
 

16One dunam is equal to 0.22 acres.
 

http:vegetables.16
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The intermediate stage begins in tha third or fourth year after
 

20 dunams (4.4 acres) of land have been allocated to the settler and
 

half the production credit has been invested. This stage lasts until
 

all the production resources of about Ib 26,000 have been invested and
 

another 20 dunams (4.4 acres) of unirrigated land given to the settler.
 

By this time the settlers would have undergone an extremely demanding
 

selection process and a group of independent profit maximizing farmers
 

are developed. It must be emphasized here that the system of settler
 

development is geared to the abilities of the individual settler.
 

In the same village different periods of time may be taken for different
 

settlers to arrive at independence. This assures that the full value
 

of the training process is realized and is possible through the process
 

of stage-by-stage land and capital allocation.
17
 

A slight variation of this form of progressive land allocation
 

is found in the Urambo region of Tanzania. In this syste.. Lhe settler
 

worked on training farms for a year or two. When he had earned enough
 

working capital of about h 50 and had acquired a certain level of
 

proficiency in tobacco planting, the settier was offered tenancy of
 

a five-acre farm on which he built his own house and tobacco batns.
 

The next stage follows when he had accumulated a working capital of
 

E 150 by working the five-acre farm. He then has the prospect of
 

acquiring more land, up to a maximum of 300 acres. Six out of about
 

17Raanan Weitz, The Composite Rural Structure, A Settlement
 

Pattern in Israel (Jerusalem: Agricultural Settlement Department,
 
1960), p. 6.
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200 farmers had graduated to this stage by 1961.18 In spite of this
 

small number the Urambo settlement project is apparently one of the
 

more successful ones in Tanzania and Africa. Most settlement projects
 

throughout the world exercise some form of discipline and precondition
 

of tenure to ensure that only the best human material occupies the
 

land. This, however, is more negative than positive action. The Urambo
 

form of graduated land allocation and cumulative investments is unique
 

in that it is based in positive thinking. The incentives provided for
 

economic self-advancement goes a long way to stimulate all farmers to
 

hard work, frugality and independent investment.
 

Finance
 

Like the Malaysian situation the settlement authority in Israel
 

undertakes complete financing of the individual farm unit and the village
 

center. This is the case with most of the successful projects in
 

Africa and the Middle East, and the general impression gained is that
 

adequate financing is one of the most vital keys to self-sustained
 

development.
 

Loans and grants accorded to the Moshav settler are extremely
 

high in terms of money value. The settlement authority invests Ib 30,000
 

in each farm unit.1 9 The investment program is not standard but deter

mined by the farm type and executed over a period of six to seven years
 

according to individual progress. Productive capital is issued to the
 

18United Nations, Progress in Land Reform, Fourth Report, p. 68.
 
19At the current rate of exchange Ib equals approximately U.S.
 

$8,700 and M$26,600.
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settler in the form of equipment and stock and organized on a hire

purchase basis. An important point to note here is that repayment
 

of the investment begins only when the total allocation of Ib 30,000
 

has been advanced. Thus no interest is paid for seven years, and
 

repayment is effected over a period of 30 years at a minimal 3 1/2
 

percent interest. In addition to this investment loan to the farm
 

unit, another Ib 15,000 per farm unit is invested by the government
 

and the settlement authority in public works such as regional water
 

schemes, roads, forestry, etc. This sum is a grant.
 

The arrangement is thus not unlike that in the F.L.D.A. in
 

Malaysia. There is, however, a major difference in that the settlers
 

are expected to provide an additional investment capital of 30 percent
 

of the amount already advanced by the settlement authority, either
 

through reinvested profits or through special loan funds offered by
 

the Ministry of Agriculture after the settlement authority has completed
 

its capital investment. The interest rate is also higher at 7 percent
 

repayable over a period of ten years. A third source of credit is
 

provided by special short-term seasonal loans or by adjusting the total
 

investment program so that about 1b 2,000 is available over a period
 

of seven years for short-term seasonal credit. This is to enable the
 

farm unit to gain access to circulating capital since the major
 

portion of the Ib 30,000 investment loan goes to long-term capital
 

investment such as irrigation, buildings, machinery, etc. An interesting
 

feature of the financial arrangements may be mentioned here. All settlers
 

are required to subscribe to the national insurance that provides
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for benefits in old age, births, and injuries incurred at work as well
 

as to the health insurance.
20
 

This review of the financial arrangements reveals two things of
 

great significance. First, all financial requirements are taken
 

care of: subsistence, long-term investment capital, seasonal invest

ment capital, and even the welfare in old age is provided for through
 

insurance schemes. 
 Second, capital loans to the settlers are based
 

on performance. 
The investment program is flexible and concentrated
 

on those progressive settlers who have demonstrated their ability, at
 

the same time allowing the slower ones to move at their own pace,
 

learning from their neighbors. These two features--adequacy of
 

capital and flexibility in the investments process--have been important
 

in self-sustained development of the Moshav. 
A schedule of the
 

investment program is shown in Table B-5, Appendix.
 

The wisdom of basing the investment program on settler performance
 

cannot be overemphasized from the viewpoint of maximum gains in project
 

productivity. 
The Eastern and Western Nigerian land settlement
 

projects of 1960 and 1962, respectively, attempted to combine a high
 

level of capital investment with literate young and ambitious primary
 

school graduates to create a modern farming sector, but they failed
 

and had to undergo a series of changes in order to survive. In these
 

cases approximately 3,000 pounds was spent per settler (including cost
 

of the training institute), yet this combination of capital and good
 

human material did not produce the expected results because the young
 

20Weitz, The Compositc. Rural Structure, p. 31.
 

http:insurance.20
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men, fresh from school, had not demonstrated their willingness to lead
 

a rural life or gained experience in farming. The modified plans now
 

emphasize the selection of more mature men with farming experience and
 

demonstrated ability to work tinder difficult conditions. The training
 

period at the farm institute has been abolished and settlers undertake
 

foundation work at the schemes immediately after they join so that a
 

taste of settlemcnt life and the chance to resign early is open to the
 

settler. Finally, instead of rigid work schedules being set by the
 

management, settlers are encouraged to take over the management through
 

inculcation of a sense of community and personal responsibility. The
 

performance of the settlers determines the rate of retirement of
 

supervisors.
 

Land Tenure and Settler Role
 

In Israel the land is nationally owned and never becomes the
 

absolute property of the settler who leases it for a period of 49
 

years and has rights of renewal. Land and property transactions are
 

thus debarred, and under the usual circumstances (in other countries)
 

would be a constraint to optimum resource allocation. This, however,
 

is not serious because of the high mobility of the Israeli labor force
 

and the long-term graduated investment program. These two character

istics assure that only those farmers with proven ability get to be
 

established farmers in the Mcshav and only those who wished to be
 

farmers are given the chance. Nothing ties the settler to the farm if
 

he wishes to leave because he arrived with nothing and can leave with
 

the prospect of a better job. Every effort is made to reestablish him
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in another vocation by the Jewish Agency, settlement authority and the
 
labor organizations. 
 Under this system fragmentation of the land is
 

avoided because only one person can inherit the farm.
 

From the moment he enters the Moshav the settler is a full member
 

of tha cooperative. 
He is required to carry out. farming activities
 

on his own plot of land according to the rules of the cooperative.
 

Although initially the settler works as a hired hand and progressively
 

acquires the land and capital items from the settlement agency, he takes
 
part in all village decisions as a fully fledged member of the coopera

tive subject to the guidance of the settlement agency officers and
 

veteran Moshav members. 
 The village council, consisting of five to
 

seven persons elected from the members of the village, &ssumes the
 

responsibility of operating the general services in the village and
 
collecting the local taxes. 
 It decides the precise level of 
taxation
 

and, most important of all, 
is ultimately responsible f'.r meeting all
 

the financial obligations of the settlers, collectively. 
Thus all
 
incoming monies pass through the council first 
so that deductions may
 

be made. It is the representative body of 
the settlers and deals with
 

the district and regional cooperative organizations. 
 All decisions
 

on principle taken by the village committee must 
be ratified by the
 

District Council and are then binding on all 
the settlers.
 

The most important feature of 
this cooperative structure Is the
 
fact that the village as a whole, made ofup some 60 to 80 households, 

is responsible financially for the act 1vi ties ot t hf indlivilual. 

Within this small group no settleti would survIve unless he Mde equal 

effort with the others at economic Improvement. In short, Individual 
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responsibility is replaced with group responsibility. This injects
 

a certain insurance into the system but at the sane time the group is
 

small enough and socially integri-ted (y ':tling whole commvunities 

in the same village) to such a level t) L(ommunity pressure on the 

individual is sufficient to produce the requirld tonomiC drive. 

The regional framework of coopcrativc act ion whereby th, village 

councils are represented in the district councils which are in turn 

represented in the regional councils brings l.re to tvverv individual 

settler the workings and bene!fILK of .1 coVpry I ia I I.1 

the villagc_ as o group thrtough th, ,,'u, il 1i.1, , i:ratd owtr 

lilv .ts'iin its busintss deai ngs. It i rt. t ., q t tlh a4kc 

el(I'e('
business tranaiictIona withotl t et l 

Thes ft.ittirv afl so : ,r.in thilt l - lOl l ie idlvld q4 I 

settler is cut t. iild to it certain -x ,t lt ,k_;II t lihlt r I.hla!vla 

to work on his iarso, ulliwve thoi tep:'f o '2 t, f 2.~Vf~ 

(A Ifollowed. lh4 c.,inmot buy o iv-ll 1 ,.i. It , .f,',4 i V !I .i , 

or varningt. ouitti- -i5r is wulttur. tilt,~st~i;st*t: 

t hl n M,+ II n,.tSOm It t i v. lIhf,,v,.r , 1iI+t4. ,t.+ ",A c ) t ut, 

-it t itin lif ret-dor of .11 t1~ ivIci 11.- .1 14 ,4. r 

t hit inl. t ! l vri l ht Il "-t I*h r I v - : L . - ... l b c it z !i L VIIIt Is 

unlpalsh 1I. 4. . y,, , - 'tt,, 14'.C h, OL ,.t rt ,s,: , , , *'w t .i , 

M11 opIeI i ! I V e t t'1,$ i - 1 ;r '2r * clI it" tl 1 lit 
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management of the farm along the lines of plantation agriculture takes
 

over as 
in the farmers collectives in Algeria, (hana, 
the Kibbutz of
 

Israel , and In Cuba, or (2) indlivdua]. man.jgemcnt and operation of th

ta ,awithin the cnt ext of coop erir. i., ;iction. Tie r. is, howe.vel 

6n in-between case which is aignitici,,it not he'duse of proven economic 

viabllity b'it 
because ot the possibilities thi, type of organization 

opens to specific gtoLjps (t pe plt(:. 

In the (ezira mod'l of the 6uddn mcdel ,f the Sudan management 

In centra lly direc', td ty tho, t, t lt.mitnt A .hcri tyV. lht, tenants work 

under met i ultWis toapcr , A 'I. " ApcLz Vse: ,, W"10 set the 

york achedulv , pl.,n 1nv,.t1ttp1- Id' i,)ut. A ig~d rop 

rut-it on tichedule 4ti f Ixed for all far..;s , and labor is hired by the 

r.an4grvient to c atry out the wolk 

nd l' 

if the tcna|1rt I slow and tile cost 

c;hatg,, to Inhim. abort , it tN m ore :i cent rai ly operating corporation 

It1qilcyttv t.*n'ittt) oni a pr.1 it rii iriilg b, ,. 1, -r.l irtlc Im i,is 

h - tt 1(4. V&c d .It thii f or 't 0 ;o t l( it ern gn,the lack ol 

111i -gttictit . t* (I ti t atl(i? tenut 111 40 1 I VI' Ctit i .&rrt*IT1 IVl aslnlLe Invest

t-rtit in th4 terapohbi ility of tliet Aitli itv ) lov',er, thv form of 

(3 1tcf y po . 't - I4n t n.1 f.f :1 r4 .rI 2 tw41 I 11 . l(,t Lofi .t rn nt 1t>y 

t4i,t t~~ pl~ ~ OM4A! wlit."I i ted.,s .*. : . t no o ui'dit Jnt th.' raNldt i n ts 

,4104 latchtt- ,1j1 f, 4;3 ,Wltl, ,It ,.1, r[ 1i l tt -., o 1 A 4,' 1 't~ l4.j ,olt tile 

ztjr 1 I .! ) A v.l.,1l i ti M. v P,1 2.lo tIt l i orti t Ivable that 

it iI *i .f_1t__r__,r, --- Ill l.,rd olot ,-..Vourth Hi eport., p. 66. 
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when dealing with the less well endowed of 
the rural p,'.rn-J Jion this
 

form of organization might be an intermediate stage towards economically
 

viable statements.
 

Employment Expansion
 

No aspect of the body of activities le.-dtng to self-sustained
 

development is more pronounced in 
the Moshav settleme-,: pf,;am than
 

the meticulous care taken by the settlement agency in creating employ

ment opportunity to augment farm income and to absorb redundant farm
 

labor. 
 More striking is the fact that the creation of employment
 

opporttinity is linked to the agricultural industry so Olai. the two
 

sectors complement and accelerate each other. 
 In Isra,>. exjinsion
 

of employment opportunity and the concurrent increase in income are
 

effected through a three-pronged attack on the problem: the service
 

sector primarily catering for the needs of the farmers; tue linked
 

agricultural industries; and the nonagricultural indust:i.,S in some
 

regions such a6 the Lachish region.
 

Apart from the essential servic:es such as education (both adult
 

and children), health, soc. 1 welfare, public works and cultural
 

activities which provide part-time 
or full-time employment for the
 

settlers, the rural 
center engages in the pro-uision of d number of 

econ:..ic services which create employment for the unemployed or under
employed. Three types ot regional organi/ations provide the agri

cultural services that stimulate production, facilitate transactions,
 

and create emplcyment. 

The regional purr'hasing associations are active In group purchasing, 
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credit, marketing and undertake many other services and agricultural
 

processing operations. 
 In recent years, many purchasing associations
 

have constructed large feed mills, installations for produce sorting,
 

refrigeration, warehouses, and slaughterhouses. 
Each Moshav contri

butes share capital for establishing these regional purchasing
 

associations. 
 Each is represented in the board of directors so that
 

whenever possible the jobs created would automatically go to 
the
 

settlers. 
 There were 30 regional purchasing associations in 966 of
 

which 11 catered to the Moshav. 
Each association averages 20 to
 

30 villages.
 

The second category of regional organizations consists of 
the
 

regional councils. 
 Located at rural and regional centers, regional
 

councils are concerned with general public services such as adminis

tration sanitation, public works, education, and public utilities such
 

as water, and these activities provide employment on a part-
 or full

time basis for the settlers. 
 Recently the councils have expanded their
 

economic services and functions. 
 The council runs the fruit and marketing
 

center operated under the jurisdiction of 
Thuva, the national cooperative
 

marketing association. 
Other marketing facilities operated by the
 

council include cold storage plants, poultry slaughterhouses, bakeries,
 

laundries and supply shops. 
 The regional councils have also become
 

partners in industrial activities. 
 These regional councils are
 

responsible to the Ministry of the Interior and derive half 
the budget
 

from the settlements and their 
own v-onomic activities. 
 Each council
 

comprises about 10 to 20 settlements and is run 
by a body of elected
 

representatives from the villages and an 
elected director.
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Finally, the regional develo rient coporarion is an example of 

a secondaty cooperative forned aloii the same (emccratic lines as 

described for the other sE~v'ic- institu: Lons. Thcy assume duties that 

were pre':lously .,nd,-r tbc' ju ;d . -' -t h,:s-.- t ierent authcr;Zy, 

and credt,: turther 1nv;s:,,mt ;nd inn.. 't.'Lt tlnrugh such cci itieS 

as comnftna L Cu] t va '.I nf dr- .,g '..mn& ITa,, ofland cultivation 

orcl.rds and :coperaLive t :sI:pirt;t.ior . A c...i'on r,e itn rual 

centers is the tra~t.zr scr'JAcc oF.v'rc. by thc scl-en.ant agency. The 

tractor 3erv-.,e is e:cuiuailly the lerS on .3 cc.cperaLivevk,-: ,.Y*.,r h,. ,L:,. 

basis. Combining - ionsequent cheaper nIechaniecon,:wi.iiato-

zation for the s-ttlers and rTrovi:-ion !:L jobs or the skiileo members 

of tie community, -it is a vaLiable itc ' eimploymint and income. 

In recent years three2 types of indutstries have been created 

in ne, settlements, F:...c, ;irc !Inked Lo the settlerthere li'r.rics 

activitieS and sering speCitcallyIo ., en the ettlers antomes. 

The growing season in some areas is tt)o short t., xploit tully the 

productivity of labor in thc. iegton. 14,t h the help of cooperative 

organizations in the northe, n highland-. a plan. V.'as established tcr 

sorting, giadir- and fcrrmenting the tJ.,:c., ayes :luring the period 

trom October to February, ih1ch tsS L ' lak . on. AgiI:utture in 

the area benefited from ;i m nd Li,( :-'.tLer' andie:dy 4nrk,. income 

employment .uel -ncrtcascd. i ,.rm d,,ryAiiti-r r m f termed auxiliary 

industries , unri I t tl r ':..r, ,, incl '; tl,. producticn of copper, 

brass and sijver ' Sbj, ' Lt;,i;L.ks and 7ti,et packing material. The 

distinctive leature ?i this industry L3 Lh.,r pro'duton is geared to the 

http:tra~t.zr
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settlers' work schedule in order 
to maximize the productivity of the
 

farm family labor. The third type of industries resulted from pressure
 

of mass immigration. The development of Kirat Gat in the Lachish region
 

had to include in its plans the development of nonagricultural industries
 

to provide additional jobs. Apart from two cotton gins, a large cotton
 

spinning mill, a large sugar factory (Ib 15 million investment), a
 

groundnut sorting plant, and a citrus packing plant, Kirat Gat also
 

has a sheet metal products factory and a diamond cutting factory. Other
 

enterprises such as 
a dyeing works, a paper mill, and a tannery were 

planned as early as 1962, The expansion of these industries and the 

continuous stimulus given to the agricultural sector through the demand 

for food of a bigger and more well-to-do working class has obviously
 

contributed to 
the income increases and self-sustained economic
 

development,
 

In 1955-56 the annual net farm income of the settler's family
 

had been only IL 1,260 while in 1959-60 it had grown to lb 2,400;
 

corresponding figures for total income iniluding nonagricultural
 

earnings rose from I 1,600 to lb 2,900. Farm productivity also
 

increased. Sugar beet production rose from three tons per dunam;
 

groundnuts from 0.2 tons to 0.29 tons; potatoes from 1,5 tons to
 

2.5 tons; and tomatoes from 3 toils to 5.5 tons. 22 

iII. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
 

The discussion has traced 
the origins 'ifthe various settlement
 

2 2Darin-Drabkin, op. cit., p. 217.
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forms and followed the development of the Moshav Ovidim to emphasize
 

the realization of self-sustained development of this form of settlement.
 

It has been observed that the path of development has involved emanci

pation, productivity increases in land labor and capital, and continuous
 

expansion of employment opportunity with resulting higher incomes and
 

levels of living. In the field of rural development in general, and
 

the Moshav in particular, a multitude of factors contribute to the
 

success or failure, and to isolate any one set of factors and con

clusively infer that they are the critical elements is impossible.
 

However, quite clearly the emergence of Zionism, the high level of
 

leadership, the financial resources ot the Jewish Agency, the insti

tutional structure and the prevailing philosophy of 3gricultural
 

fundamentalism combined with highly motivated, able and nationalistic
 

human material generated a settlement model that led ultimately to
 

self-sustained development. In short, the particular social and economic
 

setting gave rise to an indigenous model capable of solving the problems
 

hindering economic growth--problems which are common to most developing
 

countries.
 

The post-state Moshav combining the basic philosophy of the Moshav
 

Ovdim and many new innovations to cope with the changing national scene
 

provides many guidelines as to how other indigenous models in
 

developing countries might be evolved. The conclusion reached in the
 

study of this model and other models in developing countries is that
 

three key characteristics are crucial.
 

1. Comprehensiveness of planning.
 

2. Flexibility in impletmentation.
 

3. Adequacy of financial resources.
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Comprehensive planning does not mean merely comprehensive farm planning
 

or even rural planning. The Israeli example clearly illustrates the
 

universally applicable principle that the new agricultural settlement
 

must be totally integrated with the whole economy. The model meets
 

this requirement through a system of cooperative societies that link
 

the farmer in the village with regional. and riational decision making.
 

Comprehensive planning does not regard the settler as belonging only
 

to the agricultural sector but views him as a productive unit within
 

the total economy capable of stimulatitig and participating in industrial
 

development. Thus agricultural and nonagricultural industries were
 

brought to the settlements with consequent employment expansion and
 

income increases. Finally, in comprehensive farm planning, physical
 

production possibilities were integrated with market and institutional
 

capabilities. In short, the physical and institutional infrastructure
 

developed in phase with agricultural production.
 

The second major ingredient contributing to the success of the
 

Moshav was the flexibility of implementation. The settlement agency
 

changed its plans accord'ng to the exigencies of national development.
 

It modified plans according to the characteristics of the participants
 

in the village. It provided alternative farm models to be followed
 

thereby allowing . certain degree of choice and specialization. The
 

settlement community was allowed to make its own decisions subject to
 

the guidelines set by the agency and the advice of the officers. Only
 

the best settlers survived the system of cooperative development, mutual
 

responsibility and freedom of mobility. The cooperative carried out
 

the process of selection of the fittest. Finally, the individual
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settler was encouraged to develop at his own pace, and to specialize
 

in that farm model at which he was most proficient. Moreover, the
 

settler received credit subject to his performance.
 

The third universally applicable role is that finances must
 

be adequate. Among all the models studied, especially in Africa, the
 

Middle East and Southeast Asia, the Israeli model provided the highest
 

level of investment credit. Because land is nationally owned and due
 

to the high mobility of the labor force, investment credit tended to be
 

concentrated on the best settlers. Almost no settler selection is
 

carried out at the start, but the system of mutual responsibility
 

in a small group coupled with the high mobility of the labor force
 

is by far the strongest selection process.
 



CHAPTER V
 

CONCLUSIONS, MODIFICATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES
 

I. CONCLUSIONS
 

Achievements
 

The existing settlement program in Malaysia has achieved much in
 

alleviating the many social and economic problems in the country. 
 Employ

ment has been created, income inequality between the rurMl and urban
 

populations partially redressed, and human 
resource development promoted.
 

More specifically, 18,400 farm families have been given jobs and 
the
 

expected net 
income level of M$290 per month would bring the settlers'
 

living levels way above the average in the rural sector. Raja Mohammed
 

Alias has estimated in detail the contributions of the F.L.D.A. to the
 
1
 

nation. These contributions may be summarized as follows:
 

1. The F.L.D.A. projects will create at 
least 3,500 jobs each
 

year and have kept in continuous full employment 7,000 skilled workers
 

in jungle clearing and construction work.
 

2. The projects provide a useful channel for 
public sector
 

investment realizing an estimated 13 percent internal rate of return.
 

3. By 1975, 22,000 contributing families would add approximately
 

M$10 billion to the nation's revenues, and, from this point on, these
 

1Raja Mohd. Alias bin 1Raja Mohd. Ali, 
"The Role of Land Settle
ment in the Economic Dtvelopment of West Malaysia," The Mission of
 
Agriculture Vol. 2: 
 Selected Papers Presented at the Second and Third
 
Seminars on Agriculture Organized by -e for Development
 
Studies (Kuala Lumpur: Prime Minister's Department, December 1969),
 
pp. 55-56.
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revenues will increase by N$2.5 million per year.
 

4. The foreign exchange earning capacity of the nation will
 

increase by M$100 million per year by 1975 through the sale of palm
 

oil and rubber.
 

5. Additional economic activities in the areas of transport,
 

processing and foreign trade are stimulated.
 

Development Strategy
 

In the formulation of the program that has made these achieve

ments possible, emphasis was placed on the intensive use of funds and
 

the skills of private agricultural contractors. This policy was
 

unavoidable because the settlers were relatively unskilled,
 

illiterate, bound by tradition in all activities, and, more often
 

titan not, possessed little or no capital resources whatsoever. On the
 

other hand, the F.L.D.A. possessed substantial funds, a technically
 

competent staff and had access to a pool of skills in the private sector
 

in the form of agricultural contractors. Through the policy of con

centrating the financial resources on as small a number of settlers as
 

possible, relegating the difficult tasks of land development to the
 

agricultural contractors, and selecting familiar crops, the F.L.D.A.
 

was able to reduce xisks and uncertainLies to a minimum. However, in
 

following this line of action, the program has strongly emphasized
 

short-run output goals and tended to neglect the long-term plans
 

necessary to effect self-sustained development in the settlement.
 

Inadequacies of the Program
 

The discussions in Chapter III reveal a number of inadequacies
 

in the program from the viewpoint of promoting self-sustained development.
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These inadequacies stem from the lack of emphasis on certain activi

ties, inconsistencies of some program components, and over-emphasis
 

on others.
 

The relevant inadequacies in the program which can be corrected
 

without excessive cost can be summarized as follows:
 

1. There is a lack of emphasis on diversified skills (both
 

agricultural and nonagricultural) in the selection of settlers and in
 

the initial training process. Meanwhile, the settlers are subjected
 

to an intensive training program in the cultivation of only one crop,
 

oil palm or rubber.
 

2. The extremely paternalistic atcLtude of the F.L.D.A. personnel
 

in the farm operations will not facilitate the acquisition of farm
 

management ability among the settlers. 
The settlers do not participate
 

adequately in the decision-making process concerning the farm operations
 

during the period of land development.
 

3. There is inadequate flexibility in resource allocation w±thin
 

the farm resulting from the planting of permanent crops.
 

4. The financial arrangement is over-rigid, uniform and
 

inflexible.
 

5. A comprehensive plan and early action to lay the groundwork
 

for capital accumulation, investment and einplyment expansion within
 

the settlement is lacking.
 

The Need to Adapt
 

The social, economic and technological conditions change over
 

time, and the prospective participants of thesc land settlement projects
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differ in their capabilities, ideological inclinations and ownership
 

of financial resources. An optimum model to suit every settler and
 

under all circumstances is, therefore, impossible, and any attempt
 

at perpetuating the current "best" model indiscriminately is unwise,
 

Only by developing a profusion of models, selecting them over time,
 

and continuously incorporating modifications to suit new conditions,
 

can the capabilities of the people and the resources be fully
 

exploited to realize the goals of society.
 

In most situations, however, the ability and the desire to
 

institute changes and to stray from what is thought best for the time
 

is constrained by the costs of experimentation and the mistakes in the
 

past. The success of the Israeli settlement is due in part to its
 

willingness to accommodate and to change, its boldness in experimen

tation, and its ability to sustain the variety of models that emerged
 

while directing its attention all the time at emancipation, productivity
 

increases and employment expansion. The Israeli experience amply
 

demonstrates the wisdom and the feasibility of alternative solutions
 

and the modification of existing programs over a period of time.
 

Fortunately, the inadequacies of the present F.L.D.A. settlement
 

program in fostering self-sustained development can be remedied without
 

drastic changes in the existing program. Furthermore, since land
 

settlement in Malaysia is an important strategy in national development
 

at present and in the foreseeable future, the necessity of developing
 

alternative methods of operation and solutions to problems to suit
 

the changing conditions cannot be over-emphasized. The remainder
 

of this chapter will deal with possible modifications or the existing
 



Todel and alternative models based on ExpefJencec 
co' self-sustained 

development in sucrcesstul settemnernt rqJCcti throughout the world. 

II. PROPOSED 1.FI CATION-C 1OH)1H HXIS!'ING PROGRAM 

The evidence in israel and ;-;, p.- ;lhc h' ip~ri.s hasi 


of this thesis that sell -sustained od el i--mcrit -ir be realized without
 

sacrificing other desired achievements Ir er.A;ngextensive costs
 

Seerrngly approprtate changes iou!t 5,-.T'WIaIC rt the Malaysian prcgram
 

by tcmphasizing some na-te:; of a,: "'.' 7, 
 . .n "ither activ'tics t-,
 

lesser importance, and I,,pr-, 'nj4 thr 
 3.t.t 


actions. The proposed !T:odIt, at ,11s 


, s:fst. :ic, ci rielated program 

wi11i1 d%.l iLI 11.is of settler-

Authority relationship, developm.,rt oA is, financia. ,.iriange:-ents,a 


resource allocation within the Jarm, a:,d i:,ploymlnt expajnslon. 

The advantages of the existinu .i.,A. prcgran cannot be ignored. 

The program is technicalily efficient "..n rulb):,r and oil palm planting, 

and much of its other achievements PLc -,sed 011 this technical competence, 

Moreover, the F.L.D.A. has established a fav--rable reputarion in the 

country for its comprehensive assistance to the settlers. Based on these
 

assets, a pattern of development in ters of id,-ology and methodology 

has already been well established. Dr,,. ic changes, however relevant 

and desirable, cannot be impl]m:ented in the uear I utune without harmlul 

ccnsequences. The recormended -hange. irt, r,,de in the light of the 

existing state of technology, c'rn.,tn:.nts L,; ,sta-olshed settlements, 

and previously resolved plain; ior the fitire. As technical knowlcdge 

and market structures ior a bL.)ader range ot crop and livestock develop 

in the future, individual planning for oach Parttular project may be 
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introduced. Individuil project rann,,g of enterprises may he coupled 

with individual StLtlr plarning wh, V the set tle r hab a choice ut 

the type ', scitl:ment that w:ould ,.,' thi, :d lo il,. inclination 

and ,pabil ity most , 

Change in the SeL Ir-Author iry RVlt inhI2 

The present rel ationship Wi onu of extreme paternalism in t'le 

deci, mon-making pruoe,;s within i thet- W- dur ing the peried of develop

ment This relat ionshi p i-i ohe-t,:bl ,k "Pont ffect ivcv threugh the 

ci tdir f it .I ;7 l to tel wor s cditule antiaward of subsisteece 

the gtoup-block method it aot k. '1 lie 4I0 ,Af W, ipli n an,,g thea 

trad .tionally suhsistence seLL ,rs ,a-dt c rl ,abcnce o initit.ive 

have brought about this relationship. A ,sugc;teud change is that the 

land be divided into iAdividual Wilyal' plots ,nd all ct 'd to tilt. 

the bl :k-group methodsettlers on arrival at the ;,.'tIt ,vnt hqt kr ping 

of work at the same time. Thli Mcase - in Dio way tmpv rs; with the 

etticiency of land development, hut., hv identifying the settlier with 

his Wn plot of la.nd (even though hi 1':,OcI opH it oilectLvely), a feeling 

of proprietorship is introd,, cd and s itht it tt celing o o right t' 

take part in the decisior-,'.aking prnv-. and the intcentive to petcrm 

well, This would set the SLIgC 101 L.irLy cniancipattion rm Ihe Authui lty 

To s"pport this m .sLAure, ,a h .ogk grup c:ouldIbe given the 

'O iLi rug-rd L, tile matintenance workresponsibility of M inkr . ,. 


on the block, b- )Uit 1 01 coz'It . t he.ir potl r!m;nl( and Lhe guidance
 

of e pry 10i n CI I h. ,',t i hW Otsupn.pvr sal 4nye aYV0 

t rA ining. hince Cn~uh ouLt ipr W~s a separateicsi.dente -nd appupr iat 
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loan acrouit, tht ide of edu.Ing Z.,Mrs is e.di ly conveyed and accept

able to i;R,Ie. j iig repni, hij Li v to Hht svtt lo -t such in early 

stale may appear to conflict with thr Mflaysian experiences in the 

ftrting and block alienation schem(a where independent settlet cecision

making was followed by substfandard dcv.lopment of the crop. However,
 

better settlers are now being s,.lected and the quality of the super

viscry and extension staff has b.n :,iprov nricontinuously. There is 

a possibility that allowing the work grot-.s to make the decisions 

before the acquisition f dtuqd;te skills may ti-sult in the deterioration 

of pertromance. A mea.iu~e of scajr't.y against this might be obtained 

by awarding the respons-bility to 'ed gr ups c, by distributing the
 

settlers with more initiat r,e ar.d abit ;,,,)rig ditfereni groups. The 

use of veteran members of the successful Moshav Ovdim to participate 

in the decision-making process of the new settlements in Israel greatly
 

improved managerial ability and hastened emancipation.
 

Greater Emphasis on Skills 

In Israel, nonagricutura3t skllls i immigrant settlers played 

a substantial role in incrne incrCeSes in the settlements. The overall 

income from Kibbutz industries, AmOLJmt+-d ro i5.2 percent of the total 

inccme, and 10 Kibbutzim wure known Lc ierive 31) to 50 percent of their 

income from industry and harndictafts. Thus, both agrLcultural and 

nonagricultural skills o! sti:t ,ers h.avo .n ext-emely important 

influence on the evental. out come ct ths? satt la'1ent process, It is 

suggested that an alte,,rin in r_h, se tLcr sv)cctton process be made 

2Darin-Drabkin, 
op. cit., p, 80.
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to emphasize skills and that the settler developmcnt and training
 

period be oriented towards the acquisition of nonaricultural skills
 

as well as agricultural skills,
 

In settler selection, the prerequisites of cit. lip, produc

tive age, marital status, good health and a law abidir,- recorn should
 

be maintained as under the present system. However, ir tie ivext
 

stages of the selection process credit should be given to certain age
 

groups, the desired size of the family and the nonownership of land
 

should be given a rimaller weight and skills emphasized. If the 30 point
 

total is to be maintained, the distribution of points r.-in in Table 4
 

could he followed. The first two items are accorded thr Low weight
 

of 2 points each because they arise primarily from conser-tions of
 

welfare or need which have already been considered in tv-e eligibility
 

prerequisites. Agricultural skills, nonagricultural slu*ils entre

preneurial capacity, and literacy are awarded a total oi i6 points
 

with equal weight attached to each category and are suggeste.' because
 

of the stimulus these qualities could give to nonagricultural activity
 

as well as agricultural enterprises and the very plausible hypothesis
 

that these qualities strengthen each other and stimulate ivirependent
 

economic activity. Finally, ownership ot capital is inrluded in the
 

criteria of selection to test the commitment of the settler to the new
 

venture and to emphasize the importance of capita] accumiltrion. This
 

system allows the selection of economically motivated q bP.Stence
 

farmers as opposed to mere subsistence farmers. Because ,1,plications
 

far exceed the available places, The Authority can and should be more
 

stringent in its selection process.
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TABLE 4
 

PROPOSED SETTLER SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE F.L.D.A.
 

Criteria 
 Points
 

1. Age between 25 and 35 
 2
 

2. Two or more children 
 2
 

3. Owning less than five acres of land elsewheLe 2
 

4. Skills:
 

(a) Experience in oil palm and/or rubber 
 4
 

(b) Experience in rice planting, vegetables, fruits,
 
poultry and animal husbandry, fish ponds and other
 
crops (I point for each skill) 4
 

(c) Experience in nonagricultural activities such as
 
jungle felling, carpentry, tetailing, barbering,
 
auto repair, tailoring, etc. (4 points to any one
 
or more skills) 
 4
 

(d) Experience in contract work 
 4
 

(e) Literacy (ability to read and write) 
 4
 

(f) With savings of M$500.00 or more 4
 

TOTAL 
 30
 

http:M$500.00
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Experience in Israel supports the recommended system. Those
 

communities from Western and Central Europe consistently performed
 

better economically than those immigrants from North Africa and the
 

Middle East even though they had almost no agricultural skills.
 

But most of these European settlers were tradesmen and artisans and
 

possessed decision-making and organizational experience. The European
 

settlers were usually literate. On the other hand, the immigrants
 

from North Africa and the Middle East had to learn the latest agricul

tural techniques to replace their previous subsistence methods.
 

The next stage in the settlement process is to stimulate the
 

acquisition of skills by members of the new community. The assumption,
 

that even with the greater emphasis on skillE in the selection process
 

the available pool will be small in the Malaysian situation, is justified,
 

Another assumption is that the F.L.D.A. personnel possess little know

ledge and skills beyond that required for oil palm and rubber. Under
 

these circumstances, the private sector must be tapped for the skills
 

it can provide on the basis of mutual benefit. Progress in this
 

direction has been made by the specification in F.L.D.A.-issued contracts
 

that a certain percentage of workers should be recruited from the settler
 

ranks. Jungle felling, road construction, housing, and other public
 

works come under this cRtegory. 2hese measures may be augmented in
 

several ways:
 

1. Agricultural input firms dealing in fertilizers, insecti

cides, weedicides, feeds and other products should be invited to carry
 

out demonstration techniques, research plots and lectures in the projects
 

cn those crops and enterprises other than oil palm or rubber. Prominent
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firms such as I.C.I., Behn Meyer, Guthries, and Zuellig have been
 

amenable to such proposals. Emphasis should be on subsidiary crops.
 

2. Integration of the extension activity with the extension
 

service of the Department of AgricultureC could be carried out 
on a
 

more comprehensive scale than is done 6t 
the moment. The integration
 

will maximize the use of the pool of knowledge and equipment in
 

both organizations.
 

3. In the area of nonagricultural skill training, a pool of
 

knowledge of traditional arts and c:afLs cxists among the rural people
 

such as basket weaving, 311rwire ard woodwo ... loral textiles (batik), 

and preparation of certain focds. Fhe skils could be mobilized by
 

recruiting the artisans on a part-time basis 
to specifically train
 

the settlers or members of their family during the slack period.
 

Irrnediate results are not to be expected, but the long run effects of 

this training could be considerable.
 

4. University and college students could be used in the F.L,D.A.
 

settlements during their field training periods. 
 Part of the students'
 

time should be spent in teaching.
 

5. In addition tc F.LD.A, contracts, ill government contracts
 

should include the condition that a tcrtain percentage of the workers 

must come from the settlemnents if the wcrk itrotVcd is within a 30-mile 

radius of the projects and if it did not dI:pi,.e existing workers, 

Greater Flexibility in Fnancil. Arr,angements 

Given the nature 0o*hc pertimannt .rps wheLe the major portion 

of the investment credit is expanded in the first four years'without
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any returns, there is no alternative but to follow the present financial
 

arrangement. The call for greater flexibility pertains to individual
 

activities apart from those associated with the main crop. The present
 

financial and material assistance to groups in the development of fish
 

ponds, vegetable gardening, orchards, poultry and animal husbandry may
 

be reduced, but the same assistance should be concentrated on individuals
 

who have demonstrated their initiative and ability. The success of
 

these individuals will serve to stimulate greater efforts by the others,
 

The thinking behind individual assistance is that collective undertakings
 

in subsidiary enterprises using labor-intensive methods and little
 

capital are all right for home consumption production. Commercial
 

production, on the other hand, requires entrepreneurial capability
 

and profit incentive--both qualities being more compatible with indivi

dual action. Better allocation of the limited resources for subsidiary
 

enterprises is realized by encouraging, supeivising and concentrating
 

the capital on the few able individuals, Thus, another loan account
 

for short-term credit could be set up with a higher rate of interest
 

and comparable with the commercial banks and payable over two crop
 

cycles. The good results accruing to the short-term operational
 

credit facilities in the Israeli Moshav testifies to the practicality
 

of this measure.
 

The individual's commitment to the farm an be measured by his
 

personal investments in the far-m. The Israeli settlement agency
 

requires that an additional 30 percent of the tctal investment commited
 

to the farm by the agency be invested by thu settler himself fiom savings
 

or from loans acquired from alternative credr sources. Compulsory capital
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accumulation is important in establishing the habit of saving and
 

investment on the part of the settler himself and also gives self

sustained development some initial momentum. In the F.L.D.A. program,
 

loan repayments should be reduced and the period of repayment increased
 

to 30 years with the condition that the income over and above the
 

subsistence level be invested by the settlers within the settlement.
 

Since enforcement of the investment rule is difficult, the proposal
 

should be applied to selected settlers.
 

Greater Flexibility in Resource Allocation with the Farm
 

Continuous increases in the total value product of 
the farm are
 

probable only if 
resources can be allocated according to the market
 

conditions within a short period of time. 
 The flexibility of resource
 

allocation within the farm may be improved by increasing the area of
 

short-term crops. Drastic change in cropping pattern is not possible
 

because the level of skills among the settlers with regard to other
 

crops that might be profitable besides rubber and oil palm is inadequate
 

at the present moment. 
 Thus, the increase in short-term crops should
 

be small. 
 If the present farm size is to be maintained, the enterprise
 

combination could be as follows:
 

Rubber or oil palm 
 6 acres
 

Fruit orchards 
 2 acres
 

Short-term cash crops 
 2 acres
 

Alternatively, the acreage for short-term crops could be increased
 

without reducing the acreage of rubber or oil palm by making use of
 

the area reserved for future expansion of the settlement. The settlers'
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children could be diverted to nonagricultural employment or to new
 

projects,
 

The above cropping pattern is recommended because flexibility
 

in resource allocation is more important than a secure but fluctuating
 

and perhaps falling income from rubber and oil palm if self-sustained
 

development is desired. In the 10-acre farm model, income from the
 

permanent crops is reduced by only 25 percent, but the 2 acres for
 

short-term crops offer tremendous possibilities in the future. The
 

possibilities fcr short-term cash cropping are illustrated by the
 

vegetable farms in the Cameron Highlands which are modern and profitable
 

but average only 2.5 acres in size.
 

The obvious argument against this recommendation is lack of
 

markets, skills and competition from other sources producing the same
 

crops; furthermore and most important, the steady cash returns from the
 

permanent crop are reduced at a time when they are needed most. The
 

equally obvious answer is that the continuous improvements in technology,
 

skills and market structure will enable higher returns than rubber or
 

oil palm to be realized.
 

Expansion of Employment
 

To effect capital accumulation, investmenc, and expansion of
 

employment opportunity, the Ibrael.i settiement agency used comprehen

sive regional planning to 6low exploitdion of the iollowing features:
 

I. The size of the mKt. cr a3riculr tal prouducts, 

2. The size c. the tactor arid i~cduit market tot industry to be 

established. 
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3. The surplus seasonal labor in agriculture.
 

4. The retention of the best people in the rural areas and
 

movement of the skilled into the area through provision of amenities
 

possible only where a sizeable population of productive farmers exists,
 

5. The careful introduction of labor-intensive industry.
 

Regional planning is not new in Malaysia as evidenced by the
 

Jengka Triangle and the Muda irrigation projects of the F.L.D,A and
 

the area development planning for many subsistence areas. It is not,
 

however, conceivable that all new projects can come under comprehensive
 

regional development in the immediate Luture, creation of 
large
 

regional towns and centers in(L-.ded. Withcut completely changing the
 

present pattern of development and the locacion ef projects which must
 

take into consideration land availabilicy and political considerations,
 

slight modifications may be introduced to create 
an atmosphere conducive
 

to self-sustained ecgnomic growth, There aie as 
follows:
 

1. Locating i number of projeLs within one Legion as in
 

the plars is being proposed for the Jengka Triangle. If this is not
 

possible in ,Lher areas, the size of 
the projects can be doubled to
 

800 farm families, The size is not arbitiary but is arrived at due
 

to reasons of factory capacity and efficiency of processing activities,
 

The long-run economic momentum deriving from a large productive popu

lation far outweighs the short-rUn Case :f administration and management. 

2. All the industyies nrrcd:u.ed i. the Israeli settlements 

cannot be attempted in the immediate future. H.wever, by Increasing 

the size of the population within the settOcriit or region and allocating 

two acres 
per farm for subsidiary crops (discussed previously), fertile
 

http:nrrcd:u.ed
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ground for certain processing industries making use of local farm
 

produce is created. These possible processing industries include
 

groundnut processing, rice milling, shelling and packing of maize,
 

processing raw tapioca into chips for animal feed, mixing of animal
 

feeds, and cther simple labor-intensive industries requiring little
 

capital. A second category of industries which might be attempted
 

is industries making use of the pool of knowledge of traditional arts
 

and crafts such as textiles (batik), silverware, wood crafts, preserved
 

food preparation and others. These auxilliary industries utilize labor
 

during the slack agricultural season.
 

3. All economic enterprises that n:i ) -:envisaged are 

contingent on the availability . f cnltiproneurial capacity andv:,>, 

skills. While measures to acqu i r 1s h,!v becn specified, methods 

to secure funds and entrepren- *it iLv more difficult to " ,]-

define. Industries which ci*u o , h, govern

ment along the lines of farm development are h.ifleud and, in Ohe context 

of self-sustained development, unwise. Measures to stimulate an inflow
 

of skills, business acumen and capital from outside the settlement
 

through tax incentives, easy-term loans and tariff protection are more
 

feasible. These stimulants alreauy exist in the country. The suggestion
 

here is that the level cf in.:entives be raised for regionally based
 

industries at or near the settlement projects.
 

Schedule of Modifications
 

The proposed modifications may be scheduled to follow the
 

program of land development activities to enable changes to be made
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in existing settlements at various stages of development. The schedule
 

of modifications is also categorized according to the components of
 

self-sustained development to identify its contribution to self

sustained development. If desired, the F.L.D.A. may implement any
 

recommendation to suit various settlement projects at different stages
 

of development. This is shown in Table 5.
 

III. ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
 

Two alternative progiams that might be ptofitably considered
 

for implementation in the near future are discussed here. 
These
 

alternatives attempt to improve the chances of self-sustained develop

ment of the settlements.
 

The Graduated Land Allocation Model
 

A United Nations report states:
 

Moreover, while the spontaneous settlement leaves full scope

for individual initiative, no effort is made to increase the
 
competence of the settlers either as individuals or as a group,
 
nor is attention paid to the proper place and functions of the
 
settlement within the national contexts. 
On the other hand,
 
the paternalistic model usualiy pays attention to the technical
 
education of the settlers even to the extent of providing
 
more technically advanced tools and equipment for their use.
 
Here, however, inadequate stress is given to encouraging personal
 
incentives, to stimulating individual initiative and to developing
 
a community based on feeling of solidarity and mutual aid. 3
 

This model attempts to bridge the gap between the two types in order
 

to realize an economically viable settlement.
 

3United Nation-, ihe Community Development Approach to Land
 
Settlement (New York: United Nations, Department of Economic and
 
Social Affairs, 1966), p. 7.
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POSSIBLZ SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS TO STIMULATE SELF-SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT IN MAAYSI LAND SETTEMENTS 

Stages of Land Development Emancipation Increases in Total Value Product Investment and Eployment Expansion 

1. Selection of settlers with 1. Flexibility of resource allocation 1. Concentration of projectsemphasis on skills, capital improved by avoiding capital- within a region
ownership and experience in intensive permanent investments 
business
 

Planning
 
2. Settlement of settlers from 2. Flexibility of resource allocation 2. Doubling size of existingthe me community in the improved by increasing the acreage projects from 400 to 800same project 
 of short-term crops 
 families
 

1. Division of the land into 
 1. Attracting agricultural supply 1. Stimulation of employment
Initial Land Settlement individual family farms
and Development2 firms to the project of settlers by agricultural
(First and Second ears) 2. Comunity participation in 2. Intensive training inland development decisions Seneral agri- 2. Encouraging settlers toculture and agricultural skills 
 invest the capital they
and required community 
 might own


services 

1. Intensive training in the 1. Provision of short-term opera- 1. Intensive training in tradicultivation of the main crop 
 tional credit 
 tional arts and crafts and
 
other nonagricultural skills
 

2. Settlers participate in 
 2. Financial assistance to individuals 2. Employment of settlers in
decision-making of farm 
 for subsidiary enterprises 
 nearby government projects
Pre-Harvest operations
(Third to Sixth Year) 3. Research and extension for sub- 3. Establishment of savings
sidiary enterprises 
 and loans banks 

4. Establishment of market channels
 
for subsidiary enterprises
 

1. Continued provision of pub- 1. Continued research and extension 1. Advertisement of cheaplic services with emphasis activities by the settlement labor and other specializedon education, health and agency in conjunction with the resourcesPost-Harvest in the settlementcomunications Agricultural Department
(After the Sixth Year)
 

2. Remval of constraints in 2. Transactions involving land are 2. Tax incentives to manufacturers 
land consolidation and permittedmigration of workers 


3. Vocational training carried 

out for groups of settlements
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In this model, the settlers can perhaps be given 10 acres of
 

land--4 acres to be planted with fruit trees and 6 acres to be planted
 

with a combination of short-term cash crops such as vegetables, rice,
 

maize, groundnuts, tapioca or other combinations of feasible enter

prises. The mixed enterprises in new settlement projects are not new.
 

The Phrabbhabad and Pimai settlements in Thailand combine corn and
 

cassava (tapioca). The Maryout settlement scheme near Alexandria in
 

the United Arab Republic combines olives, citrus fruit and vegetables.
 

The point is that these countries, with an almost similar state of
 

technology to Malaysia, did not remain with the "tried and tested"
 

crops in their own countries--rice and cotton--but branched out and
 

experimented with alternative crops in the new land settlements.
 

All the land is to be cleared and the fruit orchards planted
 

and maintained by contract. The settlers are allocated two acres of
 

the cleared and ploughed land and provided with the necessary input
 

for the first crop. These two acres will provide the subsistence
 

necessary during the period of development. In the meantime, the
 

remaining area is to be rented to private firms on a two-year renewal
 

basis for production of short-term crops with the stipulation that
 

hired labor must 
come from the ranks of the settlers. Thus, the
 

settler and his family can work their subsistence plot and also find
 

work as a hired hand of the contractor. Further allocation of land
 

to the settler (two acres at 
a time) is based on his ability to accumu

late an amount of capital equal to one-third of the cost of developing
 

the land. As land is acquired by the settlers, the firm renting the
 

land reduces its area of operations and withdraws its activities
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progressively. The four-acre fruit orchard is handed over to the settler
 

when he is operating all six acres of cash crops. All costs of develop

ment are charged to the settler on the basis of a 30-year loan payable
 

at 6 1/4 percent interest. The settlEr is free to sell out at anytime
 

provided he fulfills his loan obligations, and, if he wishes to leave
 

the settlement without meeting his obligations, the land reverts back
 

to The Authority.
 

Under this system, the settlers move at their own pace and are
 

stimulated by profit incentives and acquisiiion ot a larger farm. The
 

fruit orchard is handed over to the ct tticr last because of the
 

necessity to concentrate his energies on the short-term crops and
 

because the orchards yield no returns in the first four years. At the
 

same time, those settlers who succeed in acquiring the six acres are
 

almost certain to succeed in other economic enterprises because of the
 

stringent weeding-out process.
 

Success of this model is contingent on the level of technical
 

competence of The Authority personnel, the contracting agency and,
 

most important, the settlers themselves, The first two years are
 

crucial in that the ability of the settlers to sustain themselves
 

and to find work with the contractor determines whether they stay or
 

leave. However, this in itself is a test of ability and initiative,
 

and settlers should be encoutagcd to leave if they cannot fulfill their
 

obligations. Social goals are not advanced by placing people in situa

tions they have little Suitability : r. The Eastern and Western 

Nigerian projects found this out when they attempted the creation of 

a sector of educated tamners from those young adults fresh from 
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completing school. It is thus advocated that only c-ne 
project be
 

started as a pilot project concentrating on rice as the main short

term crop and groundnuts and certain lowland vegetables as subsidiary
 

cash crops. 
 These crops ate selected because skills in cultivation
 

and market channels are bettcr established than other short-term crops.
 

Depending on local conditions, other crops may be chosen. The rule in
 

enterprise selection recommended here is that 
one crop should assure
 

subsistence while other crops are planted to maximize cash income.
 

There should be five skilled extension workers to every 100 settlers.
 

This is in line with the Israeli ratio of 
three to every 60 or 80
 

settlers in the Moshav.
 

The ability of the settlers to acumulate cash is dependent
 

on the availability of markets. 
To assure this, The Authority must
 

undertake to purchase all surplus produce which may be disposed of
 

to private entrepreneurs even it a loss is incurred. This is also a
 

way of integrating the settlement with the business sector outside,
 

perhaps paving the way for direct contact in the future.
 

Mutual assistance leading to cooperative action and cooperative
 

institutions is important to prevent exploitation by business circles
 

outside the settlement and to develop the ability to compete. 
The
 

following measures may be taken to assist this development:
 

1. The communities should be kept small. This could be done by
 

locating 1,000 families in five neighboring villages.
 

2. Farmers' associations should be organized along the lines
 

of those set up in the subsistence areas by the Department of
 

Agriculture.
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3. A rule of mutual assistance and mutual responsibility should
 

be establishee 
 idenforced through the farmers' associations. For
 

example, all credits, subsidies and assistance could be distributed
 

through the farmers' association. 
At the same time, the association
 

and all members would be responsible for repayment of the loan. This
 

ensures 
the survival of the best settlers through a selection process
 

carried out by friends and neighbors.
 

Collective Farming and Individual Consumption Model
 

In the oil palm enterprise, a capital-intensive factory capable
 

of processing the crop from an extensive acreage is required for
 

economical operation and a high quality product. 
The harvest of the
 

crop has to be geared to the daily capacity of the factory, and, as
 

such, the farming activities have to be geared to the production of
 

a specific amount each day. In addition, the fruits must arrive at
 

the factory and be processed within a few hours to maintain the quality
 

of the oil. There is little alternative but to develop a model for
 

collective management of the main enterprise while maintaining individual
 

consumption of many possible models. 
This model is developed from
 

experiences in Algeria and, to a lesser extent, experiences in the Moshav
 

Shifuti of Israel.
 

In this proposed model, the current F.L.D.A. policy, with regard
 

to a project size of 5,000 acres and 400 farm families, will be
 

followed. However, the size of 
project may vary without affecting
 

the general principles involved. 
This program model advocates a clear
 

dietinction between physical land development and community development
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on the grounds that a greater emphasis on coumunity development than
 

is currently being practiced will bring the settlement closer to the
 

goal of self-sustained development.
 

In the area of land development, the government allocates 5,000
 

acres of virgin jungle land to an agricultural firm on condition that
 

oil palm trees are to be grown to specification and the developed
 

land sold to the F.L.D.A. within a definite period end at a previously
 

fixed price. Another condition crucial to this plan is that the
 

contractor must agree to hire his labor force from the ranks of the
 

settlers. When the first thousand-acre block of land has been cleared,
 

it is sold to the F.L.D.A. to be divided into farm family plot of
 

two acres each (the remaining 200 acre. go to village development,
 

schools, commercial fish-ponds, etc.) Settlers are relocated in the
 

settlement, and, during the period of oil palm development, they work
 

on the two-acre plots individually growing crops for home consumption
 

and for the market. 
When the oil palm trees mature, the F.L.D.A.
 

purchases the plantation for the settler while holding the mortgage on
 

the land during the period of loan repayment. The plantation will
 

not be divided into individual farms for reasons of crop management
 

problems already enumerated and will be managed collectively by a
 

professional staff.
 

The financial arrangements in this model include a collective
 

loan account and an individual account. Loans incurred in the
 

development of the oil palm are charged to the community while
 

operational capital for the subsidiary crops and housing loans are
 

charged to the individual. There is an added advantage in that the
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F.L.D.A. is no longer responsible for the subsistence income of the
 

settlers during the oil palm development period except perhaps for the
 

first year. The settler either works for the contractor and is paid
 

on merit or works on his two-acre plot ot land or engages in both
 

activities. 
 Should the settler decide to leave the settlement by
 

choice or because of unsuitability before the oil palm is mature,
 

departure is facilitated because the loan made directly to him is
 

small and involves only his house and the two-acre plot of land.
 

In this plan, the pdrticipation of the FL.D.A. is partially
 

shifted from land development to community development. The technical
 

and managerial personnel can now be shifted from the oil palm crop
 

to the areas of leadership training, vocational training, general
 

agricultural extension, and creating an atmosphere conducive to further
 

agricultural and nonagricultural investment. Furthermore, capital is
 

attracted from the private sector to the settlement through the arrange

ment with the agricultural development firms. Because of this initial
 

capital flow, further investments by the private sector may be stimulated
 

in the areas of input and product commodity transactions. Finally,
 

the loan arrangement facilitates the mobility of the settlers which
 

will ultimately result in the survival of 
the best settlers. The
 

method of collective operation of the oil palm plantation will be
 

described next.
 

The organizational structure of this zecommended model involves
 

a hierarchy of three decision-making bodies, The final sovereign
 

body is the general assembly of settlers including all heads of settler
 

households. The powers of this assembly include approving plans for
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the organisation of york, aPprovive pas for development and invest

want, and approving accounts and election of members 
 to the workers' 

council. The assembly mets at least once in three months. The
 

workers' assembly elects aembers 
 tr the settler's council (one repre

sentative for every 100 mmbers) whose members hold office for three 

years, and one-third of the council Is to be re-elected each year to 

ensure continuity of management. Since ownership of the shares may 

be bought and sold outside the Pettlemeat, two-thirds of the council 

members must be engaged directly In production. Povers of this council 

include the purchase and sale of equipment, long-term bnrowings and 

membership question . It examines accounts and approves orCers drwn
 

up by the management comittee. 
The council elects the management
 

comnittee 
 from among Its members, and the management comittee should
 

not be larger than nine meberp. The coucil should meet 
 at least
 

once a month. The management comittee performs the day-to-day running 

of the enterprise together with the director. toIts functions are 

draw up the work schedule and the authorixation of purchases, sales, 

and short-term loans. The eomittee elects Its president who is also 

the president of the council and of the assembly and represents the 

collective in legal matters. Finally, an office to supervise the work
 

of the munagement cmittee and the president should be created. 
A 

director appointed by The Authority represents The Authority or the
 

government. His duties include making certain that the farm plans
 

conform to the national plans, that rules governing membership are
 

observed, and that the capital "set
s are maintained. He supervises
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the management of the collective farm and acts as the treasurer of the
 

collective.
 

In the financial arrangements and revenue sharing, a basic wage
 

rate is paid to all members fixed according to function and conditional
 

on fulfillment of certain minimum productivity norms. Levies are
 

raised by The Authority to assure perpetuation of a socially and
 

economically viable collective for the following items:
 

1. Depreciation of the capital equipment.
 

2. An investment fund for further expansion of activ!ties.
 

3. A social fund for the benefit of the members.
 

Over and above the costs of all other input items and payment to non

members of the collective, necessary for the efficient operation of
 

the settlement, bonu!-es aie paid to members of the collective. These
 

bonuses are scaled to wage payments and are given, from time to time,
 

when productivity increases beyond normal are realized. Any surplus
 

after the above items are accounted for is shared between the members
 

of the collective, the investment fund, and the social fund.
 

The allocation of land to members to engage in subsidiary enter

prises for home consumption and market should be continued and perhaps
 

increased to allow for more market production. Thus, the members of
 

the collective will have a choice in whether to engage in private
 

farming or to engage permanently in work for the collective. An element
 

of specialization has been introduced. With the established organiz

ational structure for the oi palm enterprise, market channels may be
 

easily organized and credit facilities provided, thus greatly
 

assisting in the development of individual economic activity and
 

self-sustained development.
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This proposed system attempts to bridge the gap between collec

tive and private farming. By maintaining individual consumption,
 

work incentives, and private subsidiary farm activities within the
 

context of collective farming in the main enterprise, the best of
 

both systems might be obtained.
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APPENDIX A
 

MALAYSIAN SETTLEMENT PROJECTS: TABLES,
 

MAP, AND RELEVANT INFORMATION
 

FEDERAL LAND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY CRITERIA
 

FOR SETTLER SELECTION
 

I. Criteria
 

I. Age ........ ..................... i.10points
 
2. Agricultural and other skills ... ....... 10 points
 
3. 	Number of children ... ............... 5 points
 
4. Land ownership ..... .............. .. 5 points
 

II. 	 Age Between 21-45 Years
 

Age Points Age Points
 

21 3 33 7 
22 4 34 6 
23 5 35 5 
24 6 36 5 
25 7 37 4 
26 8 38 4 
27 9 39 2 
28 10 40 3 
29 10 41 2 
30 10 42 2 
31 9 43 1 
32 8 44 1 

45 1 

III. Numb,.r of Children
 

Number of Children Points
 

5 	 5
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 	 1
 
0 	 0 

140
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IV. Land Ownership
 

Land Points
 

0 acres 5
 
1/2 acres 4
 

I acres 3
 
1 1/2 acres 2
 
2 acres 1
 

V.. Agricultural and Other Skills
 

Skills 
 Points
 

1. Experience in oil palm and/or rubber 
 4
 
2. Experience in padi planting or market gardening 3
 
3. General rural activities 
 2
 
4. Carpentry, barbering, etc. 
 1
 

Source: Federal Land Develooment Authority Annual Report 1967
 
(Kuala, Lumpur: Federal Land Development Authority, 1968), p. 76.
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TABLE A-i
 

SCHEDULE OF DEVELOPMENT STAGES IN F.L.D.A. PROJECTS
 

Year State Agricultural Development Settler Habilitation 

OIL PALM 
0 1 Scheme area gazette byW Preparation of village 

State Government. Desig- area. Applications 
nated development area followed by interview, 
under GSA Act. medical examination and 

selection of settlers. 
The land is vested with 
F.L.D.A. Felling, burning, 
pruning, lining, holing, 
platforming, cover crops 
and planting of oil palm. 
Maintenance of oil palm by 
contract. 

2 II Maintenance by settlers in Entry of settlers. 
groups of 10-12 persons Settlers are paid M$2.90 
to a block of 80-100 per day for 24-26 working 
acres. days per month. Settlers 

given daily tasks. 
Settler representatives 
on the scheme Management 
Committee. 

3 III Oil palm harvesting begins. Settlers subsistence 
Scheme Cooperative Society allowance. Stopped. 
under GSA Act 1961 estab- Settlers paid for har
lished. Its committee vesting at 3 cents per 
elected. Settlers entered FFB. Revenue ploughed 
in Register of Holdings. back to meet harvesting 

and maintenance costs. 

5 IV Cooperative Society Com- Break even point. Revenue 
mittee given increased role begins to exceed harvest
in scheme management. ing and maintenance costs. 

Palm oil returns distri
buted to settlers. 
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TABLE A-I (continued)
 

Year Stage Agricultural Development 

OIL PALM 
6 V Settlers appointed to junior 

field supervisory position. 
(Group leaders and field 
assistants) 

18 VI Cooperative Society acquires 
rights to land titles and 
settlers decide for them-
selves as to method of 
operation individual hold
ing or Cooperative Society. 

RUBBER 

0 1 Scheme area gazetted by State 
Government as designated 
development area under GSA 
Act. The land *,2sted wi'.h 
F.L.D.A. 

Felling, burning, pruning, 
lining, holing, cover crops 
and planting ( f.bber. 
Maintenance ct rubber area 
by contract. 

2 II Maintenance by settlers in 
groups of 10-12 persons 
block of 80-100 acres. 

to a 

(Survey of rubber lots.) 

Settler Habilitation
 

Loan repayment begins.
 
To be completed in 10 to
 
11 equal annual install
ments. Each installment
 
collected Lhrough monthly
 
deductions.
 

Deductions made for loan
 
payment on--

I. Agricultural Develop

ment
 
2. Settler housing
 
3. Miscellaneous cash
 

advances
 
4. State land premiums

5. Rent
 
6. Survey Fees
 

Loan repayment period
 
ends. State Government
 
issues land title to the
 
Cooperative Society.
 

Preparation of village
 
area. Application followed
 
by interview, medical
 
examination and selection
 
of settlers.
 

Entry of settlers. Settlers
 
paid M$2.90 per working day

for rubber maintenance at
 
24-26 days a month.
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TABLE A-I (continued)
 

Year Stage Agricultural Development Settler Habilitation
 

RUBBER 

4 111 	 Maintenance of rubber on Settlers given individual 
individual lots. Rubber area lots, paid M$2.90 per 
working days redLICed. Economic working day in rubber 
projects introduced, 	 area. Paid M$2.90 per
 

working day on economic 
projects.
 

Total assured income
 
M$69.O0 pe- month. Sett
lers' names entered in the 
Register of holdzng. 

7 IV Rubber comes into tapping. 	 Subsistence allowances 
stopped. Settlers' earn

tngs from production ot 
rubber. Loan repayment
 
begins. 

D.aduction made for loan 

.11payme nt on-

1. Agricultural Develop
men t 

2. Settler 	housing 
i. Miscellaneous cash
 

ad'7ances
 
4. State land premiums 
5. Rent
 
6. Sur,e-y fees 

17- V Rubber holding fully owned Loan repayment pericd ends.
 
18 by settlers. 	 State Government issues 

land title 	to settlers.
 
Fragnentation Uf holdings
 
noc allowed.
 

Source: Taib bin Andau. "The Applica*ion of Strategy tc, Tactics--
F.L.D.A.--A Crie Study," Piper read at th,. Regional Seminar on Develop
ment sponsored by the Malasian Centre for De-elopment, Studies (Kuala
 
Lumpur: Pri.,e Ministe- s Department, Febr'u',:i-.. 1q68), pp. 21-22. 
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TALE A-2
 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES FOR AN F.L.D.,A OIL PALM SCHEMEa
 

Cost to Maturity
 
(4 years) in $ Malaysian
 

(1) (2) (3) 
Cost Per 

Cost Per Settler 
Total for Planted (Column two 

Items Scheme Acre x 8 acres) 

Loan Accountb 

A. Establishment - felling,
 
burning, pruning, reburning,
 
lining, holing, planting
 
materials, planting, cover
 
crops, internal roads, bridges
 
end culverts 2,790,000 558 4,464
 

B. Maintenance - weeding,
 
manurink,, cover crops, pest
 
and disease control, supply
ing, budgrafting, pruntng,
 
roads, bridges and culverts,
 
survey, census and sundried 1,722,900 344 2,756
 

C. Village Area Establishment 
felling, burning, pruning,
 
reburning, destumping,
 
leveling of house sites,
 
village roads 373,000 75 597
 

Maintenance - village roads
 
and sundries 22,500 5 36
 

D. Settlers' Houses - tools,
 
implements and cash crops 1,125,000 225 1,800
 

TOTAL UNDER-LOAN ACCOUNT 6,033,400 1,207 9,653
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TABLE A-2 (continued) 

Cost to Maturity
 
(4 years) in $ Malaysian
 

(1) (2) (3) 
Cost Per 

Cost Per Settler 

Items 
Total for 
Scheme 

Planted 
Acre 

(Column two 
x 8 acres) 

Administration Account 

E. Management Expenses 1,375,000 275 2,200 

Office building, staff 
quarters, furniture and 
fittings, motor vehicles, 
plant and equipment 237,600 47 380 

TOTAL COST TO THE AUTHORITY 7,646,000 1,529 12,233 

Social Amenities
 

F. Access road, water supply,
 
school and teachers' quarters,
 
health center, police station,
 
telecommunications, marketing
 
facilities, recreation and
 
community center and religious
 
institutions 825,000 165 1,320
 

TOTAL COST TO THE NATION 8,471,000 1,674 13,553
 

Source: "Land Settlements in Malaysia Under the Federal Land
 
Development Authority" (Kuala Lumpur: Federal Land Development Authority,
 
March, 1966), p. 37.
 

aThis scheme refers to a project of 5,300 acres of oil palm
 

trees and 625 families.
 

bThe loan account given here does not include the interest element
 

and contingency subsistence loans.
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TABLE A-3
 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES FOR AN F.L.D.A. RUBBER SCHEMEa
 

Cost to Maturity
 
(6 Years) in $ Malaysian


(1) (2) (3) 
Cost Per 

Items 
Total for 
Scheme 

Cost Per 
Planted 
Acre 

Settler 
(Column two 
x 8 acres) 

Loan Accountb 

A. Establishment 
- felling,

burning, pruning, reburning,
 
lining, holing, planting
 
materials, planting, cover
 
crops, internal roads,

bridges and culverts 
 1,161,600 
 363 2,904
 

B. Maintenance - weeding,
 
manuring, cover crops, pest

and disease control, supplying,

budgrafting, pruning, roads,
 
bridges and culverts, survey,

census and sundries 
 1,985,000 620 
 4,962
 

C. Village Area Establishment 
felling, burning, pruning,
 
reburning, destumping, level
ing of house sites, village

roads 
 360,800 113 
 902
 

Maintenance - village roads
 
and sundries 
 22,500 7 
 56
 

D. Settlers' Houses 
- tools,

implements and cash crops 
 720,000 225 
 1,800
 

TOTAL UNDER LOAN ACCOUNT 
 4,249,900 1,328 
 10,624
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TABLE A-3 (continued)
 

Cost to Maturity
 
(6 Years) in $ Malaysian
 

(1) (2) (3) 
Cost Per 

Cost Per Settler 

Itels 
Total for 
Scheme 

Planted 
Acre 

(Column two 
x 8 acres) 

Administratn Account 

E. Management .'xtnses - 633,600 198 1,584 

Office building, s aff quarters,
furniture and fittins, motor 
vehicles, plant and cq. ipment 197,800 62 495 

TOTAL COST TO THE AUTHORITI 5,081,300 1,588 12,703 

Social Amenities 

F. Access road, water supply, 
school and teachers' quarters, 
health center, police station, 
telecommunications, marketing 
facilities, recreation and com
munity center and 
institutions 

religious 
825,000 58 2,063 

TOTAL COST TO THE NATION 5,906,300 1.845 14,766 

Source: "Land Settlements in Malaysia Under the FederaL 'ind
Development Authority" (Kuala Lumpur: Federal Land Development Autk)rity,

March, 1966), p. 37.
 

aThis scheme refers to a project of 3,500 acres of rubber trees
 
and 400 families.
 

bThe loan account given here does not include the interest
 
element and contingency subsistence loans.
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Yield 

in 


Pounds 


4,400 


6,400 


8,000 


9,600 


10,400 


10,800 


11,200 


11,200 


11,200 


11,200 


11,200 


11,200 


11,200 

11,200 


11,000 


Total 


Cash 

Income 


(Monthly) 


$ 


170.21 


260.00 


331.83 


!#03.67 


439.59 


457.54 


475.50 


475.50 


475.50 


475.50 


475.50 


475.50 


475.50 

475.50 


466.50 


TABLE A-4 

YIELD, TOTAL CASH INCOME, SUBSISTENCE REQUIREMENT, RESIDUAL CASH
INCOME AND LOAN REPAYMENT FOR A RUBBER PROJECTa 

Regional 

Balance on
Subsist-
 Cash 

an Initial
ence 
 Income 
 Loan Repayment
(Monthly) (Monthly) Loan of
Monthly Annually $16,000/-


$ 
 $ $ $ at 5% Interestb 


100.00 
 70.21 
 50 600 16,200 

120.00 
 140.00 
 90 1,080 
 15,930 

140.00 
 191.83 
 130 1,560 15,166 

150.00 
 253.67 
 170 2,040 13,884 

150.00 
 289.59 
 190 2,280 12,298 

150.00 
 307.54 
 210 2,520 
 10,393 

150.00 
 325.50 
 220 2,640 8,273 

150.00 
 325.50 
 220 2,640 
 6,047 

150.00 
 325.50 
 220 2,640 3,709 

150.00 
 325.50 
 220 2,640 1,254 


Year of
 

Tapping
 

1
 

2
 

3
 

4
 

5
 

6
 

7
 

8
 

9
 

10
 

11
 

12
 

13 

14
 

15
 



TABLE A-4 (continued)
 

Y'ield 
in 

Pounds 

Total 

Cash 
Income 
(Monthly) 

$$ 

Subsist-
ence 

(Monthly) 

Regional 

Cash 
Income 
(Monthly) 

Loan Repayment 
Monthly Annually 

$ 

Balance on 

an Initial 
Loan of 
$16,000/-

at 5% Interestb 
Year of 
Tapping 

10,800 457.54 
-- 16 

10,600 448.56 .. 
17 

10,400 439.57 -
18 

10,200 430.60 

10,000 421.63 .. 
19 

9,600 403.67 -
20 

21 
9,200 385.71 .. 

22 
8,800 367.75 --

8,400 349.79 .2 
234 

8,000 331.83 -- 2 5 
~25 

Source: 
 "Land Settlements in Malaysia Under the Federal Land Development Authority"
(Kuala Lumpur: Federal Land Development Authority, March, 1966), 
p. 37.
 

aCalculations are based on a 
rubber plot of eight acres and a 
rubber price of M$0.70 per pound.
 

bThe present interest rate is 6-1/4 percent. 
This increases the loan repayment period by two
 
years.
 

IU0 
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Figure 1. 
Map of West Malaysia showing the location of F.L.D.A.
 
Bettlements and concentration of the settlements in five regions.
 

Source: Federal Land Development Authority Annual Ieport 1967
 
(Kuala Lampur: Federal Land Development Authority, 1968), p. 52.
 



APPENDIX B
 

ISRAELI SETTLEMENT PROJECTS: TABLES
 

TABLE B-I
 

COMPOSITION OF FARM TYPES IN FINAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE POST-STATE MOSHAVa 

Dairy Farm Industrial Crop Farm Citrus Farm 
Arable Land (Dunams)b 27 39 26 

In addition, 60 dunams of
village lands are at each 
settler's disposal for 

rgrazing purposes. 
Irrigated Area Under
Rotation Crops (Dunams) 22 35 16 
Orchards (Dunams) 5 4 10 citrus 

No. of Cows 5 dairy plus young 2 meat plus young 

Irrigated Crops (Dunams) 2-sugar-beet 
3--vegetables 
2-groundnuts
2 -legumes 

4-grains 

8--vegetables 
3-groundnuts 
5-cotton 

5-sugar-beet 
14-legumes and bay 

IO--vegetables 
4 --groundnuts 
4-barley 

17--fodder, hay and 
perennial grass 



TABLE B-i (continued)
 

Dairy Farm 
 Industrial Crop Farm 
 Citrus Farm
 

Annual Water Allocation 
 16,500 
 15,800 
 15.000
(cubic metres)
 

Souce: 
Raanan Weitz, The Composite Rural Structure, A Settlement Pattern in Israel
eJe1USdL-,-,: Agricul[tural 
Set'.lement DepartmenL, 1960), 
p. 27.
 

aIn addition, all 
faris raise poultry.
 

bOne dunam is euui%.alent 
to 0.22 acre.
 

L, 



TABLE B-2
 

CROP ROTATION SCHEME FOR 20 DUNAMS OF IRRIGATED LAND IN THE POST-STATE MOSHAV
 

Year 
Area 

(Dunams)a Autumn 
Distribution of Area in

Winter Spring Summer 

1st 4 greenmanure greenmanure I-tomatoes 1-tomatoes 
1-cucumbers I-cucumbers 
1-various 1-various 
1-land I-potatoes 
preparation 

2nd 4 1-preparation 4 4 4 
l-Brassicae land cotton cotton 
(cauliflower preparation 
cabbage) 

1-various 

1-potatoes 
3rd 4 4 

land prepara-
4 

land prepara-
3-groundnuts 

I-potatoes 
3-groundnuts 

1-cucumbers 
tion tion 

4th 3-hay 
1-stubble 

3-hay 
1-stubble 

3-hay 
I-onion 

3-hay 
1-onion 

4 
land preparation 

grazing grazing 
5th 4 4 4 4 4 

sugar-beet sugar-beet sugar-beet deep plough 

Source: 
Raanan Weitz, The Composite Rural Structure, A Settlement Pattern in 
Israel

(Jerusaiem: Agricultural Settlement Department, 1960), p. 21.
 

a du0
One dunai.- is equivalent to 0.22 acre.
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TABLE B-3
 

PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE FOR CROP ROTATION SCHEME IN THE POST-STATE MOSHAV
 

Number Monthly Requirement of Labor Days 
of 

Labor 
Area Days Total Q "4 

in Per Labor $ >% Z - 4
Crop Dunamsa Dunam Days " I n < L 0 z4 

Cotton 
 4 15 60 
 2 6 6 4 4 12 18 8 -
Sugar Beet 4 
 12 48 
 2 2 2 16 4 --
 2 6 8 6 --Groundnuts 
 3 11 33 72- 4---4 4 3 V; 3 6 3 --
Spring Tomatoes 1 35 35 
 1 3 6 5 
 9 6 4 1 --Spring Cucumbers 1 24 24 
 3 3 15 6 ---- -- --

Autumn Cucumbers 1 
 24 24 
 5 7 11 1 . .
Spring Potatoes 1 15 15 2 2 2 1 7 ----------
Autumn Potatoes 1 
 13 13-2 
 2 12 1 6
Misc. Summer Veg. 1 20 20 
 -- -- -- -- 3 1 8 7 ---- --
Misc. Winter Veg. 1 16 16 1 
 1 2 3 2 3 3
Onions 
 I 20 20 1 1 1 3 3 ---- -- 1 8
Brassicae 
 1 10 10 2 1 2 1 3
Hay 3 
 0.66 2---1 
Green Manure 4 0.5 2 -- 1-- 1- .. 

Total 
 27 325 6 7 3 21 41 44 33 36 45 43 24 20; 

Source: 
Raanan Weitz, The Composite Rural Structure, A Settlement Pattern in Israel
 
(Jerusalem: Agricultural Settlement Department, 1960), p. 27.
 

a0 dunam is equivalent to 0.22 acre.
 

Lfl 
Cn 
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TABLE B-4
 

ESTIMATED INCOME OF FARM TYPES IN FINAL STAGE OF THE POST-STATE MOSHAVa
 

Gross Income from Field Crops 


Gross Income from Animal Husbandryb 


Gross Income from Orchards 


TOTAL GROSS INCOME FROM FARM 


Total Production Costs 


NET INCOME FROM FARM OPERATIONS 


Use of House t.Value) 


TOTAL NET INCOME OF FARMERC 


Dairy Farm 


2,177 


7,390 


1,890 


11,437 


6,737 


4,700 


240 


4,940 


Industrial Crop Farm 


7,099 


1,020 


1,344 


9,463 


4,883 


4,580 


240 


4,820 


Citrus Farm
 

4,727
 

4,200
 

8,927
 

3,612
 

5,315
 

240
 

5,555
 

Source: 
 Raanan Weitz, The Composite Rural Structure. A Settlement Pattern in Israel
 
-(Jerusalem. Agricultural Settlement Department, 1960), 
p. 28.
 

aThis estimate is based on 1959 price levels. For 
the period 1955 to 1962, the official
 
excharge rate dropped f"-cm 74.O.56 to I+0.33 -otwpared tr X'l.? U.S. dt _far.
 

bExcluding income - poul,.
 

cThe settler's actual income is less than this, 
si..e in the final stage he must also repay

the investment 
loans which he received from the settlement authority.
 

I.U 
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TABLE B-5
 

INVESTMENT PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUAL FARM UNIT 
IN THE POST-STATE MOSHAVa
 

_ _ _ _ 

1. Farm House:
 

2-1/2 rooms, 45 sq. metres water
 
installations, shower, shutters,

outside W.C. 


2. Communal Buildings:
 

2 classrooms 

Children's creche and
 
Kindergarten 


Assembly hall and club 

Grocery 

Clinic 

Armoury 

Office 

Kindergarten kitchen 

Synagogue 

Ritual bath 


3. Farm Buildings:
 

Multi-purpose shed (24 sq.

metres) with concrete floor 

Open farm shed 
(24 sq. metrev)

tin roof, 2 walls 

Chicken run for 300 chickens 
and equipment (15 szq.
metres) 


Stable (30 sq. meLres) 


Poultry batteries for
100 layers 


Total 
Investient 
 Investment
 

Value Per
 
(for 80 
 Fran, 
farms) 
 Unit
 

_it it
 

6,150
 

17,000
 

13,000
 
140O00
 
12 000
 
81000
 
7,000
 
6.000
 
12,000
 

I1,OOO
 
Q.O 07.0OOO 
 1,330
 

1,750
 

850
 

780
 
750
 

250 4J80
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TABLE B-5 (continued) 

Total 
Investment 
 Investment
 
Value 
 Per
 

(for 80 
 Farm
 
farms) Unit
 

_ _ h It 

4. Communal Farm Buildings:
 

General warehouse-storeroom
 
(210 sq. metres) 
 18.000
 

Sheep dip (at village
 
center) 
 4,000


Grading station for vege
tables (at village
 
center) 
 4,600 
 322
 

Technical supervision of farm
 
buildings and houses

(6% of total value) 
 733 1,065
 

12,925
 

5. Irrigation Equipment:
 

Central and lateral piping
 
(permanent for 24 dunams of
 
irrigated land, including
 
orchards, sprinklers and
 
13 metres galvanized iron
 
piping or 
9 metres aluminum
 
piping per dunam 
 4,320
Water-meter 


160
 
Total investment in
 
irrigation equipment 


4,480
 

6. Equipment:
 

Half-share in auxiliary imple
ments for traction animals 


Poultry equipment 460
 
100 560
 

7. Stock:
 
100 pullets or cocls and chicks 

8 head of sheep or 2 meat cows 

400
 
800
 

Half-share in traction animal
 
or one work cow 
 450 1,650
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